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Summary

According to Beer’s Law there is a linear dependence between the absorbance

of a material and the concentration of an absorbing species in the material. Thus,

if one is interested inmodeling the concentration of an absorbing species, it should

be possible to do so by utilizing a linear model to describe the concentration of

the species from a measurement of the absorbance of the material. This thesis

is concerned with developing such models from hyperspectral measurements

taken in the visible (vis) and near infrared (NIR) region of the electromagnetic

spectrum.

When developing such models, it is frequently the case that a majority of the

wavelengths within a measured spectrum are not absorbed by the species of

interest - and should therefore preferably be excluded from the developed model

in order to optimize its performance. The process of identifying unnecessary

wavelengths is often driven by trial and error, as such it tends to be time

consuming and computationally demanding. During the work leading up to

Paper I we discovered a conceptually very simple technique which allows

calculations to be recycled when developing partial least squares (PLS) models

from different combinations of wavelengths. The technique can greatly reduce

the computational cost of tting multiple regression models with various

combinations of included/excluded wavelengths to a dataset. In Paper II

we incorporate the ndings of Paper I into a genetic algorithm (GA) and

demonstrate that the technique also can be used to simultaneously evaluate—

in a computationally ef cient manner—combinations of wavelengths which are

preprocessed using different techniques.

In Paper III and IV we develop models which solve wood science related issues.



In Paper III samples of spruce (Picea abies) treated with a phosphorus-based

ame retardant compound were scanned using a NIR hyperspectral camera. The

resulting data was subsequently used to develop a PLS model which estimated

the phosphorous content from the spectral signal.

In Paper IV samples of thermally modi ed pine (Pinus sylvestris) were

repeatedly scanned over time as they dried. The resulting time series sequences

of hyperspectral NIR data was used to develop a regression model capable of

estimating the moisture content of the pine from the spectra.

In Paper V1 a generic method is developed for studying and summarizing

hyperspectral time series sequences in terms of known and unknown variations.

The main idea of the presented method is that spectral variations of known origin

are removed from the data. The remaining residual data, containing variation of

unknown origin, is then subjected to dimensionality reduction in order to identify

new previously unknown variations in the data; variations which in the case of

hyperspectral time series data may exhibit temporal as well as spatial patterns

of interest. The developed concept was experimentally evaluated in Paper V on

a piece of unmodi ed spruce (Picea abies) which was monitored using a vis-NIR

hyperspectral camera as it dried over the course of 21 hours.

1Although referred to as a paper in this thesis for convenience, Paper V is really a book chapter
and not a conventional paper.
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Sammendrag

I følge Beer’s Law er det en lineær avhengighet mellom absorbansen av et

materiale og konsentrasjonen av en absorberende art i materialet. Således,

hvis man er interessert i å modellere konsentrasjonen av en absorberende

art, bør det være mulig å gjøre det ved å benytte en lineær modell for å

beskrive konsentrasjonen av arten fra en måling av absorbans av materialet.

Denne avhandlingen er opptatt av å utvikle slike modeller fra hyperspektrale

målinger som er tatt i det synlige (vis) og nær infrarøde området (NIR) i det

elektromagnetiske spekteret.

Når man utvikler slike modeller, er det ofte slik at et ertall av bølgelengdene

innenfor et målt spektrum ikke blir absorbert av artene som er av interesse -

og derfor bør de helst utelukkes fra den utviklede modellen for å optimalisere

ytelsen. Prosessen med å identi sere unødvendige bølgelengder er ofte drevet av

prøving og feiling, og har en tendens til å være tidkrevende og vanskelig. Under

arbeidet frem til Paper I oppdaget vi en konseptuelt veldig enkel teknikk som

gjør det mulig å resirkulere beregninger når vi utvikler delvis minste kvadrater

(PLS) -modeller fra forskjellige kombinasjoner av bølgelengder. Teknikken

kan redusere beregningskostnadene for å montere ere regresjonsmodeller

med forskjellige kombinasjoner av inkluderte/ekskluderte bølgelengder til et

datasett. I Paper II innlemmer vi funnene fra Paper I i en genetisk algoritme

(GA) og demonstrerer at teknikken også kan brukes til å evaluere—på en

beregningseffektiv måte—kombinasjoner av bølgelengder som er forbehandlet

med forskjellige teknikker.

I Paper III og IV utvikler vi modeller som løser trevitenskapelige problemer.

I Paper III ble prøver av gran (Picea abies) behandlet med en fosforbasert



ammehemmende forbindelse skannet ved bruk av et NIR hyperspektralkamera.

De resulterende data ble deretter brukt til å utvikle en PLS-modell som estimerte

fosforinnholdet fra spektralsignalet.

I Paper IV ble prøver av termisk modi sert furu (Pinus sylvestris) gjentatte

ganger skannet over tid mens de tørket. De resulterende tidsseriesekvensene

med hyperspektrale NIR-data ble brukt til å utvikle en regresjonsmodell som

var i stand til å estimere fuktighetsinnholdet i furu fra spektrene.

I Paper V1 utvikles en generisk metode for å studere og oppsummere

hyperspektrale tidsseriesekvenser i form av kjente og ukjente variasjoner.

Hovedideen med den presenterte metoden er at spektrale variasjoner av

kjent opprinnelse blir fjernet fra dataene. De resterende restdataene,

som inneholder variasjon av ukjent opprinnelse, blir deretter utsatt for

dimensjonalitetsreduksjon for å identi sere nye tidligere ukjente variasjoner i

dataene; variasjoner som i tilfelle av data fra hyperspektrale tidsserier kan utvise

tidsmessige så vel som romlige mønstre av interesse. Det utviklede konseptet ble

eksperimentelt evaluert i Paper V på et stykke umodi sert gran (Picea abies)

som ble overvåket ved bruk av et vis-NIR hyperspektralkamera da det tørket i

løpet av 21 timer.

1Selv om det er referert til som en artikkel i denne oppgaven for enkelhets skyld, er Paper V
virkelig et bokkapittel og ikke en vanlig journal-artikkel.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction & aims

T he main theme of this thesis is making models for predicting material

properties based on the way the material in question interacts with light.

Models which take a multivariate signal as input, collected in a nondestructive

way by shining a light at the material and measuring how it re ects/absorbs

light at different wavelengths, and outputs a prediction about the material. Such

as its content of a particular chemical. The instrument used throughout this

thesis to measure how a material interacts with light has been a hyperspectral

camera; which is an instrument capable of measuring how an object re ects

light as a function both of wavelength and spatial location in the object. In

contrast to traditional spectroscopic instruments which onlymeasure the spectral

re ectance/absorbance in a single point, hyperspectral cameras can be used to

study heterogeneous materials where the re ectance/absorbance spatially varies

within the material. An example of such a material is wood, which is studied

using hyperspectral imaging in several of the articles in this thesis. Because

hyperspectral measurements are spatially resolved, the models developed from

such data can be used to estimate the spatial distribution of a chemical’s content

in the material—generating what is known as a chemical map of the material—

which opens the door to new ways of analyzing the material and allows rapid and

nondestructive surveying of the material.

In two of the papers included in this thesis, models utilizing hyperspectral data

are developed from experimentally collected measurements and used to address



Chapter 1. Introduction & aims

wood-related research questions. Namely, to estimate the phosphorus content

in spruce surfaces and to model the moisture content of thermally modi ed

pine. Why such estimates are needed will be outlined in section 1.3. In

two other papers, hyperspectral model development is explored from a more

theoretical angle, where techniques are introduced which allow models to be

developed faster than previously possible by introducing new, computationally

ef cient, techniques for conducting variable selection. I.e., identifying which of

the wavelengths in a measured hyperspectral signal hold signi cant predictive

capacity over the chemical/material property one wishes to model. Identi cation

of such wavelengths is important both because it can increase the performance of

the developed model and because it can aid in understanding the underlying data

and its relation to the analyte of interest. In another paper, hyperspectral time

series data of a drying pine sample is studied, and a generic new methodology

is developed and evaluated for analyzing spatiotemporal spectral data. The

developed technique allows large amounts of spectral data to be quanti ed and

summarized in terms of wavelength-dependent variations of either beforehand

known and unknown origin.

Fundamentally, this thesis can be said to be concerned with two things:

algorithmic advances in wavelength selection and investigating wood-

related research questions by developing models where the input consists

of hyperspectral data.

1.1 Objective of this research

In the work leading up to this thesis three hyperspectral datasets were

experimentally collected, details of these will be given in chapter 3. These

datasets are central to the thesis as all the included articles and presented

3
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ndings relates to these datasets in one form or another: either a dataset was

used to practically address a wood-related research question, or the dataset

was used to evaluate theoretical concepts related to wavelength selection and/or

spectral preprocessing. Wavelength selection and spectral preprocessing are both

concepts which will be introduced and motivated in chapter 2. Suf ce to say at

this point is that they are both integral parts of developing functional models

from hyperspectral data.

The topic of this thesis—studying wood using hyperspectral imaging and

developing novel computational techniques for hyperspectral wavelength

selection—is investigated from different angles in ve scienti c papers. The

individual research objective of each paper in this thesis can be summarized as

follows:

1 the aim of Paper I is to put forth a new technique for performing fast

variable selection with partial least squares regression, suitable for

hyperspectral data containing many observations in relation to the

number of variables;

2 the aim of Paper II is to develop a method which competently

identi es both a wavelength section and a suitable choice of

preprocessing technique for a given hyperspectral dataset. This will

be realized by generalizing the research outcome of Paper I such

that it can be applied to several differently preprocessed versions

of a dataset simultaneously, thus making it easier to review the

performance of different preprocessing techniques after they have

undergone wavelength selection;

3 the aim of Paper III is to evaluate the possibility of using

hyperspectral NIR imaging to nondestructively estimate the amount

of phosphorous-based ame retardant present in spruce surfaces;

4
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4 the aim of Paper IV is to investigate if hyperspectral imaging in NIR

region can be used as a means of estimating the moisture content

within thermally modi ed pine and if the technique can be used

to gain insight to how thermally modi ed wood dries differently in

various regions of a board by studying samples over time as they dry;

5 the aim of Paper V is to introduce a new explorative method for

analyzing spatiotemporal spectral data, i.e. hyperspectral time series

data. The technique will require the user to provide information

about spectral variations of known origin believed to be present in the

dataset and will attempt to output a summary of detected systematic

spectral variations whose origins are unknown to the user. This

will then enable the user to study the unknown spectral variations

and ideally bring them into the domain of known variations whilst

additionally allowing the data to be greatly compressed.

Although the objective varies between the papers in the thesis, the papers are

interconnected on either a conceptual level, or in terms of the dataset used in the

research, or both. In addition to all articles utilizing hyperspectral data depicting

wood in one way or another, some of the papers are more directly linked to each

other: Paper I and Paper II are both about computationally ef cient variable

selection performed using a novel indexing technique; Paper IV and Paper V

are both concerned with analyzing hyperspectral time series data of pine; Paper

III and Paper IV are both about developing regression models for predicting the

spatial distribution of chemicals in wood. Figure 1.1 illustrates how the different

papers of the thesis are connected to each other and to the datasets.

5
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Dataset II

Dataset I     
Dataset II  
Dataset III 

Applications to wood science

Algorithmic advances in variable selection

Hyperspectral time series analysis

1

2

3

4

5

Paper I

Paper II
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Paper IV

Paper V

- Spruce with �ame retardant (NIR)
- Drying pine (vis/NIR)
- Drying thermally modi�ed pine (NIR)

- “Orders of magniture speed increase...”

- “Fast method for GA-PLS with...”

- “Estimation of phosphorus-based...”

- “Hyperspectral time series imaging...”

- “Hyperspectral image data streams...”

FIGURE 1.1 Illustration of how the ve papers in the thesis are related to each other and
to the three datasets.

1.2 Layout of the thesis

In section 1.3 a motivation is given for why it is worthwhile to study wood, and

why hyperspectral measurements are particularly well suited for certain wood

material studies. The section will also motivate the wood-related research goals

of Paper III and IV. The second main topic of this thesis—variable selection—

will be introduced and motivated separately in section 2.4. Chapter 2 contains

an explanation of all relevant concepts used in the papers which are attached

in the appendix. Chapter 3 provides a summary of the experimentally collected

datasets. Chapter 4 presents and discusses the key ndings of the thesis. List

form conclusions and research outcomes of the thesis are given in chapter 5.

1.3 Why study wood?

As a construction material wood is experiencing something of a renaissance

at the moment—increased demand for environmentally sustainable building

materials has led to an increased use of wood as it is a material which is

both renewable and stores carbon [1]. Life-cycle assessment studies of carbon

6
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emissions of various construction materials consistently indicate that increasing

the use of wood in the construction sector, by means of substituting for instance

concrete, lowers the long term carbon footprint of a building [2, 3]. Despite its

environmental advantages, there are aspects of wood as a construction material

which are suboptimal.

Historically, re safety has long been the Achilles’ heel of wood as it is a

notoriously combustible material. An illustrative local example of this is that

Oslo, the capital of Norway, was largely annihilated by city res on four separate

occasions between the years 1523 and 1624 alone—roughly once every 25 years—

after which the king of Norway forbade the use of wood as a construction material

within the city walls [4]. This example is far from unique since many European

cities are plagued by a history of periodic res followed by a ban/limitation

imposed on the use of wood as a construction material. Today most European

cities have however lifted their bans and it is permitted again to build with wood,

often even multistorey buildings [5]. Provided, of course, that the buildings

ful ll the regulations regarding re safety. In order to meet such regulations,

wood is sometimes impregnated with ame retardant chemicals before being

used in the construction phase. The purpose of such treatments is to delay the

structural failure and the ashover-point of the wood such that the occupants

are given ample time to evacuate the building in case of a re. However, a

problem associated with such treatments is that it is known that substances

impregnated into wood such as ame retardants leach out from the wood over

time [6]. The rate at which the leaching occurs can be dif cult to predict. In order

to verify that the re safety requirements of a wood-based building are still met

some arbitrary time after the construction of the building, surveying methods

are therefore needed which can quantify the current chemical composition of

wooden structures. Using well-established chemical analysis methods such as

inductively coupled plasma (ICP) analysis, this can be achieved by extracting

7
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samples from the wooden structure and determining the chemical composition of

the samples in a laboratory. The disadvantages of this is that: (1) the technique

is destructive since material needs to be physically removed from the structure

before it can be analyzed; (2) it is point based, meaning that only small regions

of the structure is surveyed. If there has been a large spatial variability in

the leaching rate throughout the structures lifetime, for instance due to harsh

microclimate conditions in certain parts of the building such as around window

sills etc., a potentially important spatial variation in chemical content within the

structure could be missed. The development of new, preferably nondestructive,

surveying methods are therefore warranted—methods capable of surveying large

areas of a wooden structure.

Another weakness of wood besides its combustibility is its susceptibility to

moisture-related problems. These problems can take many forms: risk of mould

growth and decay are elevated in moist conditions [7], differential swelling and

contraction of different regions of a wood board due to spatial variations in

moisture content can cause the wood or coatings applied to the wood to crack [8],

the wood can bend and deform as a result of transient wetting and drying, its

color can signi cantly change when exposed to moisture for longer periods [9]

which can be aesthetically displeasing, etc. One treatment method for combating

moisture-related inconveniences is thermal modi cation [10, 11]. Simply put,

thermal modi cation of wood is a process where wood is heated in an oven with

a reduced supply of oxygen. Visually the effect of the treatment is that the wood

gets notably darker [10, 12], as can be seen in Fig. 1.2 showing two pieces of

pine in both unmodi ed and thermally modi ed form. Property-wise there are

multiple effects of the treatment. For instance the dimensional stability of the

wood can be improved [13] and its resistance against fungi and mold growth

increases [14, 15]. The thermal modi cation process does however decrease the

strength of the wood [12], which is why thermally treated wood is generally not

8
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used in load-bearing structures, but rather in facades, ooring, decking etc. [15].

Because nothing is added to the wood and organic compounds are burnt away

during the treatment, the wood also weighs less after the thermal modi cation

compared to before [10, 12]. It is recognized that the moisture dynamics of

wood is altered by thermal treatments and that wood’s equilibrium moisture

content (EMC) decreases when thermally modi ed [10, 11]. Precisely how the

moisture uptake in a piece of wood spatially changes after thermal modi cation

is largely unknown. Some wood technologists speculate that the moisture uptake

of thermally modi ed wood ought be more evenly distributed throughout the

wood compared to unmodi ed wood—since some of the chemical causes for wood’s

heterogeneousness are burnt away in the thermal modi cation process. Previous

studies have been able to use magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to study and

visualize the distribution of moisture in thermally modi ed pine [16, 17], but

the resolution offered by such techniques is relatively low. New techniques are

therefore needed which can predict the distribution of moisture at a high spatial

resolution in order to broaden the current scienti c understanding of themoisture

dynamics of thermally modi ed timber.

In this thesis, hyperspectral imaging is evaluated as a tool for estimating

the content of a ame retardant chemical in spruce (Paper III) and as a

tool for studying the drying dynamics of thermally modi ed pine (Paper

IV).

1.3.1 Why study wood with hyperspectral imaging?

Detailed knowledge of how a material re ects/absorbs radiation can be often

be used to approximate several interesting things about the material. Since the

re ectance/absorbance of an object can be measured nondestructively, techniques

based on the utilization of spectroscopic data have become popular in the

9
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b)a)

FIGURE 1.2 Visual appearance of two pieces of Scots pine in a) unmodi ed form; b)
thermally modi ed form.

eld of wood science, where the near-infrared (NIR) region of the spectrum

is of particular interest due to the multitude of useful properties which can

be estimated from such measurements. Studies have shown that information

contained in the NIR spectrum can be used to predict several useful properties

of wood. The mechanical stress of wood [18], the density [19] and the moisture

content [20] are a few examples of properties which can be nondestructively

estimated from the NIR spectrum.

Wood is also a heterogeneous material in several ways. During a tree’s lifetime,

its growth rate varies with seasonal changes in temperature and precipitation

which gives rise to lower density earlywood regions and higher density latewood

regions of the wood [21]. This is clearly visible in most wood boards as lighter

respectively darker regions—as seen for example in Fig. 1.2. Wood from

the dead inner part of the tree, the heartwood, is also different from living

wood taken from the outermost parts of the trunk, the sapwood [22]. This

heterogeneity makes hyperspectral imaging a particularly well-suited tool for

studying wood. The proven techniques for estimating material properties from a

spectrum, which traditionally have been point-based, are still applicable when

using hyperspectral measurements, but hyperspectral imaging additionally

10
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opens the door to studying spatial variations within the heterogeneous wood

surface. In other words: if a property of wood can be estimated using point-based

spectroscopic measurements, hyperspectral imaging can be used to estimate the

spatial distribution of the same property within the wood. Despite the many

advantages, it should be mentioned that spectroscopic methods are associated

with a few drawbacks, the main one being that the penetration depth of

visible/near-infrared radiation into the wood is very limited; effectively only

the surface of the wood can be measured. Models developed from such surface

measurements will therefore not be able to estimate property variations taking

place deeper into the wood. This is not an issue when the surface-level content

of a chemical or property is of interest. But when the average chemical

content/material property throughout the thickness of the wood is of interest, this

is a severe disadvantage. In such cases it is generally necessary to assume that

the wood sample has a uniform distribution of the studied analyte throughout

the thickness of the wood such that the spectra observed on the surface is

representative of the wood as a whole. An assumption which to a varying degree

will always be inaccurate.
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CHAPTER 2

Methods & theoretical

background

T his chapter will serve as a foundation for understanding the papers

included in the appendix. First, a general introduction will be given

explaining why it is in theory possible to deduce something about a material

simply by shining a light at it and measuring the re ected signal. This chapter

will then transition into an increasingly practical explanation of all the key

concepts and methodologies used throughout the thesis.

2.1 Why is it even possible to nondestructively

say something about a material by

studying the way it interacts with light?

The electrons of an atom are spatially con ned around the center (the nucleus)

of their atom according to a probabilistic distribution of locations [23]. By

directing a source of electromagnetic radiation, i.e. light, towards an atom, the

atom can absorb the photon energy. In doing so the energy level of the atom

is elevated and the probability distribution associated with the location of the

electrons changes. This photon absorption can only occur if the radiation shun
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on the atom contains photons carrying an energy exactly equivalent to any of

the energy levels of the atom [24]. The energy carried by a photon depends on

the wavelength/frequency of the photon as there is a direct and well-established

relation between energy and wavelength [25]:

Ephot = h × c

λ
. (2.1)

In Eq. (2.1) Ephot is the energy of the photon, h is the Planck constant, c is the

speed of light in vacuum and λ is the wavelength of the photon. Energy levels and

electron orbitals differ between various atom types, and it is the electron orbitals

of an atoms which usually dictate the chemical behavior of the atom [23]. By

exposing an atom to radiation and measuring which wavelengths it absorbs, it is

therefore possible to deduce information about the atom type—and by extension

chemical information. In most material science however, materials made up from

many different types of atoms, arranged into different types of molecules, are

generally of interest. The previously mentioned energy levels associated with

electrons orbiting the nucleus within atoms is one out of multiple energy types

needed to describe the total energy state of amolecule. Generally, the energy state

of a molecule Emol can be approximated as the sum of four types of energies [26]:

Emol = Eelect + Evib + Erot + Etrans. (2.2)

In Eq. (2.2), Eelect is the energy associated with the electrons of the atoms within

the molecule, Evib is the vibrational energy of the molecule, Erot is the rotational

energy of the molecule and Etrans is the translational energy of the molecule.

When atoms combine into molecules, they do so through various chemical bonds.

The nature of these bonds causes the atoms within themolecules to be in constant

motion; the atoms constantly vibrate along the chemical bonds like oscillating

springs, the entire molecule rotates about the molecular axes and in liquids and

13
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Emitted light

Re�ected light

Wavelength-speci�c absorption

Studied material

FIGURE 2.1 Illustration of fundamental concept used in this thesis to nondestructively
studymaterials: light from an arti cial source is emitted towards amaterial. Thematerial
re ects much of the light again but depending on the composition of the material certain
frequencies of the light are greatly diminished in the re ected signal due to absorption. By
measuring the re ected signal, and knowing the wavelength distribution of the emitted
light, the absorbance of the material can be inferred and used to deduce properties about
the studied material.

gases the molecule moves within the material [26]. The energy associated with

these motions are notated as Evib, Erot and Etrans respectively in Eq. (2.2). For

practical spectroscopic purposes, the translational energy of a molecule can be

ignored. The remaining three energies (Eelect, Evib, Erot) however, all have speci c

energy levels associated with them which can cause photons from an incident

source of radiation to be absorbed by the molecule. By exposing a material

to a controlled source of radiation and measuring which photon energies, i.e.

which wavelengths, the material absorbs, it becomes possible to deduce chemical

information about the material. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 2.1.

Because photon absorption only occurs when the energy of an incident photon

precisely matches the discrete energy amount associated with one of the

molecule’s energy levels, radiation shun on a material can intuitively be expected

14
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FIGURE 2.2 Measured absorbance spectrum of a coal sample in moist condition (red) and
after drying for 6 hours (green). Displayed absorbance values are preprocessed using
standard normal variate.

to be absorbed at speci c, sharply de ned, wavelength locations in an absorbance

spectrum. When measuring the absorbance spectrum of a material in practice

however, chemically induced absorption regions are rarely sharp, but rather

smooth and distributed across a number of wavelengths. One reason for this

is that materials are composed of many molecules, with varying vibrational and

rotational states. These variations cause absorption to occur probabilistically

across a number of wavelengths, with the peak of the absorption located around

the energy level most probable to cause absorption [27]. Figure 2.2 shows an

example of a measured absorbance spectrum depicting a piece of coal, measured

in both wet and dry condition. As seen in the gure, the absorption peak

around 1900-2000 nm which is caused by water in the sample, appears across

a distribution of wavelengths.

How much the absorbance is altered by an absorbing species of a given

concentration is mathematically described in Beer’s law, which states that the

absorbance A at a given wavelength λ follows the relation [28]:

A(λ) = ε(λ) × ℓ × c. (2.3)

In Eq. (2.3) ε is the molar extinction coef cient, ℓ is the path length of the

light, and c is the concentration of an absorbing species. The molar extinction

15
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coef cient ε is an intrinsic material property. Provided that the path length ℓ

is reasonably similar between different samples of a material, the absorbance

A therefore has a very clear connection to the concentration c of an absorbing

species. Simply put, higher concentration of an absorbing species causes higher

absorbance. By experimentally measuring the absorbance of several samples of a

material containing different concentrations of a chemical species one wishes to

study, it therefore becomes possible to deduce and quantify the amount by which

the absorbance should be weighted at different wavelengths to produce a good

estimation of the concentration. It should be noted however that Beer’s law is

said to be valid only when a set of conditions are met, among which is that the

attenuating medium must not scatter the radiation [29]. In practice, as will be

discussed in the next section, this is an example of a condition that is dif cult

to ful ll. Some deviations from Beer’s law are therefore virtually inevitable in

practice. Despite this, highly useful approximations of an analyte’s concentration

are still perfectly possible to model. One way of numerically approximating the

concentration of an analyte from the absorbance of a material, which is widely

used in this thesis, is to assign a coef cient β (estimated frommeasurement data)

to each measured wavelength which is multiplied with the absorbance of that

wavelength:

c ≈ β1 × A(λ1) + β2 × A(λ2) + ... + βn × A(λn) (2.4)

2.1.1 Why is it generally nontrivial to say something

about a material by studying the way it interacts

with light?

Absorption taking place due to the energy of a photon precisely matching

any of the molecule’s characteristic energy levels is known as fundamental

16
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absorption. The frequencies at which this type of absorption occurs are known

as the fundamental frequencies of the molecule [30]. However, in addition to

fundamental absorption, photons possessing an energy which is a multiple of

any of the energies of the fundamental frequencies of a molecule—for instance

twice or three times the required energy amount—can also be absorbed by the

molecule and cause elevation to higher energy levels. Such energy levels are

known as overtone frequencies. The rst multiple of a fundamental frequency

is called the rst overtone, the second multiple is the second overtone, etc.

Because overtone absorption requires more energy (i.e. a higher frequency of

light) than fundamental absorption, the overtone absorption will take place at

shorter wavelengths in the electromagnetic spectrum relative to the fundamental

absorption. Generally, fundamental absorption is much stronger in intensity

compared to the overtones, and with each increasing overtone the magnitude

of the absorption becomes lower [24]. Thus, the characteristic information

of a molecule can be repeated multiple times across the wavelength range of

an absorbance spectrum, similarly to an echoing sound becoming weaker and

weaker with each echo. If the energy of a photon equals the sum of two

or more vibrational energy levels within a molecule, it is also possible for a

photon to be absorbed by the molecule, and in doing so triggering multiple

vibrational excitations simultaneously [24]. Due to the multitude of ways in

which photons can be absorbed by molecules, particularly molecules containing

a large number of atoms, a single type of molecule can cause absorption at many

different wavelengths. When studying materials composed of many different

molecules, the absorption triggered by different molecules within the material

may be located at overlapping wavelength regions, thus making it dif cult to

identify a wavelength region related only to the chemical substance of interest.

Another layer of complexity is added to the analysis of the spectra by undesired

interference in the signal.

17
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2.1.1.1 Signal interference

Inadvertently, a measured spectrum is in practice likely to contain undesired

interferences in the signal in addition to the absorbance patterns of interest.

These interferences can have multiple sources of origin. For instance, if

the studied material contains water, a change in temperature will cause

the absorption peaks associated with the water to shift to slightly different

wavelengths [31]. Thus, the exact same sample measured on two occasions may

yield different spectra if the temperature of the sample has changed. In addition

to changes in the sample, temperature changes in the instrument used to make

the measurement can also induce interference in the signal.

Provided that measurements are taken in a controlled environment however, the

main source of undesired signal interference is light scatter interference. Light

scatter is when light changes trajectory and deviates from its originally straight

path [32]. Micro-structure variations in the surface geometry of a material,

presence of bubbles, droplets, bers and density variations are examples of

things which can scatter electromagnetic radiation [33]. The consequence of

light scatter is that even thought the distance between a light source, a sample

and a detector are held constant, the distance the light has to traverse before

reaching the detector—the optical path length—can vary greatly when different

samples are measured. Even when the measured samples are of a similar

chemical composition [34]. Light scatter is particularly prevalent in near-infrared

spectra where up to 99 % of the variation can be caused by light scatter in

severe cases [31]. In the measured spectra this can manifest itself in several

ways, it can for instance cause offsets and slope changes between the spectra

of measured samples [32] or cause shifts in the position of peaks in the spectra

[35]. Figure 2.3 illustrates the problematic nature of light scatter interference.

The gure shows the measured absorbance at 19 different wavelengths in the
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FIGURE 2.3 Measured absorbance spectra of three types of sieved wheat ours. Two of
the wheat ours have a nearly identical chemical composition with a protein content of
11.4 and 11.6 % respectively, yet—due to differences in particle size—their spectra are
substantially different. The third our sample is chemically different from the others with
15 % protein content, yet its spectrum is very similar to the sample of similar particle size.
Figure adapted from [31].

NIR region for three types of wheat our. Two of the samples in the gure

have a nearly identical protein content, whereas the third has a higher protein

content. Despite the fact that two of the samples are nearly identical in chemical

composition, there is a substantial difference in their measured absorbance

spectra. The cause of this is that light scatters differently in the ours due to

their different particle sizes, resulting in a seemingly uniform absorbance offset

between the samples. Needless to say, this scatter-induced signal interference

makes it problematic to directly model the relationship between the absorbance

spectrum of a sample and a chemical constituent within the sample—since the

scatter interference masks, and often overshadows, the spectral changes caused

by chemical absorption. There exists however, as will be the subject of section

2.5, mathematical transformations which can be applied to the measured spectra

to reduce the issues related to interference and to enhance spectral features of

interest.
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2.2 Hyperspectral imaging

2.2.1 Obtaining a hypercube

When an image is takenwith a conventional digital camera, the data structure

of the image consists of three separate two-dimensional matrices, where each

matrix describes the spatial distribution of the intensity of red, green and blue

color respectively as shown in Fig. 2.4 a). Hyperspectral line-scanning cameras

on the other hand, such as the ones used to collect the datasets in this thesis,

only take images consisting of a single spatial dimension, i.e. a line of pixels.

In return for the reduced spatial detection capacity, each collected line contains

substantially more colors than three, as shown in Fig. 2.4 b). When the number

of color channels is large enough, each pixel can be viewed not merely as a

composite of three discrete colors, but as a spectrum describing the measured

light intensity as a function of wavelength. Furthermore, the wavelengths which

the hyperspectral camera measure do not necessarily need to be con ned to the

visible part of the spectrum, but can be of frequencies either higher or lower than

visible to humans.

R

G

B

Spatial y

Spatial x

Wavelength

Spatial x

a) b)

FIGURE 2.4 Illustration of a) data structure of an image taken with a conventional digital
camera containing two spatial dimensions for each of the three color channels (red, green
and blue); b) data structure of a single line image taken with a hyperspectral line-scanning
camera.
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FIGURE 2.5 Illustration of the data structure of a hypercube. Multiple line images—such
as the one shown in Fig. 2.4 b)—captured by a line-scanning camera are stacked on top of
each other to form a three-dimensional image containing a spectrum of light intensity as
a function of wavelength in every spatial position of the image.

To obtain images with a line-scanning camera containing two spatial dimensions,

it is necessary to either drag the camera above the object one wishes to study,

in a direction perpendicular to the original line orientation, while repeatedly

taking pixel rows at each new location. Or to keep the camera stationary whilst

moving the object in front of the camera whilst taking line images. The resulting

sequence of images, where each image contains a single line of pixels, can then

be stacked on top of each other to form a data structure consisting of two spatial

dimensions. Each pixel of the resulting image will then contain a seemingly

continuous spectrum of colors as shown in Fig. 2.5. Such three-dimensional

images are commonly referred to as hyperspectral images or hypercubes. The

linear motion needed to take such images is typically achieved by fastening either

the camera or the object being studied to a translation stage, which is a motorized

device for translating rotational movement from a motor into linear movement of

the sample/camera.
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2.2.2 Converting the values of a hypercube into

reflectance

The numerical values of an obtained hypercube greatly depends on the

illumination of scene being photographed, as well as camera settings such as

integration time. As such, attempting to use the raw measured spectral signal

within a hypercube to deduce anything about chemical or physical properties

of the photographed object is greatly suboptimal; since images taken of the

exact same object at different points in time can, and most likely will, result

in different hyperspectral images due to changes in ambient light conditions

etc. Furthermore, the raw measured spectra will appearance-wise often closely

resemble the spectra emitted by the light source used to illuminate the object.

Which for instance can be a halogen light or sunlight. Figure 2.6 shows the

measured spectrum of a Norway Spruce (Picea abies) wood sample in comparison

to the spectrum of a halogen light source which was used to illuminate the

spruce sample. To make the measured spectral signal invariant to changes in

illumination and to assign more easily interpreted and meaningful numerical

values to the signal within the hyperspectral images, an additional object—a

reference object—is often included in the same image together with the object

being studied. The re ectance properties of the reference object should ideally be

well known for the entire wavelength region detected by the camera. The purpose

of including a reference object with a known re ectance in the image is that it can

be used to infer what the re ectance of any other object in the image is.

In all of the image acquisitions performed in the projects included in this thesis,

a reference rod made of spectralon was included in the images. Spectralon is a

material which is often used as a reference material due to its exceptionally high

and uniform diffuse re ectance across a broad wavelength range. For all visible

light Spectralon’s re ectance is typically over 99 %, and it also has excellent
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FIGURE 2.6 Spectral signal intensity measured of a halogen light source (red line) and a
piece of spruce (green line) which is being illuminated by the halogen light source shown
in red.

re ectance in the near-infrared region up to 2500 nm [36]. By assuming that

the signal intensity of pixels depicting the spectralon rod correspond to 100 %

re ectance it becomes possible to approximate what the re ectance of every other

pixel within a hypercube corresponds to—simply by dividing every pixel of the

image with the intensity value measured on the spectralon. By doing so the

values within the hypercube are assigned an easily interpreted physical property,

namely re ectance. After this transformation, images taken of an object at

different points in time under different light conditions will be, within some

margin of error, identical to each other. Since variations in illumination will

also affect the reference material. This technique—dividing the value of pixels

with the value of a reference pixel to obtain the re ectance—would have been

adequate if the camera would have offered perfect delity in its photon count. In

practice however, one also has to account for a phenomena known as dark current.

Just like conventional cameras, hyperspectral cameras use CCD sensors (or

CMOS/MTC) to detect incoming light. The purpose of such sensors is to translate

impinging photons into electric charges, which can then be quanti ed and used

to measure the amount of light reaching the camera. Dark current is the name

of thermally generated electric charges which are continuously misinterpreted

by such detectors as impinging photons [37]. The charge generated by dark

current—which has multiple known sources [38]—is indistinguishable from the
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charge generated by actual photons reaching the sensor. Thus, the practical

consequence of dark current is that the signal obtained using a CCD/CMOS/MTC

sensor is a superposition of desirable photon-induced signal and undesirable dark

current-induced signal. Therefore, all hyperspectral images, even ones taken in

complete absence of impinging light, will still contain ameasured signal intensity

greater than 0. To quantify the amplitude of the noise caused by dark current,

each hyperspectral image acquisition typically ends with taking a number of line

images with the shutter of the hyperspectral camera closed. The resulting signal

from these pixels then represents the signal measured by the sensor despite the

absence of impinging photons, i.e. an approximation of the dark current signal.

The amount of dark current noise received by a CCD depends on the temperature

of the detector—the higher the temperature the higher the dark current noise. To

minimize the effect of dark current, hyperspectral cameras are therefore actively

cooled. When the dark current signal has been approximated, it can be removed

from the hyperspectral image by subtracting the measured dark current signal

from every other pixel of the image. Thus, the nal conversion from rawmeasured

signal intensity into re ectance can be calculated as:

R = I − Id
I0 − Id

. (2.5)

Where I0 represents the signal measured on the reference object with roughly

100 % re ectance, Id is the signal measured with the camera shutter closed

and I is the signal of all other pixel of the image. Because an image will likely

contain spatial variations in sample illumination, dark current and CCD sensor

sensitivity along each line of pixels, the correction in Eq. (2.5) is performed

separately for each position along the acquired lines, i.e. column by column in

the hypercube. It should also be mentioned that if the object being scanned

is stationary together with a light source and the camera is moving above the

sample during the scan, there will also likely be illumination variations in the
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FIGURE 2.7 Slice of a hyperspectral image depicting a pine sample at 761 nm before and
after white reference correction. Left image shows the raw measured pixel intensity data.
Right image shows the same data but after it has been passed through Eq. (2.5) and
converted into re ectance relative to the white reference object located at the top of the
image. Signal captured with the shutter closed (Id) has been omitted from the illustration
but is typically located at the bottom of the image.

vertical (row) direction of an image, unless the sample is illuminated in a perfectly

uniform way. If this is the case Eq. (2.5) becomes inaccurate. It is therefore

generally preferable to keep the camera stationary together with the light source

and move the sample in front of the camera during the acquisition. In this way

each scanned line experiences the same illumination, regardless of how long the

sample being scanned is. Figure 2.7 shows a hyperspectral image of a pine sample

before correction with Eq. (2.5) (left) with integer values, and after the correction

(right) where the data has been normalized such that values within the white

reference object correspond to 1.0 (100 % re ectance) and all values within the

sample lie somewhere between 0 and 1.

2.2.3 Converting a hypercube into absorbance

After the measured hyperspectral data has been passed through Eq. (2.5),

it describes a property inherent to the object being monitored, the re ectance,

and can thus be used to study different aspects of the object. However, when

the ambition is to use the spectral data in a statistical model to correlate it
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to a chemical concentration of some sort, absorbance, rather than re ectance,

is often preferred. As previously mentioned in section 2.1, the reason for this

is that provided Beer’s law is upheld, there is a linear relationship between

the absorbance at a speci c wavelength and the concentration of the absorbing

species [24]. Beer’s law states that the absorbance, A, can be calculated as the

logarithm of the inverted transmittance, T:

A = log10(1/T). (2.6)

In hyperspectral imaging, radiation re ected off of objects is often measured

rather than radiation transmitted through the object. In such cases it is common

to simply treat the re ectance as an analog to transmittance, thereby making the

equation:

A = log10(1/R). (2.7)

Although Eq. (2.7) is used extensively in spectroscopy it should be mentioned

that the expression may not be entirely correct, as no functioning theory has

ever been developed proving that it is valid to substitute the transmittance T

with re ectance R when using Beer’s law to obtain absorbance [39]. As such, the

resulting values of Eq. (2.7) are by some authors not referred to as absorbance

values but rather as apparent absorbance or simply as ”log 1/R values”. The

log10(1/R) values are however related to the absorbance and it has been shown

that there is an almost linear relation between the concentration of an absorbing

compound and its contribution to the log10(1/R) value [40], which nevertheless

makes it practically useful to use Eq. (2.7). Henceforth in this thesis, any spectral

data that has gone through the log10(1/R) transformation will for convenience

just be referred to as absorbance data (A) with an understanding that the

values are produced with Eq. (2.7) and may not correspond exactly to the true
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absorbance.

2.2.4 Unfolding a hypercube

A nal step before using the hyperspectral images as input to a statistical

model and correlating the data to a response is to rearrange the structure of the

data. Most statistical modeling techniques are designed to operate on datasets

structured into two-dimensional matrices with observations along the rows of

the matrix and variables along the columns. In the case of hyperspectral images,

each pixel is an observation and each measured wavelength is a variable. Before

developing models with the hyperspectral data, the data therefore needs to

conform to this structure. This is achieved by spatially collapsing each hypercube

and stacking the columns on top of each other as shown in Fig. 2.8, thereby

combining the original two-dimensional spatial information of the images into

one dimension. This procedure is known as unfolding a hypercube. When

hyperspectral datasets consist of multiple hypercubes, each cube is unfolded and

stacked vertically on top of the others to form a tall two-dimensional matrix

containing the entire dataset. Such a data matrix is often denoted X. The

response value to be modeled from the spectral data, for instance the chemical

content associated with each hyperspectral image, is rearranged into a vector (or

matrix in the case of multiple responses), y, of the same length as X—such that

each row of X maps to a response in y.

2.3 Regression modeling

In order to predict something useful from the spectra contained within a

hyperspectral image, such as the spatial distribution of a particular chemical,

a mathematical transformation is needed. This transformation is generally

realized with regression modeling. The aim of regression modeling is to nd a
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FIGURE 2.8 Unfolding of a three-dimensional hypercube into a two-dimensional matrix of
structure observation × variables suitable for regression modeling.

function f , generally parameterized by some coef cients β, which can translate

independent data X to one or multiple response variables y:

y = f(X, β) + ϵ. (2.8)

Preferably with a minimal translation error ϵ. The motivation for seeking such

a function rather than measuring y directly is commonly that X is easier and/or

cheaper to obtain than y or that y is simply not accessible to measure. In

linear regression the response variable y is assumed to be a linear function of

the parameters in the model [41]. The simplest and probably most well known

example of a linear function is that of a straight line: y = mx + b. When using

the equation of a line as a basis for a regression model describing the linear

relationship between the model’s input and output, all parameters whose values

need to be estimated—the intercept b and slope m in the case of a straight line—

are often all denoted with the symbol β; with different subscripts distinguishing

the different parameters. The regression modeling analogue of y = mx + b is

therefore often expressed as:

y = β0 + β1x + ϵ. (2.9)
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Where the error term ϵ accounts for deviations from the linear relation. In cases

where the value of y is suspected to be in uenced by more than one independent

variable, as is often the case in spectroscopy, Eq. (2.9) can easily be extended

to accommodate such additional predictor variables by adding more terms to the

equation:

y = β0 + β1x1 + β2x2 + ... + βnxn + ϵ. (2.10)

Equation (2.10) is still linear, but as the number of terms in the equation

increase it becomes increasingly dif cult to picture what the modeled geometrical

connection between input and output looks like. When only one independent

variable is involved, the model uses a straight line to estimate y from x; when

two independent variables are involved, the model uses a plane to estimate y

from x; when three or more independent variables are used the model describes

a hyperplane, i.e. a plane with higher dimensionality than two. A traditional

and well-established way of estimating the unknown regression coef cients in

Eq. (2.10) is by using ordinary least squares (OLS) tting. The OLS solution to

Eq. (2.10) can for instance easily be obtained by [41]:

β̂ = (X⊤X)−1X⊤y. (2.11)

Where β̂ is a vector containing all the estimated coef cients. The OLS solution

works well when the regression problem being solved only contains a few

independent variables [42]. Additionally, these few independent variables need

to be uncorrelated to each other. If they are not, the regression coef cient

estimation becomes unstable [43]. Throughout the papers in this thesis, the

independent X data consists of hyperspectral data where the X1, X2, ...Xn

variables represents the absorbance at individual wavelengths in close proximity

to each other. Under such circumstances neither of the mentioned prerequisites
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for robust and successful OLS estimation are ful lled—as there are a lot of

variables in spectral data, many of which are heavily correlated. To successfully

estimate the coef cients of Eq. (2.10) when the variables inX are large in number

and heavily correlated, an alternative tting procedure to OLS is therefore

necessary.

One way of estimating the regression coef cients of Eq. (2.10) which is robust

against noisy, numerous and correlated X variables [42] is partial least squares

regression (PLS). PLS is extensively used in areas related to spectral modeling

and is used throughout this thesis (Papers I, II, III and IV) for estimating the

concentration of various analytes from absorbance data. The reason for PLS’s

robustness is that the method has a dimensionality reduction built into to the

parameter estimation. If each of the n variables in X (X1, X2, ...Xn), i.e. each

wavelength of the spectral data, is thought of as de ning its own coordinate axis

in an n-dimensional space, PLS de nes a new A-dimensional subspace (where

A ≤ n). The original X data is then projected down to this A-dimensional space

forming a lower dimensional representation of the data which is used to estimate

the coef cients needed to model y. This dimensionality reduction concept can

be seen exempli ed in Fig. 2.9 using three wavelengths from a set of NIR

spectra. Unlike other commonly used dimensionality reduction methods such

as principal component analysis (PCA) which only considers the X data when

forming the lower dimensional subspace, PLS takes both the X and y data into

consideration when orienting the A-dimensional subspace and in the orientation

process attempts to maximize the covariance betweenX and y [44]. This ensures

that information relevant for the modeling of y from X is caught in the rst

few subspace dimensions. If most of the variables in X are uncorrelated to each

other and essential for the prediction of y, A will need to be high in order to

not lose any critical information in the dimensionality reduction. If many of the

variables in X are highly correlated to each other or irrelevant for the prediction
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FIGURE 2.9 Illustration of dimensionality reduction performed during PLS on a dataset
containing three variables (n = 3). Scatter plot a) shows original data as green dots. Each
independent variable (x, y, z) de nes a separate axis. Scatter plot b) shows the original
data points (green) together with orange points projected down on a line de ned by the
rst component/dimension identi ed by PLS (A = 1). Scatter plot c) shows the original

data points (green) together with orange points projected down to a two-dimensional plane
(A = 2) de ned by the rst two components identi ed by PLS. PLS components were
estimated using the SIMPLS algorithm [45].

of y, the relation between X and y can be adequately captured even when A is

substantially lower than n.

To establish which value of A is optimal for a dataset, a technique called k-fold

cross-validation is often used. In k-fold cross-validation the observations of a

dataset (both X and y) are partitioned into k segments called folds. A regression

model is then trained using k − 1 of the folds; the last kth fold is withheld from

the model. Afterwards, the model is given the withheld X data as input and

attempts to predict the withheld response values associated with the fold. The

mean squared error between the models prediction of the response and the actual

response is then calculated and stored. The process is then repeated k times

with a different fold withheld from the model during its training until all folds

have been withheld from the model once. The resulting k mean squared errors

obtained from this are then used to form a cross-validated Root Mean Squared

Error (RMSEcv) which is an estimate of how well the model is expected to perform

on average on new, previously unseen, data. Figure 2.10 illustrates the concept
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FIGURE 2.10 Illustration of concept behind k-fold cross-validation. k different models are
tted iteratively, in each iteration a different partition of the data is used to t/train

the model and to test its performance. The nal RMSEcv value is afterwards calculated
using the mean squared error of all iterations to obtain an estimate of the model’s average
performance when confronted with new data.

behind k-fold cross-validation and the equation used to determine the RMSEcv. In

order to use k-fold cross-validation to determine the optimal subspace dimension

A in a PLS model, the cross-validation is performed with different values of A.

The A value found to produce the lowest RMSEcv is then used in the nal model.

Alternatively, if the RMSEcv continues to decrease as A increases, but does so

insigni cantly, the A value can be set manually to favour a low complexity model

over high complexity models with nearly identical performance as this may be

advantageous in terms of robustness.

2.4 Variable selection

Hyperspectral data contains absorbance measurements at typically a few

hundred different wavelengths, which are often equally spaced apart. When

attempting to correlate the spectral information of such data to a response—such

as the concentration of a particular chemical in the surface of a sample—it is

generally the case that only a subset of the measured wavelengths is relevant

for mapping the signal to the response. Inadvertently, the collected spectra are
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thus likely to contain absorbance measurements at numerous wavelengths which

are irrelevant when it comes to modeling the dependent variable. Even thought

the dimensionality reduction of PLS will alleviate some of the issues related to

irrelevant variables, including such redundant wavelengths in the regression

model can render it less accurate and robust than it would have been had these

regions been excluded, even when using PLS [46]. Wavelength selection, which

is more generally referred to as variable selection, feature selection or subset

selection, is the process by which the relevant wavelength regions of a dataset are

separated from the irrelevant or noisy regions. More concretely, if an independent

dataset is stored in a two-dimensional matrixX with observations along the rows

and variables along the columns, the aim of variable selection is to identify which

columns of X should be included in the regression model and which ought to be

excluded.

What makes variable selection challenging is that the problem has no known

analytical solution which can be used to quickly identify the optimal variable

subset. To nd the single best performing variable subset the only option is

therefore to exhaustively evaluate every possible combination of variables and

compare how they perform. However, the total number of possible variable

combinations is (2n − 1) where n is the number of available variables to choose

from, i.e. the number of columns in X. As soon as the number of variables

in the dataset is more than just a handful, a rapid combinatorial explosion

takes place which makes the number of possible subsets astronomically large.

If the number of wavelengths in a measured spectrum is 256 for instance, the

number of possible subsets is more than 1077, which is well beyond what is

computationally feasible to evaluate. Instead of evaluating every possible subset,

variable selection techniques are often heuristic and strives to identify subsets

which are as good as practically possible, rather than globally optimal.

Variable selection techniques are often categorized as either lter-, wrapper-
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or embedded methods depending on how they attempt to identify and quantify

the value of variables in the data [47]. The category of techniques exclusively

used throughout the papers of this thesis are the wrapper methods, as such,

the concepts behind lter and embedded methods will not be expanded upon

here. Wrapper methods work by generating candidate subsets which are then

evaluated by tting regression models using the generated variable subsets and

predicting the response of a dataset. The resulting prediction error associated

with each variable selection, which for instance can be a RMSEcv value, is then

fed back into the wrapper algorithm which is guided by the provided performance

measure when generating the next set of candidate subsets. Thus, as the name

suggests, wrapper methods can be thought of as wrapping around a regression

model in order to create a feedback loop which drives the search for new subsets.

The iterative concept behind wrapper methods is illustrated in Fig. 2.11. One of

the main criticisms of wrapper methods is that they are generally very slow [48].

This is because wrapper methods are iterative and driven by trial and error. As

such, they tend to require a large number of subsets to be evaluated before a

satisfying subset is found, which is signi cantly computationally costly and thus

time consuming when a large number of variables are involved [49].

The need for novel, computationally ef cient, techniques that can speed up

the feature selection process is apparent, particularly in elds concerned

with large datasets such as hyperspectral data. Developing such

techniques will be the research topic of Paper I and Paper II.

In the next two sections the concept behind two variable selection methods which

are commonly used in spectroscopy are outlined, both of which are used in the

papers of the appendix.
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Generate new
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RMSECV

Generate initial
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FIGURE 2.11 High-level illustration of cyclical concept behind wrapper-based feature
selection methods. An initial pool of candidate variable subsets is generated and cross-
validated, the RMSEcv of the subsets is then used to decide which subsets should be
generated and evaluated next. How new feature subsets are produced varies greatly
between different feature selection algorithms.

2.4.1 Step-wise methods

Among the simplest forms of variable selection techniques are the step-wise

methods. In these methods, a single variable is either added or removed from a

candidate variable selection in an attempt to improve the solution. Themost basic

forms of step-wise methods are forward selection and backwards elimination. In

forwards selection an initial subset is generated containing no active variables.

Each of the inactive variables are then one by one activated and a regression

model is trained and evaluated using the newly activated variable. Whichever

variable yields the lowest prediction error from this becomes permanently active

and becomes the start-case for the next cycle of the selection procedure. In the

next cycle, each of the reminding inactive variables are one by one activated and

evaluated, the best performing of which again becomes permanently activated.

This pattern continues until no activation can be made without increasing

the prediction error of the model. In backwards elimination, the concept is

similar but executed in reverse: an initial subset is generated containing all the

possible variables in the dataset. From the initial subset each single variable is

inactivated one by one and evaluated. The best performing inactivation becomes

permanent. Figure 2.12 summarizes the concept behind both forward selection
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for Each inactive variable in v

end

• Temporarily activate variable in

• Initialize variable selection vector v with 

• Permanently activate variable in v

while Model error decreases

end

all elements inactive (set to 0)

which gave lowest RMSEcv

v and solve the regression problem 
using the column subset from X 

indicated by v. Store RMSEcv

for Each active variable in v

end

• Temporarily inactivate variable in

• Initialize variable selection vector v with 

• Permanently inactivate variable in v

while Model error decreases

end

all elements active (set to 1)

which gave lowest RMSEcv

v and solve the regression problem 
using the column subset from X 

indicated by v. Store RMSEcv

FIGURE 2.12 Pseudocode of variable selection with forward selection (left) and backwards
elimination (right). Conceptually the two methods are very similar, the difference being
that one seeks to add variables to a model whereas the other seeks to remove variables
from a model. Differences between the two algorithms are highlighted in green.

and backwards elimination in pseudocode.

Step-wise methods are deterministic in their outcome and easy to implement.

However, one of the drawbacks of the step-wise methods’ simplicity is that they

terminate the search as soon as no single variable can individually improve

upon the current solution. It may well still be that the activation/inactivation

of two or more variables in a solution would have improved upon it when a step-

wise method terminates its search. The successfulness of step-wise methods can

therefore vary greatly between datasets.

2.4.2 Genetic algorithms

Genetic algorithms (GA) belong to a category of algorithms known as

evolutionary algorithms (EA). As the name suggests, these algorithms attempt

to solve optimization tasks by using mechanisms inspired by concepts observed

in natural evolution. A genetic algorithm starts off by generating a group of

different randomly created solutions to an optimization problem. When using

GA to perform variable selection, randomly initialized solutions refers to subset

vectors which have had their elements randomly assigned either zero (inactive

variable) or one (active variable). In GA lingo the group of generated solutions

is known as the population of the algorithm, each solution of the population is in
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turn called an individual or a chromosome.

After the initialization, the next step of the algorithm is to evaluate the

performance of each available solution, which is done by cross-validating a

separate regression model using each of the individuals of the population. Since

the solutions are randomly generated without any consideration for the speci c

dataset at hand, they are all likely to perform poorly. Inevitably, some of the

solutions will however still perform slightly better than the others purely by

chance. The goal of the GA is to suppress the type of solutions which give rise

to models with large prediction errors and to favor and re ne solutions which

give rise to low prediction errors. This is accomplished by the use of a set of

genetic operators: parent selection, crossover, mutation and survivor selection;

all of which are inspired by processes taking place in natural evolution. Parent

selection consists is selecting a subset of the individuals from the population

which are in the algorithmic steps to come going to be used to generate new

solutions. This is commonly done probabilistically such that the performance

of each solution is converted into a probability of being selected—individuals

resulting in lower model errors are assigned higher probability of being selected,

and vice versa. From the probability distribution a number of solutions are then

drawn, a majority of which are likely to be among the top performing variable

selections in the population. The selected solutions are referred to as parents.

The parents are then used to create new solutions via the crossover operator.

During crossover, parents are pair-wise selected and combined to form children.

A common way of achieving this is to randomly pick two locations along the

parents and then let the resulting children alternately inherit parts of their two

parents. This concept can be seen illustrated in Fig 2.13. The new solutions—

the children—generated by crossover are then added to the original population.

To introduce additional exploration into the algorithm and to enable solutions

to be formed which are not represented in the current population, the entire
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Parent 1

Child 1

Parent 2

Child 2

Crossover point 1 Crossover point 2

1  0  0  0  1  0  1  1  0  1  0  1  1  0  0  0

1  0  0  0  1  0  0  1  1  0  1  1  1  0  0  0

1  0  1  1  1  0  1  1  0  1  0  1  1  1  0  1

1  0  1  1  1  0  0  1  1  0  1  1  1  1  0  1

FIGURE 2.13 Illustration of a crossover operator (2-point crossover): two points are
randomly picked along two parents, two new child solutions are then formed from the
parents by alternately copying segments in between the crossover points from the parents
into the children.

population then undergoes mutation. During mutation, each individual has a

small chance to have one or more of its elements ipped—such that a value of

one becomes a value of zero and vice versa. After the crossover and mutation

stages, the population is once again evaluated by using each variable selection

to generate a regression model which is cross-validated to get a measure of its

performance. At this stage of the algorithm, the population has grown to consist

of both the original population and the new crossover-generated children. The

nal step of the GA is therefore to discard a number of solutions such that the

population returns to its original size. This is realized with survivor selection,

which in essence can be performed using the same method of selection as during

parent selection.

After the survivor selection, one generational cycle is complete and the algorithm

starts over again. The next iteration however, the algorithm does not randomly

initialize its population but instead starts with the population from the previous

generation. The population then goes through parent selection, crossover,

mutation, survivor selection again and again until a speci ed number of

iterations (generations) has been reached. This concept is summarized in

pseudocode in Fig. 2.14. As the iterations go by, the population experiences an

evolution where t individuals are favored, survives over time and gets to spread

their genes (vector elements) throughout the population via crossover. Poorly
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for Speci�ed number of generations

end

• Initialize population of variable selections randomly

• Select parents
• Create new solutions with crossover from parents
• Mutate population
• Evaluate performance of all solutions
• Select survivors for the next generation

FIGURE 2.14 Pseudocode of concept behind variable selection with a genetic algorithm.

performing solutions are less likely to be picked as parents and are eventually

killed off by the algorithm during the survivor selection.

Compared to for instance step-wise methods, genetic algorithms are arguably

substantially more complicated. However, they do not suffer from some of the

drawbacks of step-wise methods such as early termination upon encountering

a local optima. Genetic algorithms will continue to evolve new solutions

until the user chooses to terminate, which may result in better variable

selections. A disadvantage of genetic algorithms is that they can be immensely

computationally costly, especially if a large population size is used. Whereas

a step-wise method can converge within a few hundred evaluations, genetic

algorithms have no upper limit on the number of variable selection evaluations

needed, since this depends entirely on the user-speci ed number of generations

before termination and the size of the population used. The concepts introduced

in Paper I and Paper II does however considerably lessen some of the

computational burden associated with evaluating a large number of variable

subsets.

2.5 Preprocessing

The initial transformation from raw data to absorbance outlined in section

2.2.2-2.2.3 is an attempt to make the spectral data respond linearly to changes

in chemical concentration in the sample [50]. As mentioned in section 2.1.1,
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NIR spectra are often heavily in uenced by undesired interferences such as

light scattering. When developing regression models this can cause signi cant

problems, since the linear relationship between the measured absorbance and

the concentration of the sought analyte becomes spoiled [34]. Additional

mathematical transformations may therefore be applied to the spectra in an

attempt to correct for undesired phenomena in the signal and/or to enhance the

spectra in some way in order to either improve the regression performance or

to increase the interpretability of the data. These mathematical transformation

procedures are referred to as preprocessingmethods. This section describes some

of the main methods used to preprocess spectra, all of which are used at some

point in the papers included in this thesis. The effect each of the described

preprocessing methods has on a spectral dataset is shown in Fig. 2.15.

2.5.1 Multiplicative Scatter Correction (MSC)

The goal ofMultiplicative Scatter Correction (MSC) is to isolate scatter-related

variations in a spectral dataset from chemical-related absorption variations and

then ”correct” the spectra such that the scatter variations in all the spectra are

as similar to each other as possible [51]. Ideally one is after the correction then

left with a set of spectra where the variations caused by chemical absorption are

intact, whilst variations in the spectra caused by physical interferences such as

light scattering are suppressed. The fundamental concept which MSC relies on

is that the wavelength dependency of scattered light is often different from that

of the wavelength dependency of chemically-induced light absorption [31,52].

MSC works by comparing a set of spectra to a reference spectrum and then

attempting to correct the set of spectra such that they have the same scatter

level as the reference. Ideally, the reference spectrum used in MSC should be a

pure re ectance/absorbance spectrum of the sample being studied, without any

scatter interference present; since this would cause the corrected spectra to also
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FIGURE 2.15 Average absorbance spectra of each sample in dataset I (spruce treated
with a varying concentration of ame retardant) preprocessed with different methods: a)
absorbance spectra without preprocessing; b) Standard Normal Variate; c) Multiplicative
scatter correction; d) Extended Multiplicative Scatter Correction; e) First order savitzky-
golay derivative; f) Second order savitzky-golay derivative. All spectra are color-coded on
a scale from red to blue where redder color indicates a higher concentration of phosphorus
in the surface of the wood and vice versa.

be free of scatter effects. Such an ideal reference spectrum is however typically

not available. Instead a common practice is to use the average spectrum of a

collected dataset as a reference. When the correction is performed all the spectra

in the dataset will then be adjusted to contain a similar scatter pro le as the

reference, which is often adequate to improve the regression performance.

Figure 2.16 illustrates howMSC isolates scatter-related variations from chemical

absorbance variations. Subplot a) of Fig. 2.16 shows the measured re ectance

spectra of two pieces of spruce from dataset I. Both pieces are of the same species
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and cut from the same board, the main difference between the samples is that

one has been treated with a high concentration of a ame retardant chemical

whereas the other has been treated with a low concentration. As can be seen in

the gure, there is a large vertical offset between the two spectra across large

parts of the wavelength range. The dotted black line in between the two spectra

in Fig. 2.16 a) is the average spectrum of dataset I, which is here used as a

reference spectrum. Figure 2.16 b) shows the same spectra, but this time plotted

versus the reference spectrum of the dataset on the abscissa (x-axis), rather than

against wavelengths. By visualizing the spectra in this way it becomes clear that

in this domain each of the two individual spectra falls roughly along a straight

line. The assumption in MSC is that chemical light absorption is the cause of the

smaller deviations around the straight lines [52] shown in Fig. 2.16 b), whereas

the rotational offset from the reference spectrum is caused by physical effects

such as light scatter. By tting linear regression lines through each spectrum in

Fig. 2.16 b), an intercept β0 and a slope β1 can be estimated which describes the

additive and multiplicative deviations from the reference spectrum. With these

two parameters estimated the spectral data can be vertically shifted to have an

intercept of 0 and rotated to the same slope as the reference spectrum. Since this

transformation is done in an identical way for all the measured points within a

spectrum, the smaller deviations around the regression lines seen in Fig. 2.16 b)

will still be preserved after the transformation. Figure 2.16 c) shows the same

spectra after the MSC correction. The intercept and slope required for MSC are

typically estimated using ordinary least squares tting, for example using Eq.

(2.11). Once the β0 and β1 parameters are estimated the MSC correction of a

spectrum s is performed using:

sMSC = s − β0

β1
. (2.12)

Where sMSC is the corrected spectrum, β0 is the estimated intercept and β1 is the
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FIGURE 2.16 Concept behind MSC. Subplot a) shows the average re ectance spectrum of
two spruce samples, one treated with a high concentration of phosphorous (green line) and
one treated with a low concentration (orange line) together with the average spectrum of
the entire dataset (dotted black line). Subplot b) shows the same spectra as in subplot
a) but plotted against the average spectrum on the x-axis. Each point in subplot b)
corresponds to a different wavelength of the spectra shown in subplot a). Subplot c) shows
the same spectra after the MSC correction, i.e. after the spectra have been corrected with
Eq. (2.12).

estimated slope.

2.5.2 Extended Multiplicative Scatter Correction

(EMSC)

Extended Multiplicative Scatter Correction [53] (EMSC) is as the name

suggests an extension to MSC. The difference between EMSC and MSC is that in

EMSC new β terms are added to Eq. (2.12). In effect this means that instead

of tting straight lines through the spectra as shown in Figure 2.16 b) when

estimating β0 and β1, a more complex regression line is tted. One motivation

for this is simply that in some datasets it is not adequate to estimate the scatter

variations using straight lines (MSC). One common way of extending the MSC

model, which is referred to as the basic EMSC model [54], is to t a polynomial

regression curve through the data using a linear term and a quadratic term

in addition to the intercept and slope. Once the regression coef cients for the
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polynomial curve have been estimated, the EMSC correction is performed by

extending Eq. (2.12) with more subtractions in the numerator. In the case of

basic EMSC this would mean:

sEMSC = s − β0 − β2 × v − β3 × v2

β1
. (2.13)

In Eq. (2.13) v is a vector of linearly increasing values for each wavelength,

which estimates the linear trend, v2 is the squared version of the linear

vector accounting for quadratic trends. β2 and β3 are the estimated regression

coef cients associated with v and v2. As in Eq. (2.12), β0 and β1 are the intercept

and the slope of the data in relation to the reference spectrum. Using a polynomial

expression to correct undesired variations in the measured spectra often work

well, and was used to correct the datasets in Paper III and Paper IV with great

success.

Another approach to EMSChowever, is to extend theMSCmodel with constituent

spectra describing a speci c type of variation within themeasured data instead of

using arti cially constructed polynomial features. For instance, the polynomial

vector v2 in Eq. (2.13) can be replaced with a vector containing an absorbance

spectrum of pure water covering the same wavelength region as the measured

spectra. During the parameter estimation the coef cients of the model will then

attempt to accredit some of the variation in the measured spectra to the provided

constituent spectrum—effectively quantifying the in uence the constituent has

on the spectra. The spectral variation caused by the constituent can then, once

approximated, be suppressed from the measured spectra by subtracting its effect.

Using constituent spectra in the EMSC modeling instead of polynomial features

with little to no physical interpretation has at least two advantages:

1) once the regression coef cients associated with a particular constituent

spectrum have been estimated for all the spectra in a hyperspectral image,
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the regression coef cients can be viewed spatially as a 2D image, thus giving

insight to how the constituent varies within thematerial. This is similar to a

chemical map produced with regression modeling, but different in the sense

that the numerical values of the EMSC coef cients are unitless whereas a

regression model can be developed to make predictions in the same unit

as the provided response data. Is it also different in the sense that the

EMSC estimation of a constituent is unsupervised, since it does not involve

a known target constituent concentration.

2) basing an EMSC model on constituent spectra can be used as a means

of testing ones understanding of the spectral variation present in the

measured data. If the variation in the measured spectra are adequately

modeled by a set of user-provided constituent spectra, this can be seen as

an indication that the underlying causes of the spectral variations are well

understood.

Once the regression coef cient for a given constituent spectra has been estimated,

the spectral variations caused by a particular constituent can also be excluded

from the EMSC correction—thus ensuring that the spectral variation caused

by the constituent is preserved after the EMSC correction. It should be noted

however, that quantifying the presence of constituents with EMSC based on

their pure constituent spectra is not an exact science and the estimation will

inevitably contain imperfections. Partly because constituent spectra often change

when interacting with a material; for instance, bound water in the cell walls of

a wood sample is likely to have a different spectral signature from that of free

water measured separately in a Petri dish. The measured spectra of a material

can therefore typically not be perfectly described as a linear combination of its

individually measured pure constituent spectra.
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2.5.3 Standard Normal Variate (SNV)

Standard Normal Variate (SNV) [55] is another commonly used scatter-

correction method. The SNV transformation of a spectrum s is de ned as:

sSNV = s − s̄

std(s)
. (2.14)

Where s̄ denotes the mean value of the s spectrum across all its wavelengths and

std(s) is the standard deviation of the spectrum. By comparing Eq. (2.14) to the

MSC correction of Eq. (2.12) it becomes evident that there are great similarities

between the two preprocessing techniques. The main difference is that SNV does

not require a reference spectrum to be de ned as MSC does; each spectrum is

individually transformed and is not affected by the other observations/spectra

of the dataset. Outcome-wise the corrected spectra obtained from SNV are also

often similar in shape to the MSC corrected ones, as shown in Fig. 2.15 b) and c).

Avoiding the need of a reference spectrum can be seen as themain advantage SNV

has over MSC. A potential disadvantage of SNV is that the values of the corrected

spectra no longer can be interpreted as absorbance values—as the transformed

signal will always be centered around zero and have unit variance.

2.5.4 Spectral derivatives

The linear relationship between spectra and response can sometimes be

improved by using the derivative of the spectra instead of the original spectra.

The derivative of an absorbance spectrum describes the rate of change in

absorbance at various wavelengths. Therefore, two absorbance spectra which

have a constant offset between them, due to for instance undesired signal

interference, but are otherwise of the same shape will after derivation be

identical—because their rate of change in absorbance is identical regardless of
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the absolute absorbance values. As previously mentioned in section 2.1.1.1,

taking multiple absorbance measurements of samples with similar chemical

composition can result in vastly different absorbance spectra due to optical

path length variations, instrumental drifts, etc. Spectral derivatives can aid in

suppressing such undesired variations by ltering away low-frequency trends

in the data, reducing scatter effects, bringing the spectra together around a

common baseline and thus enhancing meaningful variations [56]. Figure 2.17

illustrates the effect of applying rst order spectral derivation to an absorbance

spectrum. The upper part of Fig. 2.17 contains a measured absorbance spectrum

along with two arti cially constructed signal interferences applied to the original

spectrum. The rst interference is purely additive, and constructed by adding

a constant c to the original spectrum. The second interference is both additive

and multiplicative: in addition to the added constant c the spectrum is scaled

with a multiplier which increases with wavelength. The lower part of Fig. 2.17

contains the rst order derivative of each of the three spectra. As can be seen,

the original spectrum and the spectrum with an additive constant interference

are identical after the derivation. The spectrumwith amultiplicative wavelength

dependent interference however is still different from the other two spectra after

the derivation, but its baseline is removed. Depending on the type of interferences

present in a dataset, derivations higher than the rst order could be bene cial.

Applying rst order derivation removes the baseline of any signal, applying

second order derivation removes the baseline and any linear trend in the signal,

which is why second order derivation is particularly popular in spectroscopy [57].

Since absorbance spectra are measured at a discrete number of wavelengths,

and the underlying continuous function of the spectra is unknown, the true

derivative cannot be analytically established but must instead be numerically

approximated. The most straightforward way of numerically estimating the

derivative of a signal is by using nite difference derivation. The derivative of
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FIGURE 2.17 Effect of spectral derivation. Upper subplot contains the average absorbance
spectrum from dataset I (green), along with two arti cially altered versions of the same
spectrum. The red curve represents the mean absorbance spectrum with an added
constant c to it, in this example 0.1. The blue curve represents the mean absorbance
spectrum with the added constant and a multiplicative disturbance which becomes
increasingly ampli ed at longer wavelengths. In this example the wavelength-dependent
multiplicative factor is a linearly increasing multiplier between 1.0 and 1.5. The lower
subplot shows the rst derivative of the same three spectra. The green and red curves—
which in the upper subplot are separated—are identical after the derivation. The blue
spectrum however, is still different.
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a function f is de ned as [58]:

f ′(x) = lim
h→0

f(x + h) − f(x)
h

. (2.15)

If the function f is a spectrum, determining the derivative of the spectrum

would thus require the value of f(x + h) to be known for a small value of h,

ideally in nitesimally small. But since hyperspectral cameras measure spectra

at a set of discrete points, the value of f(x + h) is unknown for in nitesimally

small values of h. In practice, the wavelengths of a spectrum measured with a

hyperspectral camera are typically 5 or so nanometers apart. Approximating the

derivative of a spectrum using nite difference consists in numerically inserting

values into Eq. (2.15) using the smallest available value of h. Since dividing

each point along the derivative with the constant h merely scales the signal

uniformly and does not affect the shape of the derivative (provided that the

spacing between measured wavelengths is constant), the division part of Eq.

(2.15) is sometimes omitted when performing nite difference. If the difference

between the measured wavelengths of a spectrum is 5 nm, the shape of the rst

order derivative of the spectrum A can therefore be approximated using nite

difference as A(λ + 5 nm) − A(λ) for each available wavelength λ. The obvious

bene t to nite difference is its extreme simplicity, in high-level programming

languages it can be ef ciently implemented in a single line of code. The main

drawback of the method is that it in ates high-frequency noise within spectra,

which becomes increasingly severe when approximating higher order derivatives.

Because of the noise in ation issue, spectral derivation is instead generally

performed using techniques which incorporate some type of signal smoothing

into the derivation process. One such derivation technique is Savitzky-Golay

ltering/derivation [59].

Savitzky-Golay ltering is in essence a signal smoothing technique, but the
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way the smoothing is mathematically formulated makes it advantageous to also

incorporate derivation into the smoothing process. The technique works by

iteratively sliding a window of some arbitrary width w across a spectrum. As the

window is traversing the signal, at each new location a regression line is tted

with least squares regression using only the data points from the signal which are

within the bounds of the window. The middle point of the regression line is then

extracted and used in the new smoothed spectrum as a replacement for the data

point at the same wavelength in the original signal. When tting the regression

line at each location the basic equation of a straight line, Eq. (2.9), can be used.

Alternatively, a polynomial equation can be used, for instance of the form:

ŷ = β0 + β1x + β2x2. (2.16)

It is in this polynomial formulation that the opportunity for derivation emerges.

Because the expression in Eq. (2.16) can analytically be derived into:

ŷ′ = β1 + 2β2x. (2.17)

And consequently, once the coef cients β0, β1 and β2 from Eq. (2.16) have been

estimated with least squares tting, the β1 and β2 coef cients can be inserted

into Eq. (2.17) instead of Eq. (2.16) to obtain a smoothed rst derivative

version of the signal, rather than just a smoothed version. Figure 2.18 illustrates

the main concept behind Savitzky-Golay derivation—i.e. sliding a window of

width w across a spectrum and iteratively tting polynomial regression lines

which are used to approximate the derivative. By analytically deriving the

expression of the rst derivative a second time, the second derivative of the

signal can be obtained. The maximum derivative order possible during Savitzky-

Golay ltering is determined by the polynomial degree used in the polynomial

regression line.
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FIGURE 2.18 Concept behind Savitzky-Golay derivation. At each point along the spectrum
a polynomial regression line is tted to data within a window of width w. The coef cients
of the regression line are then inserted into an equation describing the derivative of the
polynomial line.
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CHAPTER 3

Summary of datasets

D uring the work leading up to this thesis, three hyperspectral datasets

were generated. All three datasets depict wood samples and were made

in collaboration with the Norwegian Institute of Bioeconomy Research (NIBIO).

Since these datasets are central to understanding the papers in the appendix, a

summary of what they contain and how they were collected will be given here.

3.1 Dataset I - Hyperspectral NIR data of

spruce samples treated with flame

retardant

40 samples of Norway spruce (Pincea abies) were cut into dimension 50×50×10

mm. 35 of the square samples were originally untreated whilst 5 were

impregnated upon delivery with a phosphorous-based ame retardant compound

from Akzo Nobel called Preventor AntiFlame. The samples were conditioned in

a climate chamber at 20 °C and 65 % relative humidity until all samples had

reached their equilibrium moisture content. Using a pure undiluted version of

the Preventor AntiFlame compound, given to us by Akzo Nobel, seven different

concentrations of the solution were made by diluting it with water. These

solutions were composed of 0 %, 17 %, 33 %, 50 %, 67 %, 83 % and 100

% Preventor AntiFlame. The different concentrations were then poured into
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b)a)

Scale

Drying wood sample

Halogen lights

Hyperspectral camera

White reference

Translation stage

Hyperspectral camera

White reference
Halogen lights

Wooden samples

Translation stage

FIGURE 3.1 Illustration of experimental setup used during hyperspectral signal
acquisition of a) dataset I; b) dataset II and III.

separate Petri disheswhereupon the 35 untreated spruce samples were immersed

in the solutions for 30 seconds such that each of the concentrations were used to

treat ve samples each.

A samplemount capable of holding ve samples in a straight vertical line together

with a white reference was designed and 3D-printed. All 40 samples were

then, ve at a time, placed in the sample mount together with a spectralon

white reference rod and scanned using a Specim SWIR hyperspectral camera

in the wavelength range 929-2531 nm. The experimental setup of of the image

acquisition can be seen illustrated in Fig. 3.1 a). After the NIR re ectance

signal of each sample was measured, a 0.4-0.5 mm layer was shaved off from the

surface of each of the 40 samples using a planer. An inductively coupled plasma

(ICP) spectroscopy analysis was then performed by NIBO on the removed surface

layers to determine (destructively) the average phosphorus content (g·kg−1) of

each surface layer.

This dataset was generated primarily to investigate the possibility of predicting

the surface concentration of phosphorous in a nondestructive way by correlating

it to the collected NIR signal, i.e. calibrating a regression model using the

hyperspectral NIR signal as X and the phosphorus content of each sample as y,
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which was done in Paper III. This dataset was also used in Paper II to evaluate

the performance of a variable selection concept.

3.2 Dataset II - Hyperspectral vis/NIR time

series data of pine during drying

A pine (Pinus sylvestris) sample from a forest in Hobøl, Norway, was cut into

dimension 280×100×18 mm. Afterwards it was placed in a drying oven at 103 °C

where it was kept during 48 hours. Over the course of a few hours the sample

was then repeatedly weighted to ensure that its weight had become stable, at

which time the sample’s dry weight was measured. The sample was then fully

submerged under water and left to soak for 24 hours. After the soaking period

the sample was placed on top of a digital scale, which in turn was attached to a

translation stage underneath a hyperspectral camera as shown in Fig. 3.1 b).

Using an in-house written MATLAB script, the hyperspectral camera was

automated to take images of the pine sample at eight minute intervals whilst also

recording the weight registered by the scale at the time of each image acquisition.

The sample was then monitored for approximately 21 hours, resulting in a time

series containing both a hyperspectral image and a sample weight at each time

step. The hyperspectral camera (Specim, Oulu, Finland) measured 200 bands in

the 392-1022 nm region.

The primary purpose of the dataset was to use it to experimentally evaluate the

method for studying spatiotemporal spectral data presented in Paper V. The

dataset was also used to evaluate variable selection concepts in Paper I and

Paper II by correlating the measured spectral data to the moisture content of

the wood.
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3.3 Dataset III - Hyperspectral NIR time series

data of thermally modified pine during

drying

The sample preparation and experimental setup of dataset III is similar to

dataset II, the major differences being: (1) the type and number of samples used;

(2) the type of hyperspectral camera used; (3) the temporal resolution of the time

series. Eight samples of thermally modi ed pine (Pinus sylvestris) were cut into

the dimension of 280×100×18 mm. The samples were then dried in an oven at

103 °C, this time for 4 days. Afterwards the dry weight of all eight samples was

measured. The samples were then submerged under tap water were they were

kept for approximately one and a half months to allow the samples to become

completely saturated. When taken from the water after the soaking period the

samples were one by one scanned by an automated hyperspectral camera whilst

situated on top of a digital scale as shown in Fig. 3.1 b). For this dataset a

NIR camera (HySpex SWIR-384) was used covering the wavelength range 953–

2516 nm. The camera was programmed to take one image per minute and was

monitoring each sample for approximately 21.5 hours, resulting in a time series

sequence of roughly 1290 hyperspectral images per sample. For each of the time

steps the average moisture content (MC) of the samples was calculated using the

following expression:

MC(t) =
w(t) − wDry

wDry
× 100. (3.1)

In Eq. (3.1) wDry represents the pre-established dry weight of each sample and

w(t) represents the measured weight of a wood sample at time t as it dries.

The purpose of the dataset was to allow a model to be generated from the spectral
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data capable of estimating the spatial distribution of moisture in each wood

sample as it dried by using the average moisture content at each time step as

a response value (y). This concept was explored in Paper IV.
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CHAPTER 4

Results & discussion

4.1 Method for fast hyperspectral wavelength

selection

The aim of Paper I was to develop a computationally ef cient method for

conducting variable selection on hyperspectral data with partial least squares

(PLS) regression. To that end, several published PLS algorithms were initially

implemented and evaluated in terms of computational ef ciency. During these

evaluations it was noted that in certain types of PLS algorithms—kernel PLS

algorithms—the rst computational step in the algorithm is to calculate the

products X⊤X and X⊤y. In the remaining part of these algorithms the original

X and y data are never referenced again. I.e., only X⊤X and X⊤y are needed

to estimate regression coef cients using these algorithms. In the work leading

up to Paper I we discovered that the ability of tting regression coef cients from

only X⊤X and X⊤y is immensely bene cial when conducting feature selection

on tall datasets, for reasons which will be outlined below.

If Xi represents a matrix containing only a subset of the columns from the

full X matrix, X⊤
i Xi (and X⊤

i y) are needed to estimate regression coef cients

for the subset using kernel PLS. The conventional, obvious, approach used

for determining X⊤
i Xi is to multiply X⊤

i with Xi. In Paper I however, we

developed a new technique which allows X⊤
i Xi to be established without matrix
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multiplication for any column subset i, provided that the full X⊤X is calculated

beforehand. The technique is most intuitively understood by visually examining

what calculations are involved in an X⊤X matrix multiplication. Given an X

matrix and its transpose X⊤, the calculations involved in establishing the X⊤X

product with matrix multiplication are shown in Fig. 4.1. The columns of X are

colored in Fig. 4.1 to emphasize a pattern: each color/column from the original X

matrix only in uences one row and one column of X⊤X. More concretely, the jth

column from X only affects the jth row and column of the X⊤X product. Once

calculated, the X⊤X matrix contains all possible combinations of dot products

between the column vectors in X. Obtaining X⊤
i Xi from X⊤X is therefore

simply a matter of ltering out vector products which are not relevant for the

column subset i. The technique introduced in Paper I for obtaining X⊤
i Xi via

ltering consists in representing a column subset i as a vector of ones and zeros

which is aligned along both the rows and columns of X⊤X. A value of zero in

the vector represents a column being excluded from the column subset i and a

value of one represents inclusion. X⊤
i Xi can be obtained simply by extracting

elements from X⊤X which intersect with one in both the horizontal and vertical

direction. This concept is visualized in Fig. 4.2. Although not shown in Fig. 4.2,

the indexing technique works in an identical fashion when obtaining X⊤
i y from

the full X⊤y.

Calculating X⊤X only to extract a single X⊤
i Xi matrix via indexing would

clearly be a nonsensical and inef cient way of establishing X⊤
i Xi, since this

would involve calculating dot products which will later be ltered away. The

bene t of the technique emerges when multiple different subsets are used; in

such cases calculations which would have been identical between various column

subsets no longer need to be recomputed.

The practical implications of the described indexing technique is that variable

selection with kernel PLS can be performed in a new way. Figure 4.3 illustrates
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FIGURE 4.1 Illustration of calculations involved when forming the matrix product X⊤X.
An X matrix is shown in the top left with each column assigned a unique color. X⊤, the
transposed version of X, is shown in the top right. The lower part of the gure illustrates
how the elements from X⊤ and X blend together when forming X⊤X. In the resulting
matrix product, the in uence of the jth column fromX is con ned to the jth row and column
of X⊤X.
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FIGURE 4.2 Illustration of ltering technique introduced in Paper I for obtaining an
X⊤

i Xi matrix for a column subset i given X⊤X. The upper part of the gure contains
the X⊤X from Fig. 4.1 along with an example subset vector i = [1 0 1 1] which has been
aligned along both the height and width of X⊤X. The lower part of the gure contains the
X⊤

i Xi matrix, obtained by extracting rows and columns fromX⊤X which are intersecting
with a value of one in the i vector along both rows and columns.
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the conventional algorithmic approach to performing variable selection with

kernel PLS (left), and the new way enabled by the ndings of Paper I. As shown

in the right part of Fig. 4.3, the X⊤X matrix multiplication, which is often the

most computationally demanding operation in a kernel PLS algorithm, is only

performed once regardless of the number of different subsets being evaluated.

How much of an improvement in computational ef ciency the algorithm to the

right in Fig. 4.3 offers in relation to the left algorithm depends on the size of the

dataset used and the number of variable selections being evaluated. The taller

the X and y data are and the more column subsets are being evaluated, the

greater the performance gains. When a dataset is not strongly overdetermined,

or when only a handful of subsets are evaluated, the performance bene ts can

be negligible. When evaluating a large number of variable subsets on a very tall

dataset however, it is not uncommon for the method proposed in Paper I to be

hundreds or thousands of times faster compared to the conventional approach.

This is shown in Fig. 4.4 which contains the results of a benchmark where kernel

PLS was used on a dataset of size 107×100 to t regression coef cients for batches

of randomly generated subset vectors. The x-axis in Fig. 4.4 describes the number

of random subset vectors evaluated with PLS and the y-axis describes the time

in seconds it took to estimate regression coef cients for all subsets. Note that

the y-axis of Fig. 4.4 is logarithmic—each major y-tick corresponds to an order of

magnitude increase in the required calculation time.

Although it was not experimentally demonstrated as a part of Paper I, it is

easy to see that the same indexing technique can also be applied to Eq. (2.11)

to ef ciently obtain the OLS solution for any column subset of X. Eq. (2.11) is

repeated here for convenience:

β̂ = (X⊤X)−1X⊤y. (2.11)
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for Each variable selection

end

• Extract relevant columns from X

• Calculate X  X and X  y using 
    extracted columns

• Solve the regression problem
   using X  X and X  y

for Each variable selection

end

• Index into the full X  X and X  y 
   and extract regions relevant
    for the current variable subset

• Solve the regression problem
    using extracted quantities

• Calculate X  X and X  y using 
    all available columns

FIGURE 4.3 Side-by-side pseudocode illustrating the conventional way of performing
variable selection with kernel PLS (left), and the method enabled by the indexing
technique introduced in Paper I (right).

As seen in Eq. (2.11), OSL estimated regression coef cients can, as in the case

of kernel PLS, be obtained directly from the X⊤X and X⊤y quantities. The

indexing technique from Paper I is therefore directly applicable. Unpublished

benchmark results indicate that the technique from Paper I offers very similar

performance bene ts in the OLS case as in the kernel PLS case.

1 second

1 hour

1e0

1e1

1e2

1e3

1e4
Time elapsed /s

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000
No. of variable selections �tted

 Kernel PLS not using indexing technique (conventional way)  

1

 Kernel PLS using indexing technique from Paper I

FIGURE 4.4 Benchmark of computational time required for estimating regression
coef cients using kernel PLS for batches of randomly generated variable selections. The
X matrix used was of size 107 × 100. The Modi ed kernel algorithm #2 [60] was used
to estimate regression coef cients without indexing technique (green) and with indexing
technique (red). Calculations were performed using an Intel i7-7700K @ 4.2 GHz.
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4.2 Method for faster wavelength selection

with multiple preprocessing techniques

In addition to identifying relevant wavelengths to include in a model, another

challenge which needs to be overcome during hyperspectral model development

is choosing which spectral preprocessing method to use. The aim of Paper II

was to leverage the technique introduced in Paper I in such a way that it could

be used to perform wavelength selection on multiple preprocessing techniques

simultaneously. Which would allow several combinations of preprocessing

techniques and wavelength selections to be quickly evaluated together within a

single algorithm, making it easier to identify which combination of pretreatment

method and wavelength subset is appropriate for a given dataset.

One of the main advantages of kernel PLS algorithms which operate on X⊤X

and X⊤y as opposed to X and y is that they require very little working memory

during the tting process. The reason for this is that theX⊤X andX⊤y products

are considerably smaller in size compared to X and y, provided that the X

and y data contains substantially more rows than columns. Since, if X is an

m × n matrix, X⊤X will always be an n × n matrix. If m for instance is 1 000

000 and n is 256, in practical terms this means that X requires roughly one

gigabyte of memory to store (if stored as 32-bit oating point numbers). Storing

X⊤X on the other hand, only requires 0.25 megabyte. Holding multiple X⊤X

matrices in memory and operating on them is therefore not an issue. The fact

that multiple X⊤X matrices can easily be held in memory was utilized in Paper

II. The developed algorithmic concept is summarized below.

A spectral dataset X is preprocessed with different methods which are
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horizontally concatenated into a wide matrix XTot:

XTot = [X f1(X) f2(X) ... fp(X)]. (4.1)

In Eq. (4.1) f1, f2, fp refers to different spectral preprocessing functions such

as the ones described in section 2.5. The large XTot matrix is then condensed

in size into a considerably smaller X⊤
TotXTot matrix with conventional matrix

multiplication. An example of what X⊤
TotXTot can look like is shown in Fig.

4.5, which depicts an X⊤
TotXTot matrix generated by applying six different

preprocessing methods to dataset I. As can be seen in Fig. 4.5, X⊤
TotXTot

exhibits a clear chequered pattern. Each submatrix along the diagonal of the

chequered structure contains the intact X⊤X product for each of the differently

preprocessed versions of X. Thus, a single X⊤
TotXTot matrix contains all the

necessary information needed to estimate PLS coef cients for each of the involved

f1, f2, fp preprocessing methods, and every imaginable wavelength selection

within the preprocessed dataset. The data needed for PLS with any given

preprocessing method can easily be obtained by indexing into the matrix and

extracting relevant elements. Moreover, the X⊤
TotXTot matrix can easily be

used to create models utilizing wavelengths preprocessed in different ways

by extracting elements from X⊤
TotXTot which are not part of the any of the

submatrices along the diagonal and using these in a model.

When extracting data from X⊤
TotXTot corresponding to a speci c variable subset

of a speci c preprocessing method, the indexing technique introduced in Paper

I can still be used, provided that a small modi cation is applied to the subset

vector. The only modi cation needed is that the subset vector i used during the

extraction needs to be padded with zeros in all locations which are outside of the

preprocessing-speci c region of interest. This concept of padding solutions with

zeros can be seen illustrated in Fig. 4.6.
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(X)f  1 (X)f  1 (X)f  2 (X)f  2 (X)f  3 (X)f  3

FIGURE 4.5 Illustration of X⊤
TotXTot matrix product obtained by preprocessing the NIR

data of dataset I with six different methods and horizontally placing them next to each
other inXTot prior to performing thematrixmultiplication. In addition to being immensely
aesthetically pleasing, the data contained in the matrix can be used to t PLS models for
any variable subset of any of the involved preprocessing techniques in XTot by indexing
into the matrix using a modi ed version of the indexing concept introduced in Paper I.
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FIGURE 4.6 Illustration of padding variable selections with zeros to make them align to
their preprocessing-speci c area of an X⊤

TotXTot matrix.

The concept of extracting regions of an X⊤
TotXTot matrix relating to different

preprocessing methods and using them to ef ciently t PLS models is general

enough that it can be used to perform feature selection on multiple preprocessing

techniques with any wrapper-based technique. In Paper II, we demonstrate

the technique speci cally for use with genetic algorithms and use it to evolve

wavelength selections for multiple preprocessing techniques simultaneously. The

motivation behind this choice of wrapper method is that genetic algorithms are

notoriously slow since they operate on whole populations of solutions and thus

require a lot of subsets to be evaluated. For this reason variable selection with

genetic algorithms stand to bene t substantially from a computational speedup in

the PLS coef cient estimation. To practically incorporate the indexing technique

into a GA and evolve feature selections on multiple preprocessing techniques

simultaneously a few modi cations to a conventional GA were necessary: (1) the

population was divided into different preprocessing-speci c sub-populations, i.e.

each individual of the population was restricted to only operate in one square

along the diagonal of the X⊤
TotXTot matrix relating to its assigned preprocessing

technique; (2) the crossover operator had to be restricted in such a way that it

did not mix together individuals which were assigned different preprocessing

methods; (3) the parent selection and survivor selection had to be carried out

separately for each preprocessing technique, otherwise the best performing

preprocessing techniques would quickly start to dominate the population and kill
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off techniques with lower performance1.

In Paper II we implement the described technique and evolved variable

selections for 12 different preprocessing techniques within a single algorithm.

The run time of our developed technique was experimentally measured and

compared to four GA implementations using conventional PLS tting procedures.

Our results indicate that the method is faster than any of the traditional

approaches we compared it against. Compared to traditional PLS methods,

the technique introduced in Paper II lends itself especially well to parallel

implementations on specialized hardware such as GPUs, which makes the

computational ef ciency of the suggested method even more compelling and

substantially faster than the conventional alternatives. The reason for this is

that most PLS algorithms operate on the X data, which is often large in size

when working with hyperspectral data. This makes it dif cult to operate on

multiple subsets of the quantity simultaneously in parallel without running in

to memory issues. This is especially true when performing the computations

on GPUs where the available working memory is typically substantially lower

compared to the system’s RAM. Since a variable subset of X⊤
TotXTot is often

vastly smaller in size compared to the corresponding subset of XTot, thousands of

such subsets can be extracted and operated upon in parallel at a low memory

cost when using kernel PLS with our introduced indexing technique. With

the developed method from Paper II, hundreds or thousands of kernel PLS

algorithms can therefore be executed in parallel on a GPU—all operating on

different variable selections of various preprocessing techniques—which allows

for very high parameter estimation throughput.

1In terms of nding a model which minimizes the RMSEcv, it may be advantageous to let
poorly performing preprocessing techniques die off, but this was not the desired outcome of our
demonstration in Paper II.
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4.3 Estimating phosphorus in spruce

The research objective of paper Paper III was to develop a model for

nondestructively estimating the concentration of a ame retardant treatment in

spruce surfaces. To that end, 40 spruce samples were treated with a phosphorus-

based ame retardant and scannedwith aNIR hyperspectral camera as described

in section 3.1. The surface layer of each sample was removed and analyzed using

ICP to establish a ground truth value of the average phosphorus content in each

sample. Phosphorus is the active substance in the studied ame retardant and

can be seen as proportional to the ame retardant’s ability of protecting against

re. Using EMSC to alleviate scatter interferences in the collected hyperspectral

data, we demonstrated that it is possible to use parts of the near-infrared region

of an absorbance spectrum to estimate the concentration of phosphorous in the

surface of Norway Spruce (Pincea abies) boards using PLS regression. This

was accomplished by modeling the ICP-established phosphorus content from the

measured absorbance spectrum. Backwards elimination was used to determine

which of our measured wavelengths in the 929-2531 nm region held signi cant

predictive abilities over the phosphorous content. The backwards elimination

identi ed a sequence of 17 wavelengths, all clustered around a single absorbance

peak in the 2400-2531 nm region of the spectra. Furthermore, when using these

17 wavelengths the lowest RMSEcv was obtained with a single PLS component

(A = 1), resulting in a model of very low complexity.

By using hyperspectral imaging, as opposed to simpler point-based measure-

ments, we demonstrated that the spatial distribution of phosphorous in the

spruce surface could be estimated. Which revealed two things: (1) greater

deposits of phosphorus were generally located in the earlywood regions of the

spruce surface compared to the latewood regions; (2) resin shares some of the

same spectral characteristics as wood treated with a very high phosphorus
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content, which leads to resin being misclassi ed by our model as a region of very

high phosphorous concentration. With regards to the rst point it should be noted

that although it intuitively seems reasonable that the chemical uptake is higher

in the lower density earlywood areas as suggested by our model, we cannot know

for sure that the modeled spatial distribution of phosphorus is accurate. This

is simply because we only have the laboratory-established phosphorus content

expressed as an average value for each spruce sample—the spatial distribution

behind the average value is unknown to us. Because we are not aware of any

alternative method which can provide the spatial distribution of phosphorus in

the wood, we have no means of validating the distribution estimated by our

developed model.

Figure 4.7 shows the spatially resolved predictions of phosphorus for 14 of

the spruce samples in Paper III. The developed model had an R2 of 0.87

when exposed to 15 validation samples which were previously unseen by the

model. Potential use-cases of the model include: (1) verifying that an adequate

concentration of ame retardant treatment is present on spruce boards before use

in a construction; (2) surveying existing constructions, potentially on a large scale

such as whole building facades etc. which will allow nondestructive inspection of

the treatment an arbitrary length of time after the initial construction.

Although we demonstrated in Paper III that hyperspectral imaging can be used

in a laboratory environment to successfully estimate the phosphorous content

of spruce boards, before such a model is deployed in practice further studies will

have to be performed to verify that themethod is robust enough to be reliably used

outdoors where a number of disturbances are present which may in uence the

spectra. Especially since themodel was found to be tricked by naturally occurring

phenomena such as resin.
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FIGURE 4.7 Modeled spatial distribution of phosphorus content in 14 of the spruce
samples fromPaper III. Value above each sample represents the ICP-established average
phosphorus content of the sample. The second sample from the left in the upper row
contains resin defects which is misclassi ed as phosphorus.

4.4 Estimating moisture in thermally modified

pine

A previous study by Kobori et al. [61] showed that vis-NIR hyperspectral

imaging combined with PLS regression can be used to nondestructively estimate

the moisture content of pine. The primary aim of Paper IV was to investigate

if similar techniques can be used to estimate the moisture content of thermally

modi ed pine samples. To experimentally evaluate this, eight thermally modi ed

pine samples were soaked in tap water for one and a half months and then

monitored with a hyperspectral NIR camera on a minute-by-minute basis as

they dried, as explained in section 3.3. Each sample was monitored roughly

one day, resulting in a massive time series dataset containing over 9500

hyperspectral images. For each hyperspectral image taken, the sample weight

was recorded. The weight was then used to calculate a sample-average moisture

content associated with each image using Eq. (3.1). PLS regression was then

used to map the collected spectral signal to the measured average moisture

content of the samples at each time step. To enhance the performance of
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FIGURE 4.8 Mean absorbance spectrum of every hyperspectral image in the eight time
series acquisitions from Paper IV. The spectra are preprocessed with EMSC followed by
rst order Savitzky-Golay derivation (window size 7, polynomial degree 1). Gray region in

the gure indicates wavelength selection identi ed by themovingwindow feature selection
algorithm. All spectra in the gure are colored according to the average moisture content
of the sample they originate from; green color means the pine sample is wet, red means it
is dry.

the developed model, different combinations of preprocessing techniques and

feature selection algorithms were evaluated on the data. Extendedmultiplicative

scatter correction (EMSC) followed by rst order Savitzky-Golay derivation was

found to produce the lowest model prediction error of all evaluated pretreatment

techniques. The best performing wavelength selection was identi ed using

moving window variable selection, and consisted in 52 wavelengths in the 1966-

2244 nm region. The moving window variable selection algorithm consists in

simply moving a window of a speci ed width across the spectra and evaluating

the performance, i.e. RMSEcv, of a model based only on the variables within

the window at each step. Figure 4.8 shows the mean preprocessed spectrum of

every image in the dataset along with the wavelength subset found to be highly

correlated to themoisture content of the pine. The nal PLSmodel was calibrated

on six of the hyperspectral time series, and then applied to the two unseen

samples’ time series (approximately 2400 images) in order to verify the models

performance on new observations. On average the calibrated model was capable

of estimating the sample-average moisture content of the new pine samples with

2.7 % prediction error.

In order to obtain separate estimates of the average moisture content within
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FIGURE 4.9 Generated early-/latewood segmentation mask for one of the thermally
modi ed pine samples from Paper IV (left) along with the spatial distribution of PLS
modeled moisture content for the same sample at ve points in time throughout the drying
process.

early- and latewood regions of each board, the collected hyperspectral images

were spatially segmented using an early-/latewood segmentation algorithm

developed by Smeland et al. [62]. The segmentation algorithm consists in rst

performing a principal component analysis on a hyperspectral image and then

forming a histogram of the scores from one of the principal components. Two

thresholds are then placed in the histogram, and pixels with a score value

below the lower threshold are classi ed as earlywood while pixels with a score

value greater than the higher threshold are classi ed as latewood. Score values

between the two thresholds are not considered earlywood nor latewood. Once a

spatial segmentation mask had been developed for each of the eight samples, the

PLS model was used to estimate the spatial distribution of moisture content for

each pine board at each time step during the drying sequences. The segmentation

masks were then superimposed onto the spatial predictions, thus allowing

estimates of early- and latewood moisture content to be separately extracted.

Figure 4.9 (left) shows the result of the spatial early-/latewood segmentation of

one of the samples in the study along with chemical maps of estimated moisture

content for the same sample at ve points in time during the time series.
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Our results indicate that—albeit not by a particularly large margin—all eight

pine samples consistently had a higher PLS modeled average moisture content

in the earlywood than in the latewood. Averaged across all samples and time

steps the modeled difference between early- and latewood moisture content was

1.7 %. However, as in the case of the chemical maps produced in Paper III,

one of the main limitations of Paper IV is that we have no means of validating

the spatial predictions produced by the PLS model since only the sample-average

true moisture content is known to us. As such, we cannot know for sure that

the PLS modeled contrast between early- and latewood is valid. If the modeled

contrast between early- and latewood moisture content is indeed accurate, then

the results from Paper IV suggests that there is typically a rather small (only

about 1.7 %) difference in moisture content between early- and latewood regions

of thermally modi ed pine—which is a desired property for wood to possess

since large moisture differentials may lead to cracks and deformations. Further

studies should however be conducted where pine samples are studied both before

and after undergoing thermal modi cation in order to conclude that the small

moisture differential can be accredited to the thermal modi cation and not any

other factor.

4.5 Method for studying known and unknown

variations in hyperspectral time series

In Paper V the aim was to develop a generic method for modeling

and summarizing signal variations in spatiotemporal hyperspectral data, i.e.

hyperspectral time series data, in such a way that variations of known origin

are separated from variations of unknown origin. The purpose of our developed

method can be seen as threefold: (1) it allows a dataset to be substantially reduced

in size by describing the data in terms of a few interpretable components, thereby
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eliminating the need to store the entire spectral data; (2) ones understanding

of the collected spectral dataset in question can be tested by seeing how much

of the data can be modeled using the user-provided variation vectors of known

origin; (3) the unmodeled and therefore unknown part of the signal can be studied

separately from the known variations which may allow it to be interpreted as

something meaningful, thus broadening ones understanding of the dataset.

Because hyperspectral time series data is four-dimensional, it can easily be

massive in size and unfeasible to store unpartitioned in RAM. Many traditional

methods of analyzing the data are therefore not applicable. To circumvent the

issues associated with data size, our developed method operates in an online

fashion—analyzing data incrementally as it arrives in a stream over time.

As explained in section 2.5.2, the variations in a measured spectrum can be

accredited to different constituent spectra using the extended multiplicative

scatter correction (EMSC) model. Such constituent spectra can describe spectral

variations of either chemical or physical origin. The method introduced in Paper

V utilizes this concept to quantify and create a highly compressed representation

of the variations of known origin in the data. The unmodeled part of the data not

captured by the EMSCmodel is then further scrutinized in an attempt to identify

systematic but previously unknown variations present in the data which can both

enhance the understanding of the dataset and make it more compressible. The

concept which was developed in Paper V can be summarized in four steps:

1 A hyperspectral image arrives and is transformed into absorbance using the

concepts explained in section 2.2.2 - 2.2.3.

2 An attempt is made to model the known part of the signal using an EMSC

model equipped with as many relevant user-de ned constituent spectra

(c1, c2, ..., cj) as possible. With least squares tting the EMSC model

quanti es the concentration of each provided constituent spectra into a

set of regression coef cients (βi,1, βi,2, ..., βi,j) for each of the i pixels in the
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image. Each spectrum from the hypercube is then modeled as an additive

combination of the constituents:

ẑi = c1 × βi,1 + c2 × βi,2 + ... + cj × βi,j . (4.2)

Inevitably, there will be a discrepancy between the EMSC modeled spectra

ẑi and the measured spectra zi, this step will thus produce a residual signal

containing variations of unknown origin which are not well described by the

user-de ned spectra.

3 The residuals from the EMSC model are then subjected to dimensionality

reduction. Since the method is developed to handle incrementally arriving

data, where only a fraction of the dataset is observable at a given time,

the dimensionality reduction technique has to accommodate this. Our

suggested method uses the On-The-Fly Processing (OTFP) [63] algorithm

to compress the hyperspectral residual data into a low-dimensional set of

loading and score vectors. At this point the original hyperspectral image

can be removed from memory and a new one can be inserted into step 1 .

4 Once enough data has passed through steps 1 , 2 and 3 the loading

vectors from OTFP can then be analyzed manually or via other modeling

procedures in an attempt to understand the systematic spectral variation

unexplained by the provided constituent spectra. Using the stored

regression coef cients from step 2 , the constituent spectra and the scores

and loading vectors from step 3 , the discarded hyperspectral signal from

any previous timestep can be recreated with a high degree of delity.

In Paper V we experimentally evaluate the concept outlined above on a time

series containing 150 vis/NIR hyperspectral images depicting a pine board as it

dried during 21 hours (dataset II). A set of ve user-de ned constituent spectra

was used in the EMSC model to quantify known spectral variations. Three of
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which were intended to account for physical light scattering effects in the signal

and two of which were intended to account for chemical absorption expected to

in uence the measured signal.

Apart from the large data compression enabled by the described method, the data

exploration aspect of the method—where systematic and previously unknown

spectral variations are presented to the user via a set of interpretable loading

vectors—is arguably one of the most compelling things about the approach. The

exploration side of the methodology was however held back in our experiments by

the fact that our ve-component EMSC model managed to describe nearly all the

variation in the data. Figure 4.10 shows 10 measured absorbance spectra from

the pine sample in its wet state (left) compared to the EMSC corrected versions

of the same 10 spectra (right). The EMSC corrected spectra shown in the gure

are spectra where the quanti ed known variations are removed. Since the EMSC

model is based on a reference spectrum, deviations from the reference spectrum

after the EMSC correction corresponds to unmodeled variations. In total, the ve-

component EMSC model was able to account for 98.94 % of the variance in our

experimental time series dataset, leaving just 1.06 % of the signal unexplained.

Within the unexplained 1.06 % residual data the OTFP algorithm was able to

identify a number of systematic variations. The most dominant variation found

by OTFP is shown in Fig. 4.11. The left part of Fig. 4.11 shows the spectral

signature of the dominant variation identi ed in the EMSC residuals, the right

part shows its temporal development during the 21 hours of drying. As can be

seen in the gure, the identi ed variation has a very clear temporal development,

and lessens in intensity as time progresses, i.e. as the pine sample gets drier,

indicating that whatever the identi ed variation represents it is likely related to

water.

From the results of the experiments performed during the work leading up to
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FIGURE 4.10 Ten absorbance spectra of from a wet pine board before EMSC correction
(left) and after EMSC correction (right). The black dotted line in the gure represents
the reference spectrum used during EMSC. Deviations from the reference spectrum in
the right gure represents the residual signal which was sent to OTFP for dimensionality
reduction. The 940-1005 nm region which is heavily associated with water absorption is
magni ed in each gure.
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FIGURE 4.11 Dominant variation ( rst principal component) identi ed by the OTFP
algorithm after processing the residuals from the EMSCmodel. Left plot shows the loading
vector, describing the wavelength dependence of the identi ed variation. Right plot shows
the score value as a function of time, averaged across all pixels in an image, describing how
the variation developed during the 21 hour long signal acquisition.

Paper V, one can only conclude that although the suggested method appears to

work as intended, the dataset we used to showcase themethodwas admittedly not

overwhelmingly interesting in the sense that it did not contain a lot of ”mysterious

unexplained variations” from which major revelations about the dataset could be

derived.
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CHAPTER 5

Conclusions

S everal research topics related to hyperspectral imaging, model develop-

ment and applications thereof to wood science were addressed in the

papers of this thesis. The outcome of the performed work is listed below:

■ a new way of doing variable selection with PLS was introduced,

which is especially well suited for hyperspectral data with manymore

observations than variables;

■ a new way of performing wavelength selection with GA-PLS was

introduced, allowing the selection to ef ciently be performed on

multiple preprocessing methods simultaneously;

■ it was practically demonstrated that hyperspectral imaging in the

NIR region can be used to predict the phosphorus content in spruce

surfaces;

■ it was practically shown that hyperspectral imaging in theNIR region

can be used to estimate the moisture content of thermally modi ed

pine;

■ a new method was introduced for analyzing hyperspectral time

series data, capable of compressing streaming measurement data,

quantifying variations of known and unknown origin in the data and

presenting the user with a summary of poorly understood systematic

variations.
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5.1 Suggestions for future research

For tall datasets the indexing technique introduced in Paper I allows PLS

models to be tted for a massive amount of variable subsets in a small fraction

of the time it traditionally would take to calibrate the models. This opens the

door to new possible ways of doing wavelength selection which previously would

have been considered unfeasible due to the computational cost. For instance,

conventional step-wise methods such as forward selection can be modi ed such

that instead of evaluating every possible activation of one single variable each

step of the algorithm, every possible activation of k variables are evaluated each

step of the algorithm. The number of variable selection evaluations needed at

the rst step of such an algorithm would then be (n + 1)!/(k! × (n − k + 1)!)

instead of just n. If n is 256 and k is 3 for instance, nearly three million variable

selections need to be evaluated at the rst step, instead of 256. Algorithm

modi cations such as this are conceptually easy to invent and implement in

code, but would likely be considered impractical prior to the introduction of

Paper I due to their computational cost and are therefore currently most likely

unexplored. When using the indexing technique from Paper I and performing

the PLS computations in parallel on graphics card(s), calibrating a few million

PLS models is no longer an issue. Modifying and extending simple existing

variable selection algorithms such as step-wise methods to incorporate a more

rigorous exploration of subsets, for instance in the manner mentioned above,

could therefore help such algorithms overcome local optima—at least ones of

variable size up to k—which may lead to the identi cation of better subsets than

what a traditional step-wise method would nd. Howmuch such modi cations to

existing variable selection algorithms potentially could improve existing feature

selection algorithms should therefore be studied further.

As alluded to in section 4.3, despite hyperspectral imaging having been shown
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in Paper III to be capable of estimating phosphorous in spruce in a laboratory

environment, further studies should be carried out to investigate how well the

technique works outdoors in the presence of various interferences. Additionally,

it should be veri ed that the model works as intended when the wood has aged

and weathered. Another open question is whether or not the same technique can

be used to estimate the phosphorous content of wood boards which have a coating,

such as paint, applied to the wood surface in addition to the ame retardant.

A previous study has shown that hyperspectral imaging can be used to estimate

the moisture content of pine [61], Paper IV demonstrated that it is also a

viable technique for estimating moisture in thermally modi ed pine. This opens

the door to new methods of studying how the thermal modi cation in uences

the wood: if a board (non-thermally modi ed) is monitored with hyperspectral

imaging as it dries and then the same board is thermally modi ed and monitored

again during similar drying conditions, this would enable a direct insight to how

the moisture dynamics is altered by the thermal modi cation.
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Errata

The following formal errors were corrected after the committee had evaluated

the thesis.

Side Line Original text Corrected text
ii 16 Dr. Federic Marini Prof. Federico Marini

4 17-19
…for a given hyperspectral spectral

dataset.
…for a given hyperspectral dataset.

9 23-24
Detailed knowledge of how a material
re ects/absorbs radiation can be often

be used…

Detailed knowledge of how a material
re ects/absorbs radiation can often be

used…

11 16-17
An assumption which is to a varying
degree will always be inaccurate.

An assumption which to a varying
degree will always be inaccurate.

17 10-12
…the overtone absorption will take
place at shorter wavelength in the

electromagnetic spectrum…

…the overtone absorption
will take place at shorter wavelengths in the

electromagnetic spectrum…

22 8-9
…result in different

hyperspectral images due to changes
ambient light conditions etc.

…result in different
hyperspectral images due to changes in

ambient light conditions etc.

30 23
…in the orientation process attempts to
maximize the covariance between X

and y [44].

…in the orientation process attempts to
maximize the covariance between X

and y [44].

34 23
…the concept behind two variable

selections methods…
…the concept behind two variable

selection methods …

38 19-20
…gets to spread their genes (vector

elements) to throughout the
population…

…gets to spread their genes (vector
elements) throughout the population…

41 1
Average absorbance spectra of each

sample in the dataset I…
Average absorbance spectra of each

sample in dataset I…

62 6 Time elapsed time /s Time elapsed /s

63 7
…wavelength selections to be quickly

be evaluated…
…wavelength selections to be quickly

evaluated…

64 25
This is concept of padding solutions

with zeros can be seen…
This concept of padding solutions with

zeros can be seen…
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Orders of magnitude speed increase in Partial Least Squares feature selection
with new simple indexing technique for very tall data sets

P. Stefansson, U. G. Indahl, K. H. Liland, and I. Burud
Faculty of Science and Technology, Norwegian University Of Life Sciences.

Feature selection is a challenging combinatorial optimization problem that tends to require a large
number of candidate feature subsets to be evaluated before a satisfying solution is obtained. Due to
the computational cost associated with estimating the regression coe�cients for each subset, feature
selection can be an immensely time consuming process and is often left inadequately explored. Here
we propose a simple modi�cation to the conventional sequence of calculations involved when �tting
a number of feature subsets to the same response data with partial least squares model �tting. The
modi�cation consists in establishing the covariance matrix for the full set of features by an initial
calculation and then deriving the covariance of all subsequent feature subsets solely by indexing into
the original covariance matrix. By choosing this approach, which is primarily suitable for tall design
matrices with signi�cantly more rows than columns, we avoid redundant (identical) recalculations in the
evaluation of di�erent feature subsets. By benchmarking the time required to solve regression problems
of various sizes, we demonstrate that the introduced technique outperforms traditional approaches by
several orders of magnitude when used in conjunction with Partial Least Squares (PLS) modeling. In the
supplementary material, we provide code for implementing the concept with kernel partial least squares
regression.

Keywords: PLS, feature selection, variable selection, subset selection, Kernel PLS

1. INTRODUCTION

For centuries linear least squares �tting has been one of the most important statistical tools for mapping
a set of independent variables, X, to a dependent response variable, y. Its use has today spread to nearly
every quantitative �eld of science, and in areas such as bioinformatics and chemometrics multiple linear
regression is employed extensively. A serious challenge in the data driven �elds consists in identifying which
column vectors contained within a potentially megavariate data matrix X are signi�cantly correlated to
the response vector y and which are not. The process of eliminating non-informative variables from X is
typically referred to as either feature selection, variable selection or subset selection. Only an exhaustive
search is guaranteed to identify the globally best feature subset, which becomes computationally infeasible
as soon as the number of independent variables in the data are more than just a few. Some heuristic
method is therefore often required in practice to identify a combination of variables that is considered
`good enough'. Examples of feature selection methods frequently used in bioinformatics and chemometrics
include: forward selection, backward selection, genetic algorithms (GA), simulated annealing and interval
PLS (iPLS) [1, 2]. Each feature selection technique has its own advantages and disadvantages; stepwise
methods such as forward/backward selection are for instance relativley fast to use but are prone to getting
stuck in local optimas [1]. Population based feature selection methods such as genetic algorithms can
overcome such local optimas, but are often in comparison extremely slow, which limits the circumstances
under which they may be applied sucessfully [3]. A characteristic trait of most wrapper-based feature
selection methods is that they are driven by trial and error. As such, most methods generally require a large
number of candidate subsets to be evaluated before a useful solution is obtained. Due to the computational
cost of calibrating regression models for each of the subsets this process can be very time consuming for
big data sets.

Here, we present a seemingly trivial insight to matrix multiplications which, when utilized for feature
selection purposes in a speci�c way, leads to nontrivial speedups in the execution time required to explore
the performance of a large number of variable subsets subject to linear modeling. The introduced technique
is suitable to use together with any feature selection strategy that requires a large number of candidate
subsets to be evaluated, such as any of the feature selection methods mentioned above. Our approach
involves an extensive reuse of the results from identical calculations that occur across the evaluation of
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di�erent variable subsets. The calculations available for reusing can easily be applied together with a
particular version of the Partial Least Squares (PLS) method in order to obtain substantial improvements
in computational performance.

2. THE CONCEPT

2.1. Relevant background information

In ordinary least squares (OLS) regression problems we assume that our (X, y)�data are well described
by a linear model of the form

y = Xβ + ε, (1)

where the error term ε should be `small'. The least squares solution of this equation is obtained by the

estimated vector of regression coe�cients, β̂, minimizing the sum of squared errors ‖ε‖2 = ‖y− ŷ‖2, where
the vector of �tted response values ŷ is calculated by the matrix-vector multiplication ŷ = Xβ̂.
When the m× n matrix X is composed of a large number of observations m� n where n denotes the

number variables, �nding the OLS solution of the linear system with respect to β in the numerically most
accurate way may become slow and computationally costly. The normal equations for the OLS solution of
Eq. 1 is the n× n-system

X>y = X>Xβ. (2)

Solving the normal equations directly is usually not recommended due to the potentially unfavourable
condition number of X>X with associated numerical issues. On the other hand, provided that m � n,
Eq. 2 yields a much smaller system of equations which can be solved considerably faster also when
accounting for the computational costs of forming the products X>y and X>X. In addition to the
OLS use case, these products are also exploited in some partial least squares algorithms, such as kernel

PLS, to reduce the dimensions of the regression problem under consideration and speed up the β̂-estimation.

The feature selection problem requires comparison of a large number of competing models. The com-
putational advantages of solving normal equations rather than the original systems may therefore justify a
priority over numerical precision in the explorative phase of a feature selection study where most candidate
models will be discarded anyway. For the most attractive feature combination candidates found in the
explorative phase, the �nal feature evaluation and -selection should be based on repeated modeling using
numerically stable algorithms for solving the associated regression problems. In the following section we
investigate a simple, but seemingly overlooked, aspect of the X>X and X>y calculations and demonstrate
that these quantities, which may be the most computationally costly calculations involved in solving Eq.
2, only need to be calculated once regardless of how may column subsets of X one decides to evaluate.

2.2. Technique for reusing X>X and X>y calculations with indexing

Consider a simple design matrix, X, containing three observations of four independent variables, each
indicated with its own color:

 X =


1 4 7
2 5 8
3 6 9


10
11
12

.

And its transpose
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X =




1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9
10 11 12 




.

When multiplying X> with X to form the quantity X>X needed to solve Eq. 2, the colors�i.e. the in-
dependent variables�will `blend' with each other according to the rules of linear algebra as shown in Fig. 1.

As can be seen in Fig. 1, the in�uence of the �rst column of X�the blue one�can be traced along
the �rst column and the �rst row of X>X. The second column of the original X matrix�the green
one�only in�uences the second column and the second row of X>X. This pattern continues throughout
the resulting matrix product regardless of what dimension the original X matrix is of. In summary; the
in�uence of the jth column of X is con�ned to the jth row and column of X>X.

This means that if one already has determined the X>X matrix using all available columns of X and
then, for instance, wishes to obtain what the matrix product would have been had the last column of
X�the red one�not been included, it is not necessary to redo the matrix multiplication with one less
column. Instead the last row and column of the full X>X matrix product can simply be discarded.

1 10 + 2 11 + 3 121 1 +

·
·
·
·

·
·
·
·

·
·
·
· 2 2 + 3 3 1 4 + 2 5 + 3 6 1 7 + 2 8 + 3 9

4 10 + 5 11 + 6 124 1 + 5 2 + 6 3 4 4 + 5 5 + 6 6 4 7 + 5 8 + 6 9

7 10 + 8 11 + 9 127 1 + 8 2 + 9 3 7 4 + 8 5 + 9 6 7 7 + 8 8 + 9 9

10 10+11 11 +12 1210 1 + 11 2 + 12 3 10 4 + 11 5 + 12 6 10 7 + 11 8 + 12 9

X X =

·
·
·
·

·
·
·
·

·
·
·
·

·
·
·
·

·
·
·
·

·
·
·
·

·
·
·
·

·
·
·
·

·
·
·
·

FIG. 1: Illustration of how the elements of X>and X would blend during the calculation of the matrix
product X>X. Numbers are colored according to their column origin in the example X given in section
2.2.

In fact, when X>X is calculated including the complete set of n variables in X, each of the matrix
products X>

i Xi obtained by de�ning Xi as one of the (2n − 1) possible column subset matrices of X
can be derived without additional calculations�simply by indexing into the already available full product
X>X. The same idea holds true for �nding X>

i y by indexing into X>y. Thus for any variable subset
matrix Xi, the associated normal equations X>

i y = X>
i Xiβ can be obtained directly by an appropriate

indexing into the full normal equations (2). To see in mathematical notation why this is true, assume that
the vector y ∈ Rm and the matrix X = [x1 x2 ... xn] has dimension m × n where the column vectors
x1, ..., xn ∈ Rm. Note that except for the diagonal values of X>X, exactly two vectors are involved in
the calculation of each entry for both

X>X =




x>1 x1 x>1 x2 ... x>1 xn
x>2 x1 x>2 x2 ... x>2 xn
: ... x>i xj :

x>n x1 x>2 xn ... x>n xn


 and X>y =




x>1 y
x>2 y
:

x>i y
:

x>n y



.

Each matrix� and vector entry is calculated by taking dot products of the form x>i xj and x
>
i y, respectively.

Elimination of all entries involving any speci�c vector xi will therefore remove its contribution to the �nal
product�clearly without in�uencing any of the remaining dot products. As will be demonstrated below, the
performance implications of this observation are profound when using a kernel PLS algorithm for evaluating
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multiple variable combinations.

3. APPLICATION TO FEATURE SELECTION WITH PARTIAL LEAST SQUARES, PLS

In �elds such as chemometrics where multicolinearity amongst the variables in X is common, a partial
least squares approach is often used instead of ordinary least squares due to the robustness bene�ts that
comes with using latent rather than actual variables under such conditions [4, 7]. For large data sets
where the X matrix is either very tall or very wide Kernel PLS algorithms have been developed as faster
alternatives to the conventional NIPALS PLS �tting procedure [5, 8, 9]. The primary focus in this paper
lies on situations where X is tall, i.e. has substantially more rows than columns (m � n). In such cases,
the original Kernel PLS algorithm [5] or any of the existing derivatives/improvements of which [6] generally
constitutes good algorithm choices in terms of computational e�ciency. One property of these kernel
algorithms�that turns out to be greatly bene�cial when conducting feature selection�is that they base
their entire parameter estimation process around the information content of the covariance matrices X>X
and X>y. Because they operate on the covariance matrices, the indexing strategy introduced in section 2.2
can easily be incorporated into the �tting process in order to further increase the computational e�ciency
of evaluating multiple feature subsets. Furthermore, calculating the quantities X>X and X>y is generally
amongst the very �rst steps involved in kernel based PLS algorithms, which makes the necessary alteration
required to incorporate the indexing technique from section 2.2 trivial to implement and limited to a small
part of the calculation sequence. To speed up the coe�cient �tting of a batch of feature selections with
a kernel PLS algorithm, the only modi�cation required compared to a conventional naive approach is to
loop through the subsets one by one after the initial covariance matrices have been calculated, rather than
placing the same loop around the entire PLS algorithm. Essentially this means that the variable selection
procedure is placed inside the PLS algorithm rather than wrapped around it. The fundamental di�erences
between the two approaches are respectively made clear in algorithms 1 and 2 which depict the concepts
behind conventional variable selection using kernel PLS and the suggested modi�ed implementation. Prac-
tically implementing the matrix indexing technique described in section 2.2 is exceptionally simple in most
high-level programming languages: �rst the quantities X>X and X>y are calculated with the full set
of variables. Then, the relevant covariance elements for any feature subset can be extracted from these
quantities by applying the same indexing logic across all dimensions. The most straightforward approach
to achieving this is to represent a particular feature selection as an n-dimensional Boolean vector and then
applying the vector as a means of indexing into X>X and X>y, i.e. only including the dot products of
intersecting true-elements. The process can then be repeated for all feature subsets in a loop as shown in
algorithm 2.

Algorithm 1 PLS(X, y, SubSets)

1: /* Loop over candidate subsets */
2: for i← 0 to k do
3: /* XX and Xy for relevant subset */
4: Xi = X[:,SubSets[i,:]]
5: XXi = X>

i ×Xi

6: Xyi = X>
i ×y

7:

8: /* Kernel PLS using XXi and Xyi */
9: βi = KernelPLS(XXi,Xyi)

10: end for

Algorithm 1: Pseudocode explaining how a batch of feature selections conventionally would be estimated
using kernel PLS. Input variables are assumed to be an m × n design matrix X, an m × 1 response vector
y and a k × n Boolean matrix SubSets containing k di�erent subsets represented as 1 × n vectors.
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Algorithm 2 FastPLS(X, y, SubSets)

1: /* Calculate full covariance matrices */
2: FullXX = X>×X
3: FullXy = X>×y
4:

5: /* Loop over candidate subsets */
6: for i← 0 to k do
7: /* XX and Xy for relevant subset */
8: XXi = FullXX[SubSets[i,:],SubSets[i,:]]
9: Xyi = FullXy[SubSets[i,:]]

10:

11: /* Kernel PLS using XXi and Xyi */
12: βi = KernelPLS(XXi,Xyi)
13: end for

Algorithm 2: Pseudocode illustrating modi�cations to algorithm 2 necessary to reuse covariance
calculations between variable subsets to speed up the �tting of a batch of feature selections using a kernel
PLS algorithm.

3.1. BENCHMARK OF FEATURE SELECTION WITH RANDOM SEARCH

To experimentally validate the supposed performance bene�ts that comes with reusing the full X>X and
X>y calculations for all feature subsets rather than individually determining them for each variable subset,
both methods (algorithm 1 & 2) were benchmarked in terms of execution time over various problem
sizes. Four di�erent X matrices with 100 columns and 104, 105, 106 and 107 rows, respectively, were
generated and populated with pseudorandom data together with �ve y vectors with the same numbers
of rows. Batches containing 1, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000 and 5000 feature selections were randomly
generated with a uniform distribution of active and inactive variables. Using the same input data the
PLS regression between X and y was then performed using both the method that reuses covariance
calculations (algorithm 2) and the conventional kernel PLS method (algorithm 1). For both algorithms
the maximum number of PLS components was set to 15. The kernel algorithm used to perform the
parameter estimation during the benchmark was the Modi�ed kernel algorithm #2 [6]. In appendix 1,
a MATLAB implementation of this algorithm is provided with the indexing technique from algorithm
2 incorporated. The implementation of the Modi�ed kernel algorithm #2 provided in the appendix
di�ers slightly from Dayal and MacGregor's original algorithm [6] in the sense that we have included a
stabilizing reorthogonalization (line 42, appendix 1), eliminated some redundant intermediate calcula-
tions (the lines 44-49, appendix 1) and simpli�ed the regression coe�cient calculations (line 50, appendix 1).

The runtimes for the subset sizes k (1 ≤ k ≤ 5000) that were not directly evaluated in our benchmark
experiments were linearly interpolated to provide a more coherent trend line. Figure 2 shows the result of
the benchmark and indicates that the performance bene�ts of reusing the full X>X and X>y for each
feature subset grows as the number of evaluated subsets increases. When only evaluating one feature
subset the modi�cation described in section 2.2 naturally o�ers no performance bene�ts at all and is
consistently slightly slower than the conventional approach. When evaluating a large number of feature
subsets for a regression problem with many observations however, the technique described in section 2.2
is several orders of magnitude faster than the conventional method and peaks in our tests at a runtime
decrease of roughly 5920x (m = 107, k = 5000).

A drawback with PLS algorithms in terms of computational e�ciency is that they are inherently
serial in their execution since each �tted component builds upon the previous one. Because X>X and
X>y which a kernel PLS algorithm operates on are typically very small in size compared to the full X
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and y, kernel PLS algorithms require very little working memory as they run. An advantage of this is that
it allows multiple kernel PLS instances to be executed in parallel across several threads such that several
feature subsets are evaluated simultaneously�even though each individual algorithm runs in serial. In the
supplementary material found online [LINK?], a GPU implementation of algorithm 2 written in CUDA C
is available which assigns one thread�of potentially thousands available on modern GPUs�to the �tting
of each of the k feature selections. The GPU implementation can also be called from MATLAB through
the MEX interface. The benchmark results of this implementation are shown in green in Fig. 2. When
including the CUDA implementation in the comparison, the speedup increases even more and peaks at
around 7316x at m = 107 k = 5000 compared to algorithm 1.

1 second

1 hour

1 millisecond1e-3

1e-2

1e-1

1e0

1e1

1e2

1e3

1e4

Time elapsed time /s
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FIG. 2: Benchmark results from �tting batches of feature selections of varying sizes to random data using
an improved version of the modi�ed kernel #2 PLS algorithm with and without reusing calculations. Blue
lines represents calculations performed according to algorithm 2, orange lines according to algorithm 3.
CPU benchmarks were performed on an Intel i7-7700K @ 4.2 GHz. Green lines represents the parallel
CUDA implementation of algorithm 3 executed on an Nvidia GTX1080ti @ 1.6 GHz. The maximum
number of PLS components was set to 15 in all cases.
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3.2. BENCHMARK OF COMMONLY USED FEATURE SELECTION METHODS

The results from the random search benchmark in section 3.1 provides a good overview of how the PLS
calculation time scales with problem size. It does not, however, clearly convey what speedup one could
expect in practice when implementing the indexing technique from section 2.2 together with commonly
used non-random feature selection methods along with real data. In this section, three commonly used
feature selection methods: forward selection, backward selection and a genetic algorithm, are therefore
benchmarked together with a hyperspectral data set to �ll this void. The data set used in the benchmark
consists of six vis-NIR hyperspectral time series sequences where each sequence depicts a separate wood
sample of the species Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris). Initially, each wood sample was submerged entirely
under water and left to soak for 24 hours. After the soaking period the wood samples were taken from the
water and placed one by one on a digital scale, which in turn was positioned underneath a hyperspectral
camera. Over the course of roughly 21 hours, the absorbance of each wood sample was then monitored by
the camera using 190 bands in the 500 − 1005 nm region as the wood dried. In total, 843 hyperspectral
images were taken and the absorbance spectra from all images are used as X in the data set. The digital
scale placed underneath the wood samples was used to measure the weight of the wood samples as it
decreased over time due to moisture evaporation. The sample weight was then recalculated into an average
moisture content of each wood sample for each point in time. The time dependent moisture content is
used as the response (y) in the data set. For more information on the data set the reader is referred to [11].
When performing regression on hyperspectral data, each pixel of the involved hyperspectral images can be
viewed as a unique observation. When arranging such a data set into a two-dimensional design matrix, the
number of rows (m) corresponds to the total number of pixels in all images�which can easily add up to
several million or billion in number. To make the data set easier to work with, the spatial resolution of the
original hyperspectral images can be lowered by averaging together neighboring pixels, resulting in an X
matrix with any desired number of rows. During the benchmark in this section the spectral resolution (n)
of the data set was kept constant at 190 bands, while the spatial resolution (m) of the design matrix was
down-sampled to 0.5e3, 1.0e3, 0.5e4, 1.0e4, 0.5e5, 1.0e5, 0.5e6 and 1.0e6 respectively. In each feature
selection algorithm a 10-fold cross-validation was performed and the cross-validated root mean square error,
RMSEcv, was used to drive the search. In the forward and backward selection benchmark, the selection
process was terminated as soon as an iteration caused the RMSEcv to increase. The genetic algorithm used
a population size of 200 and ran for 200 generations before terminating. In all benchmarks the maximum
number of considered PLS components was set to 15. The results from the three benchmarks are shown
in Fig.3. As can be seen Fig.3, the calculation time required to perform backward selection and genetic
algorithm was greatly decreased by the use of the indexing technique from section 2.2, while forward selection
bene�ted substantially less from the indexing technique. Table 1 summarizes the average and maximum
observed speedup of algorithm 2 compared to algorithm 1 for each of the feature selection methods in
the benchmark. As demonstrated by the random search benchmark, the speedup is directly related to the
number of subsets being evaluated, which di�ers greatly between the feature selection methods. In the
case of the genetic algorithm, which terminated after a �xed number of generations, the number of subsets
to evaluate is deterministic and often high compared to the other two methods, which is why it is natural
for the GA to bene�t a lot from the suggested method. In the case of forward- and backward selection,
the number of subsets evaluated throughout the feature selection process depends on when the termination
criterion is triggered, which in turn is data set speci�c. In the present example, backwards selection was
sped up a great deal more by the suggested indexing technique than forward selection, it should be noted
however, that this pattern could well be reversed for data sets that converges on a large number of active
features. Furthermore, when performing calculations on a GPU there is always an overhead accosted with
transferring data onto and from the device. When the computational workload is low, such as during the
initial stages of a forward selection algorithm, the cost of transferring data to and from the GPU is too
high to be completley amortized away by the o�ered parallelization of the PLS computation. This is why
the CPU implementation of algorithm 2 can be seen to outperform the GPU implementation of algorithm
2 under some circumstances in the benchmark.
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FIG. 3: Benchmark results from performing feature selection with kernel PLS on X matrices of a varying
number of rows (m) using three commonly used feature selection algorithms; forward selection (upper),
backward selection (middle) and genetic algorithm (lower). Blue lines represents feature selection
performed using algorithm 2, orange lines according to algorithm 3. CPU benchmarks were performed on
an Intel i5-6300HQ @ 2.3 GHz. Green lines represents the parallel CUDA implementation of algorithm 3
excecuted on an Nvidia GTX1080ti @ 1.6 GHz. The benchmark results only include the time elapsed

when �tting regression coe�cients β̂ with kernel PLS, the additional time required to compute RMSEcv

is not included since it is unrelated to the choice of PLS algorithm and identical in the three cases.
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TABLE I: Average and maximum observed speedup of algorithm 2 compared to algorithm 1 for the three
benchmarked feature selection methods.

Feature selection method Avg. speedup Max. speedup

Forward selection (CPU) 5x 8x
Forward selection (GPU) 4x 8x
Backward selection (CPU) 96x 281x
Backward selection (GPU) 136x 335x
Genetic algorithm (CPU) 69x 207x
Genetic algorithm (GPU) 127x 271x
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

Many heuristic feature selection algorithms are largely driven by trial and error, because of this they tend
to be rather time consuming - which creates a demand for computationally fast PLS �tting procedures
such as kernel PLS. By taking advantage of a new simple indexing technique, the computational cost
of �tting multiple variable subsets of the same data with PLS regression is substantially reduced. In
cases were the design matrix X consists of a far greater number of observations than variables, we have
demonstrated that the proposed technique o�ers a speedup of several orders of magnitude compared to the
conventional approach when evaluating regression models for a large number of di�erent variable subsets.
The speedup is achieved by performing the computationally expensive covariance matrix calculations
X>X and X>y only once using the complete set of variables within X and then reusing the already
calculated results for all subsequent feature subsets, rather can recalculating the covariances for each
individual subset. It should be emphasized that the performance bene�ts of this technique becomes
greater the larger the number of evaluated feature subsets becomes. In the special case of consider-
ing only one feature subset, the method o�ers no improvements at all since there are no calculations to reuse.

Because the success of many heuristic variable selection algorithms depend on the ability to explore
a search space by evaluating the performance of a large number of subsets, the technique introduced here
has the potential of improving essentially all wrapper-based feature selection methods by enabling more
feature subsets to be evaluated per unit of time than previously possible. The kernel PLS algorithms
are, however, not among the most numerically stable PLS alternatives. It is therefore recommended
to recalibrate the most promising feature combination(s) by using a numerically more stable PLS
algorithm, such as bidiag2 [10], before carefully evaluating, choosing and deploying the �nal model.
It should also be mentioned that there are other �avors of PLS, such as sparse partial least squares
regression (SPLS) which circumvents the need for conventional feature selection by producing sparse linear
combinations of the original features within the algorithm [12]. Although SPLS requires the optimization
of additional built-in parameters, it may in some cases�such as when the computational cost is not of
critical importance or when the data set is small�be worthwhile to consider as a viable alternative approach.

Lastly it should also be mentioned that the indexing technique introduced in this paper is not lim-
ited to partial least squares regression. Indeed, in cases where solving an ordinary least squares regression
problem through the normal equations is numerically acceptable, the indexing technique introduced in this
paper is trivial to implement together with OLS and o�ers speedups on par with the ones demonstrated
for PLS in section 3.
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Appendix 1: PLS coe�cient estimation of a batch of feature selections with reused covariance

1 function [ Beta ] = PLSvarsel(X, y, A, VarSels)
2 % Filename: PLSvarsel.m
3 % Description: Matlab function which estimates regression coefficients for a batch of

variable
4 % selections using the PLS algorithm 'Modified kernel algorithm #2'. For reference

regarding
5 % the fitting sequence see: Improved PLS algorithms, Journal of chemometrics Vol. 11 p

73−85.
6 % Inputs:
7 % 1. a [m−by−n] double−precision design matrix X.
8 % 2. a [m−by−1] double−precision response vector y.
9 % 3. a [1−by−1] double−precision scalar, A, specifying maximum PLS components.
10 % 4. a [k−by−n] logical matrix with k variable selections.
11 % Outputs:
12 % 1. a [n−by−A−by−k] array, Beta, with fitted coefficients for all feature

selections.
13 % Inactive variables are given a coefficient value of 0.
14 % Syntax:
15 % Beta = PLSvarsel(X,y,A,VarSels);
16 %
17 % Written 2017−10−04 by Petter Stefansson.
18 % Modified 2018−03−01 by Ulf Indahl.
19 %% −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− Calculate full covariance matrices X'X and X'y

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
20 XX = X'*X;
21 Xy = X'*y;
22 % Memory allocation for Beta.
23 k = size(VarSels,1); n = size(X,2);
24 Beta = zeros(n,A,k);
25
26 % Loop over all variable selections.
27 for v = 1 : k
28 %% −−−−− Index into XX and Xy using a variable selection to acquire new

covariances −−−−−
29 smallXX = XX(VarSels(v,:),VarSels(v,:));
30 smallXy = Xy(VarSels(v,:));
31 smalln = size(smallXX,1);
32 % Ensure number of PLS components <= number of variables.
33 if A > smalln; MaxComps = smalln; else; MaxComps = A; end
34
35 %% −−−−−−−−−−− PLS on extracted covariances using Modified Kernel#2 algorithm

−−−−−−−−−−−
36 % Memory allocation for matrices W, P, R and vector b.
37 W = nan(smalln,MaxComps); P = nan(smalln,MaxComps);
38 R = nan(smalln,MaxComps); b = zeros(smalln,1);
39
40 % PLS Component loop.
41 for i = 1 : MaxComps
42 w = smallXy − W(:,1:i−1)*(W(:,1:i−1)'*smallXy);
43 w = w/sqrt(w'*w);
44 r = w − R(:,1:i−1)*(P(:,1:i−1)'*w);
45 smallXXr = smallXX*r;
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46 tt = r'*smallXXr;
47 p = smallXXr/tt;
48 q = (r'*smallXy)/tt;
49 smallXy = smallXy − smallXXr*q;
50 b = b + r*q;
51 W(:,i) = w;
52 R(:,i) = r;
53 P(:,i) = p;
54 Beta(VarSels(v,:),i,v) = b;
55 end
56 end
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ABSTRACT

A fast and memory-efficient new method for performing genetic algorithm partial
least squares (GA-PLS) on spectroscopic data preprocessed in multiple different
ways is presented. The method, which is primarily intended for datasets containing
many observations, involves preprocessing a spectral dataset with several different
techniques and concatenating the different versions of the data horizontally into a
design matrix X which is both tall and wide. The large matrix is then condensed
into a substantially smaller covariance matrix X>X whose resulting size is un-
related to the number of observations in the dataset, i.e. the height of X . It is
demonstrated that the smaller covariance matrix can be used to efficiently calibrate
partial least squares (PLS) models containing feature selections from any of the
involved preprocessing techniques. The method is incorporated into GA-PLS and
used to evolve variable selections for a set of different preprocessing techniques
concurrently within a single algorithm. This allows a single instance of GA-PLS



to determine which preprocessing technique, within the set of considered meth-
ods, is best suited for the spectroscopic dataset. Additionally, the method allows
feature selections to be evolved containing variables from a mixture of different
preprocessing techniques. The benefits of the introduced GA-PLS technique can
be summarized as threefold: (1) for datasets with many observations, the proposed
method is substantially faster compared to conventional GA-PLS implementations
based on NIPALS, SIMPLS, etc. (2) using a single GA-PLS automatically reveals
which of the considered preprocessing techniques results in the lowest model error.
(3) it allows the exploration of highly complex solutions composed of features
preprocessed using various techniques.

Keywords: GA-PLS, Genetic algorithms, Partial least squares, Feature selection, Preprocessing

1 Introduction

Multivariate calibration on spectroscopic near-infrared (NIR) data typically involves overcoming
two main challenges: choice of spectral preprocessing method and selection of relevant wavelengths
to include in the model. The goal of spectral preprocessing is to remove unwanted noise from the
measured spectral signal (e.g. light scattering due to physical phenomena), to emphasize features
related to the specific chemometric problem at hand and to improve the comparability between samples
[1]. The purpose of wavelength selection is to limit the spectral region used by the model to only
areas relevant for modeling the analyte of interest; thus enabling faster and more accurate predictions
whilst in addition providing a better understanding of the underlying process that generated the data
[2]. In many real-world circumstances, a priori information regarding what constitutes a suitable
wavelength selection and/or preprocessing technique is not available. To address the challenge of
wavelength selection, a myriad of feature selection algorithms can be found suggested in chemometric
literature such as simulated annealing, step-wise methods, interval PLS (iPLS) and genetic algorithms
(GA) [3, 4, 5]. In the realm of NIR spectroscopy, genetic algorithms have been extensively used for
several decades and proven to be a well suited strategy for the selection of relevant wavelengths when
used together with partial least squares (PLS) regression [6, 7, 8, 9] to form a particular niche of GA
commonly abbreviated as GA-PLS. Genetic algorithms operate on a population of potential solutions
to an optimization task; a population which is improved upon over consecutive generations in an
attempt to mimic natural evolution. Using a population of candidate solutions to an optimization
task has several advantages. For instance, it reduces the risk of the search getting stuck in a local
optimum and allows for a better exploration of the solution space [10]. One of the main drawbacks of
GA-PLS is that the computational cost of evaluating the performance of each candidate solution in
the population is often high—making the algorithm highly time consuming. In the interest of saving
time it is therefore tempting to use a small population size when running a GA, it has however been
demonstrated [11] that using a small population size can greatly lower the success rate of genetic
algorithms. If one wishes to explore how well various different preprocessing methods perform
together with GA-PLS, the computational cost of doing so further increases linearly with every
preprocessing technique added to the search.

Recently, a new method for calibrating multiple PLS models using different variable subsets of
the same dataset was discovered [12] which greatly reduces the computational cost of performing
PLS feature selection on strongly overdetermined, i.e. ’long and thin’, regression problems. The
computational speedup of the method introduced by Stefansson et al. [12] is accomplished by deriving
the covariance matrix of any variable subset directly from a covariance matrix calculated using the
full set of variables in the dataset; thereby bypassing the need to calculate the covariance for each
individual subset. The derived covariance matrices for the various feature subsets are then used to
estimate PLS regression coefficients using kernel PLS at a low computational cost. In this study, the
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method introduced in [12] will be used in the context of GA-PLS and expanded upon to demonstrate
that the method not only is capable of reducing the run-time of a conventional GA-PLS, but can
also be used to efficiently incorporate multiple different preprocessing techniques within a single
population of a GA-PLS. The candidate solutions of the population can then either be restricted to
evolve solely within their own preprocessing-specific region of the solution space, which produces
the equivalent effect of running multiple genetic algorithms in parallel. Or, the search space region in
which candidate solutions are permitted to operate in can be unrestricted, thereby enabling models to
evolve containing features from a mixture of different preprocessing techniques.

To experimentally demonstrate that our suggested methodology works in practice, the proposed
concept will be applied to two hyperspectral datasets containing NIR and vis-NIR spectra and used
to perform simultaneous feature selection and identification of optimal preprocessing method. To
quantify the computational efficiency gains offered by the method, the introduced technique will
be benchmarked against other GA-PLS implementations using well-established PLS algorithms
(SIMPLS, NIPALS, Bidiag2 and modified kernel algorithm #2).

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows: in section 2.1 a brief overview of how
conventional GA-PLS algorithms work is given, which will serve as a primer leading up to the new
modified/extended GA-PLS concept outlined in section 2.2. In this section it is described how a
GA-PLS can be implemented in order to efficiently operate on multiple preprocessing methods simul-
taneously using the technique from [12]. In section 3 a summary of the preprocessing methods and
datasets used to evaluate the proposed algorithm is given as well as a description of the computational
efficiency benchmarks performed. The results of which are presented in section 4.

2 Method

2.1 Overview of GA-PLS

The conventional way of representing a candidate solution to a feature selection problem using
GA-PLS is by a Boolean vector of the same length as the total number of variables in the dataset.
Such vectors are generally referred to as chromosomes. Each Boolean value of the vector corresponds
to a variable being either excluded from the feature selection, 0, or included, 1. Many different
chromosomes placed together in a Boolean matrix constitutes a population. The Boolean values
of each solution are typically initialized randomly at the start of the algorithm. The feature subset
specified by each chromosome of the population is then used to calibrate one or more PLS regression
models on the dataset. The resulting regression coefficients are used to model the target response
of the dataset, and the error associated with the model’s predictions are reduced into a statistical
measure of the feature subset’s performance, such as the cross-validated root-mean-squared error,
RMSEcv. The cross-validated performance measure of each chromosome is then converted into a
fitness value, which is a scalar value that communicates the quality of an encoded solution to the
GA and defines what improvement means [13]. How well a chromosome translates into a fitness
value, i.e. how well it solves the optimization task compared to all the other candidate solutions
of the population, determines how it gets treated by the GA-PLS in the steps to come, where fitter
individuals are favored compared to individuals with a lower fitness. The bias within the generational
cycle of a genetic algorithm towards favoring solutions with high fitness is typically realized using
two stages of selection: parent selection and survivor selection [13]. In the parent selection stage it is
decided which individuals are used to generate new offspring solutions which will drive evolution
forward. In the survivor selection stage, all individuals of the population compete for survival into the
next generation. If the fitness value of a chromosome is low compared to the rest of the population,
it is more likely to be discarded from the population. In the interest of conciseness the mechanics
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Figure 1: Flowchart of typical GA-PLS.

of the different selection procedures will not be explained here, for an excellent overview of some
commonly used selection operators the reader is referred to [13].

In addition to favoring individuals already known to have a high fitness through the selection operators,
genetic algorithms have the ability to generate new–potentially improved–solutions to an optimization
task by combining and/or refining already successful chromosomes to form new ones. This is achieved
using a set of stochastic variation operators: crossover and mutation. The crossover operator takes a
pair of parent chromosomes as input and produces one or several offspring chromosomes as output,
analogously to how genes from two parents are combined to generate children in nature. An example
of a frequently used crossover operator in GA-PLS is 2-point crossover, which is performed by
randomly selecting two points along two parent chromosomes and letting the resulting offspring
chromosomes alternately inherit sections from their parents between the crossover points. The second
variation operator, the mutation, is a unary process that takes a single chromosome as input and outputs
a slightly altered version of the same chromosome which replaces the original in the population. In
GA-PLS, bitwise mutation is commonly used. In bitwise mutation the Boolean value of each element
within a chromosome is flipped–thereby turning a value of 0 into 1 and vice versa–according to
a mutation probability pm. Typically pm is conservatively set to a small number since a too high
value could have a destructive impact on the evolutionary progress [14]. Placing all the mentioned
components together in the order illustrated by the flowchart in Fig. 1 forms a conventional PLS-GA.

2.2 Extending/modifying GA-PLS to efficiently operate on multiple versions of the same
data with kernel PLS

Certain kernel PLS algorithms, such as the modified kernel algorithm #2 [15], base their regression
coefficient calculations on the covariance matrices of the dataset, X>X and X>y, rather than the
X and y data itself. For strongly overdetermined systems, kernel algorithms can vastly reduce the
computational time required to do PLS compared to traditional well-established algorithms such
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as NIPALS or SIMPLS [16]. Calculating the covariance is however still a costly operation for
large X matrices. In a previous paper, Stefansson et al. [12] showed that when performing subset
selection, the computationally costly X>X and X>y covariance calculations required for kernel
PLS only needs to be established once using the full set of variables within X . The covariance
matrix that any combinatorial column subset of X would have resulted in, had it been separately
calculated, can then be retrieved from the full covariance matrix without further computations simply
by indexing into it. The greater the number of evaluated feature subsets become, the larger the
efficiency gains of this technique becomes. When evaluating the performance of an entire population
in GA-PLS, this technique enables all the individuals of a population to share the same X>X and
X>y covariance matrices as a basis for their regression coefficient estimations. Sharing covariance
matrices between multiple feature subsets has shown to greatly decrease the computational time
required to estimate PLS regression coefficients under many circumstances [12]. Additionally, the
full covariance matrix X>X will be of dimension n× n, where n denotes the number of columns in
X. For strongly overdetermined systems where the number of rows (m) in X is substantially greater
than the number of columns (m� n), this means that the memory required to store X>X is greatly
reduced compared to storing X itself. This in turn makes the kernel PLS-based indexing technique
highly amendable to parallel GPU implementations, where the available memory is often relatively
low. In order to derive the covariance matrix of a feature subset from a full X>X matrix, a Boolean
chromosome of length n can simply be aligned along both the rows and columns of the full n× n
X>X matrix, whereupon only elements intersecting with 1 in both dimensions are extracted. The
submatrix one receives from this extraction will then be identical to the covariance matrix that would
be obtained had the covariance matrix been calculated using only the column subset in X specified
by the same chromosome. The same concept also holds true for X>y, except only one dimension is
involved when extracting elements intersecting with 1. This indexing concept is visually exemplified
using two small chromosomes and a dummy X>X matrix in Fig. 2. For a more thorough description
of the indexing technique along with a MATLAB implementation of it, the reader is referred to [12].

Considering that evaluating the fitness of a GA-PLS population tends to be the overwhelmingly most
time-consuming step within the evolutionary cycle of the algorithm, and that forming the covariance
matrix X>X in turn tends to be the most computationally costly part of a kernel PLS algorithm, the
indexing technique illustrated in Fig. 2 can alone substantially increase the efficiency of a GA-PLS
[12]. However, since it has been shown that an X>X matrix can be indexed into using the simple
technique illustrated in Fig. 2 in order to obtain the covariance matrix related to any subset of columns
in X , it naturally follows that if X is widened by adding additional columns to it, any covariance
matrix containing these added features can also be retroactively retrieved from the resulting X>X
matrix. By treating a spectroscopic data matrix X with multiple different preprocessing techniques
and horizontally concatenating these matrices into one wide matrix:

XTot = [X f1(X) f2(X) f3(X)...],

it therefore also follows that the covariance matrix for any of the individual constituent matrices
within XTot, i.e. X>X , f1(X)>f1(X), f2(X)>f2(X), f3(X)>f3(X), ..., can be retroactively
retrieved from the matrix multiplication X>TotXTot. After all, horizontally concatenating the different
preprocessed versions of the data is effectively a widening of X by adding additional columns
to it. In fact, the matrix multiplication X>TotXTot will result in a patchwork of all the possible
covariance matrix combinations that can be generated from all the concatenated matrices within
XTot. Fig. 3 shows the resulting X>TotXTot matrix calculated for the first dataset in the study (a
description of the dataset is given in section 3.1) using the preprocessing techniques: D1X , D2X ,
MSC(X), MSC(D1X) and MSC(D2X) concatenated together when forming XTot. The notation
used to abbreviate preprocessing techniques is clarified in section 3.2. As indicated by the arrows
in Fig. 3, the pure covariance matrices for all of the differently preprocessed versions of X can be
found as intact submatrices along the diagonal of X>TotXTot. Because of this emerging structure, a
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Figure 2: Example of the concept behind the indexing technique needed to extract chromosome-
specific subset covariance matrices (X>1 X1, X>2 X2) from a covariance matrix formed using the full
set of available features in X . All chromosomes in the population share an underlying X>X matrix
from which they extract their own subset covariance matrix by retrieving elements intersecting with
1 along both the rows and columns. The extracted subset covariance matrices can then be used to
calibrate PLS models needed for GA-PLS using kernel PLS.
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single X>TotXTot matrix can be used in combination with the indexing technique shown in Fig. 2 to
calibrate PLS models containing any combinatorial feature subset of any of the involved preprocessing
techniques—or indeed even models containing a mixture of features preprocessed with different
methods. As a consequence of this, multiple subpopulations can be positioned within a larger GA-PLS
population and be efficiently calibrated in parallel with each other since the data used during PLS can
be shared between all chromosomes, regardless of spectral pretreatment method. In order to extract a
feature selection corresponding to a specific preprocessing technique from the large X>TotXTot matrix,
a small alteration in the chromosome encoding is required. For the genes of a chromosome of length
n to map onto the ith n×n covariance matrix along the diagonal of X>TotXTot, the chromosome has to
be offset by (i− 1)× n elements, where n denotes the length of the spectra in X . Equivalently, one
could also pad the chromosome with zeros in all locations corresponding to features that are outside
of the preprocessing-specific region the chromosome should operate in. The concept of padding
chromosomes with zeros in order to form preprocessing-specific subpopulations is illustrated in Fig.
4.

During the selection, mutation and crossover stages of the GA-PLS, one has the choice of either
restricting the subpopulations to evolve exclusively within a preprocessing-specific region, or to allow
the individuals to combine with each other free of restrictions across the entire solution space to form
complex feature selections containing a mixture of preprocessing methods. When only restricted,
preprocessing-specific, subpopulations are used, only the submatrices along the diagonal of X>TotXTot

will be referenced during the kernel PLS. In such cases, all off-diagonal submatrices in X>TotXTot
do not need to be calculated. When including subpopulations permitted to evolve feature subsets
containing variables from a mixture of preprocessing techniques however, all regions of X>TotXTot
will potentially be referenced.

By including or excluding observations (rows) of XTot according to a desired cross-validation scheme,
several different versions of X>TotXTot can be precomputed and stored in a three-dimensional cache,
as can be seen illustrated in Fig. 5, prior to commencing the GA-PLS. During the RMSEcv evaluation
stage of the GA-PLS, different versions of X>TotXTot can then be retrieved from the cache and used
for calibrating and cross-validating the individuals of a population. This eliminates the need of
performing any costly covariance calculations at all within the GA-PLS generational loop.

The full set of steps required to implement the GA-PLS technique described in this section is given as
pseudocode in Algorithm 1. In the case where subpopulations are restricted to be confined within their
own preprocessing-specific region of X>TotXTot, the selection and mutation stages of the GA-PLS are
carried out in serial, whilst the RMSEcv evaluations can be performed simultaneously in parallel for
all subpopulations by sharing a common X>TotXTot.

3 Experimental

In order to experimentally verify the viability of the GA-PLS technique described in section 2.2
(Algorithm 1), an implementation of the algorithm was used to perform simultaneous feature selection
and identification of optimal preprocessing technique on two hyperspectral datasets. Hyperspectral
imaging data is a particularly suitable type of spectroscopic data to use with the kernel PLS based
modeling procedure proposed in [12] since each pixel of the hyperspectral images are treated as a new
observation—which results in inherently overdetermined datasets with substantially more rows than
columns. To evaluate the computational efficiency of the proposed GA-PLS method, a benchmark
was conducted where the time required for performing GA-PLS on one of the hyperspectral datasets
using Algorithm 1 was compared to GA-PLS implementations utilizing more well-known PLS fitting
procedures.
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Figure 3: Illustration of the resulting grid-like landscape of covariance matrices formed when
multiplying X>Tot with XTot. The pure covariance matrices of each individual preprocessing method
contained in XTot can be found as submatrices along the diagonal of the data structure. By applying
the indexing technique introduced by Stefansson et al. [12] the covariance matrix required to solve the
PLS regression for any of the involved preprocessing techniques can easily be derived from the full
grid of covariances–as well as any combinatorial subset of features within the preprocessing-specific
covariance matrices. Small white spaces have been added between the submatrices in the figure to
emphazise the grid structure.
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Figure 4: Illustration of padding needed to align a preprocessing-specific subpopulation to a designated
area of a large covariance matrix containing multiple preprocessed versions of X , such as the one
shown in Fig. 3. Row 1-6 illustrate chromosomes of length n padded with zeros in order to span
the full width of X>TotXTot (here 3× n). Row 7-9 illustrates a subpopulation operating on multiple
preprocessing methods.

Figure 5: Illustration of data structure used for storing a cache of precomputed covariance matrices
needed for calibrating and cross-validating PLS models for any feature subset of any of the involved
preprocessing methods. Each two-dimensional slice contains a patchwork of p× p different submatri-
ces of dimension n× n, where p represents the number of involved preprocessing techniques and n
represents the length of a spectrum. For simplicity all spectra are assumed to be of length n regardless
of preprocessing method in the illustration, in practice however, this may not necessarily be the case.
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    for s ← 1 to p do
        Select survivors for subpopulation #s
    end for
end for

⊤

Algorithm 1 Fast GA-PLS for multiple simultaneous preprocessing methods

1:

2:

3:

4:

5:

6:

7:

8:

9:

10:

11:

12:

13:

14:

15:

16:

⊤

⊤ ⊤

⊤ ⊤

Algorithm 1: Pseudocode of steps needed to efficiently perform GA-PLS on multiple preprocessed
version of a dataset. Input data is assumed to be a design matrix X , a response vector y, a scalar
parameter p corresponding to the number of preprocessing methods included in the algorithm, a scalar
parameter c indicating the cache size to use, a scalar parameter k (k ≤ c) describing the number of
folds to use during k-fold cross-validation and a scalar parameter maxgen controlling the number of
generations to run the GA-PLS.

3.1 Description of the two datasets used

1) The first hyperspectral dataset contains absorbance spectra from 40 50 × 50 × 10 mm
sized wood samples of the species Norway spruce (Pincea abies) treated with various
concentrations of a phosphorous-based flame retardant compound. The hyperspectral images
were acquired using a push broom camera (Specim, Oulu, Finland) with 256 bands in
the 929-2531 nm wavelength range. After the signal acquisition, a 0.4-0.5 mm layer was
removed from the surface of each wood sample and sent to an inductively coupled plasma
(ICP) analysis where the average phosphorus content of each sample was determined. The
laboratory established average phosphorus content (g · kg−1) associated with each wood
sample is the response variable y of the dataset. The size of the design matrix X containing
all the absorbance data is 105 × 256. For a more comprehensive description of this dataset
the reader is referred to [17].

2) The second dataset consists of six hyperspectral time series sequences. Each sequence
contains 150 images depicting a separate 280× 100× 18 mm wood sample of the species
Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris); resulting in a dataset of 6× 150 images. Initially, all six wood
samples were submerged under water and left to soak for 24 hours. When taken from the
water after the soaking period the samples were placed on a digital scale, which in turn
was positioned underneath a hyperspectral push broom camera (Specim, Oulu, Finland)
measuring 200 bands in the 392-1022 nm wavelength region. During the course of 21 hours,
hyperspectral images were repeatedly taken of each sample every eight minute as they dried.
The digital scale which the wood samples were positioned on top of simultaneously provided
an estimate of the average moisture content of the sample for each of the 150 images taken
during the 21 hours. The weight-estimated average moisture content (%) in each wood
sample at each time step is the response variable of the dataset. The size of the design matrix
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Abbreviation                          Category
X
D1X

D2X

D3X

MSC(X)
SNV(X)
MSC(D1X)
SNV(D1X)
MSC(D2X)
SNV(D2X)
MSC(D3X)
SNV(D3X)

Combination

Scatter correction

Derivative
No preprocessing

Derivative
Derivative

Scatter correction

Combination
Combination
Combination
Combination
Combination

Table 1: Summary of all preprocessing methods used in the experiments.

X containing all the absorbance data is 104 × 200. A more thorough description of this
dataset can be found in [18].

3.2 Description of the preprocessing techniques used

Preprocessing is often considered a crucial part of the data exploration/model development phase,
particularly in the field of hyperspectral imaging [19]. There are many ways in which spectroscopic
data can be preprocessed, most methods however fall into one out of two categories: derivation
methods or scatter correction methods. The purpose of derivation is to remove baseline effects in
the spectra and/or to enhance spectral features. Scatter correction methods on the other hand seek
to remove scatter effects from the spectra, thereby making samples more comparable to each other.
Scatter correction techniques are considered especially relevant for near-infrared data since the NIR
region is susceptible to disturbances caused by light scattering [1]. Combinations of preprocessing
techniques belonging to these two categories can also be used together when treating a spectral
dataset in order to obtain benefits associated with both categories. In our experiments, first (D1),
second (D2) and third order derivation (D3) were used as derivation methods. All spectral derivations
were carried out using Savitzky-Golay derivation [20] with a window size of 11 and a polynomial
order of 3. Multiplicative Scatter Correction (MSC) [21] and Standard Normal Variate (SNV) [22]
were used as scatter correction methods. With the restriction that derivation is carried out prior to
scatter correction, six additional scatter corrected derivation methods were formed and used in the
experiments by combining the above-mentioned techniques, namely MSC(D1), SNV(D1), MSC(D2),
SNV(D2), MSC(D3) and SNV(D3). All of the 12 preprocessing techniques used in the experiments
are summarized in Table 1.

3.3 Algorithm settings

In order to perform feature selection on all the 12 preprocessing techniques listed in Table 1 with
a single GA-PLS, a population containing 12 preprocessing-specific subpopulations was used. All
elements outside of the relevant region for each subpopulation was padded with zeros as conceptually
illustrated in row 1-6 of Fig. 4. In addition to the 12 preprocessing-specific subpopulations, a 13th

subpopulation was also included in the population, which was not associated with any particular
preprocessing technique but instead was permitted to operate unrestrictedly across the whole search
space (as illustrated in the chromosomes of row 7-9 in Fig. 4). Each subpopulation contained 512
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Setting                                      Value
Population size                         512 × 13
Number of parents                   512 × 13
Number of offspring                512 × 13
Maximum generations            200
Maximum PLS components   15
Parent selection                        Roulette wheel selection
Survivor selection                    Tournament selection
Crossover operator                   2-point crossover
Mutation operator                   Bitwise
Mutation probability pm          1/n
Cross-validation procedure    k-fold (k = 10)

Table 2: Summary of settings used during GA-PLS experiments. For a detailed description of roulette
wheel and tournament selection the reader is referred to [13].

chromosomes, resulting in a total population size of 512× 13. The number of generated offspring in
each generation was set to 512× 13, such that 1024× 13 feature selections were evaluated for each
generation of the algorithm.

The fitness of each chromosome was defined as its minimum RMSEcv, across the number of considered
latent variables, multiplied with minus one such that a high fitness corresponds to a low RMSEcv and
a low fitness corresponds to a high RMSEcv. All relevant GA-PLS settings used in our experiments
are summarized in Table 2. Because parts of GA-PLS algorithms are stochastic and different runs
produce different outcomes, the feature selection was repeated ten times for both datasets to increase
the robustness of the results. The results from these ten runs were then averaged.

3.4 Benchmark of the computational performance of the suggested GA-PLS

The computational efficiency of the GA-PLS technique introduced in section 2.2 (Algorithm 1) was
compared against GA-PLS implementations containing four well-established PLS fitting procedures:
NIPALS [23] , SIMPLS [24], Bidiag2 [25] and modified kernel algorithm #2 (without indexing
technique from section 2.2) [15]. Dataset 1 (spruce treated with a flame retardant) was used in the
benchmark together with the 12 preprocessing techniques listed in Table 1. Each algorithm was used
to perform feature selection on the 12 differently preprocessed versions of the dataset and the runtime
of each algorithm was measured. For simplicity, the 13th unrestricted subpopulation mentioned in
section 3.3 was not included in the benchmark. To measure the effect in calculation time of an
increasing population size, the benchmark was performed using subpopulation sizes containing 16, 32,
64, 128, 256, 512 and 1024 individuals. The number of parents and the number of offspring generated
were set to the same size as the subpopulation. All benchmarks were performed using MATLAB
(R2018a). MATLAB’s built-in plsregress function was used to fit regression coefficients when
benchmarking the SIMPLS based GA-PLS. The NIPALS, Bidiag2 and modified kernel algorithm
#2 based GA-PLS implementations were written in MATLAB with [23], [25] and [15] respectively
as reference. The MATLAB code used for estimating regression coefficients with kernel PLS and
the indexing technique described in section 2.2 can be found in the supplementary material of [12].
In addition to the CPU implementation of Algorithm 1, a GPU implementation of the algorithm
written in CUDA C was also included in the comparison (executed from MATLAB through the MEX
interface) which estimated the regression coefficients of all feature subsets within a population in
parallel. All computations were performed using 32-bit floating-point numbers. The motivation
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for using 32-bit floating-point numbers rather than 64-bit is that most consumer-grade GPUs have
a substantially higher throughput when performing arithmetic operations on 32-bit numbers [26].
So much so that it can be considered wasteful from a hardware utilization perspective to perform
calculations in 64-bit precision when the use of 32-bit numbers is numerically acceptable.

In the benchmark, the algorithm settings were chosen according to Table 2. However, because of the
tremendous time required to calculate the regression coefficients using NIPALS, SIMPLS, Bidiag2
and modified kernel algorithm #2 at large population sizes, the GA-PLS’s in the benchmark using
these PLS methods only ran a single generational cycle, instead of the 200 suggested by Table 2. The
reason for this is that benchmarking these algorithms on a single CPU using 200 generations would
have taken several years. The measured runtime of one generation for these algorithms was scaled
by a constant factor in order to approximate the time required for running 200 generations of the
algorithms. Hence, the benchmark results presented in this paper for NIPALS, SIMPLS, Bidiag2 and
modified kernel algorithm #2 are only an empirical estimate of the time required to perform a full 200
generation GA-PLS, an estimate based on the assumption that all generations take an equal amount
of time to complete. Both the CPU and GPU based implementations of Algorithm 1 however, were
measured using the full 200 generations.

4 Results

4.1 Variable selection results

Table 3 contains a summary of the average number of active variables, average number of optimal
PLS components and the average RMSEcv of each subpopulation after 200 generations when applying
Algorithm 1 to dataset 1. Figure 6 a) shows how the RMSEcv developed for the individuals of
the population over the course of 200 generations. Each chromosome of the population is colored
according to its subpopulation belonging. Interestingly, in this dataset none of the included prepro-
cessing techniques were alone able to surpass the performance of the subpopulation operating on
the unpreprocessed absorbance data. The subpopulation operating across the whole search domain
unrestrictedly, however, was able to find feature selections which resulted in a slightly lower RMSEcv
than that of those using regular absorbance data. The unrestricted subpopulation was found to contain
active features from a broad range of preprocessing methods after 200 generations. Each included
preprocessing method except X and MSC(D1X) was responsible for 8-14 % of the active genes
in the average unrestricted chromosome. X and MSC(D1X) were only responsible for roughly 1
% each of the active genes within the unrestricted subpopulation, which can be seen as somewhat
surprising considering that the unpreprocessed version of the data X individually performs very well.

Table 4 and Fig. 6 b) shows the corresponding set of results from applying Algorithm 1 to dataset 2.
As seen in Table 4 and Fig. 6 b), in this dataset all the included preprocessing techniques managed
to improve the RMSEcv compared to the unpreprocessed absorbance data. After 200 generations,
the unrestricted subpopulation operating on features from a mixture of preprocessing methods again
resulted in the lowest RMSEcv. Although the unrestricted subpopulation did contain approximately
twice the number of active variables compared to any of the preprocessing-specific populations,
its average optimal number of latent variables was still relatively low. This could indicate that the
subpopulations permitted to operate on a mixture of preprocessing methods are evolving a favorable
redundancy into their regression models by including multiple features which describe a similar
correlation—resulting in models containing many variables which are still characterizable using a low
complexity latent space. For dataset 2, the active genes within the unrestricted subpopulation after 200
generations were less uniformly distributed across the different preprocessing methods compared to
dataset 1. Moreover, the correlation between the performance of an individual preprocessing method
and the extent to which the preprocessing method contributed genes to the unrestricted subpopulation
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Preprocessing method  Num. var.a  Num. lat.b  RMSECV

X
D1X

D2X

D3X

MSC(X)
SNV(X)
MSC(D1X)
SNV(D1X)
MSC(D2X)
SNV(D2X)
MSC(D3X)
SNV(D3X)
Multiple
aAverage number of active variables in the subpopulations after 
200 generations. bAverage number of optimal latent variables 
in the subpopulations after 200 generations. 

44
37
42
85
38
38
47
35
45
58
86
92
62

6
5
15
14
4
4
5
2
1
8
14
14
9

7394
7499
7825
8247
7514
7473
8238
8070
10687
8380
8908
8687
6966

Table 3: Summary of results after 200 generations of applying the proposed GA-PLS method
(Algorithm 1) to dataset 1. Results are averaged across ten trials.
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Figure 6: Cross-validated root-mean-squared error, RMSEcv, as a function of generation for every
member of the population when applying Algorithm 1 to a) dataset 1 and b) dataset 2. Results are
averaged across ten trials.
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Preprocessing method  Num. var.a  Num. lat.b  RMSECV

X
D1X

D2X

D3X

MSC(X)
SNV(X)
MSC(D1X)
SNV(D1X)
MSC(D2X)
SNV(D2X)
MSC(D3X)
SNV(D3X)
Multiple
aAverage number of active variables in the subpopulations after 
200 generations. bAverage number of optimal latent variables 
in the subpopulations after 200 generations. 

25
24
23
24
19
20
23
24
22
22
23
24
43

8
6
6
10
7
7
9
8
11
10
11
8
7

18.20
14.87
12.68
12.80
14.06
14.09
17.02
16.62
14.85
14.77
14.02
14.11
11.42

Table 4: Summary of results after 200 generations of applying the proposed GA-PLS method
(Algorithm 1) to dataset 2. Results are averaged across ten trials.

was somewhat more intuitive, i.e. methods performing well on their own in general contributed a
larger number of variables to the unrestricted subpopulation. The lowest number of active genes in
the unrestricted subpopulation, 0.7 %, originated from the unpreprocessed X , whilst the highest
number of active genes, 14 %, originated from D3X .

4.2 Benchmark results

Figure 7 shows the results from the benchmark of measuring the runtime of GA-PLS algorithms
using different PLS fitting procedures at various subpopulation sizes. Subpopulation sizes whose
runtimes’ were not explicitly measured are linearly interpolated in the figure to provide a clearer view
of the trend. As can be seen in the figure, there is a substantial difference in computational efficiency
between the GA-PLS implementations using any of the conventional set of PLS fitting procedures—
NIPALS, SIMPLS, Bidiag2 and modified kernel algorithm #2—and the GA-PLS implementation
described in section 2.2 (Algorithm 1). Furthermore, the parallel GPU-based version of Algorithm 1
offers an additional massive leap in speedup compared to the CPU version of the same algorithm.

5 Discussion & conclusions

A fast new method for performing GA-PLS subset selection on multiple preprocessed versions of
a dataset within a single algorithm was presented. The main benefit of the introduced method is
that it enables the performance of multiple spectral pretreatment methods to be explored in parallel
with each other in a manner which is substantially less time consuming than previously possible.
Indeed, evaluating the GA-PLS performance of multiple pretreatment methods for tall datasets could
previously require weeks, months or even years of calculation time; using the technique introduced in
this paper the same exploratory search can now be done in an afternoon. The technique we introduced
in this paper is primarily intended for strongly overdetermined systems due to two reasons: (1) the
method relies on kernel PLS (specifically Modied kernel algorithm #2 [15]), which is susceptible
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Figure 7: Benchmark results of measuring the calculation time (in seconds) required for performing
GA-PLS with the 12 preprocessing techniques listed in Table 1 at various population sizes using
six different algorithms. NIPALS, SIMPLS, Bidiag2 and modified kernel algorithm #2 were only
timed for 1 generation, the measured time was then scaled to approximate the time required for 200
generations. “Subpopulation size” in the figure refers to the number of chromosomes related to each
preprocessing technique. Since twelve preprocessing methods were included in the GA-PLS, the
total population size is twelve times that of the subpopulation size. All CPU-based calculations
were performed on an i7-7700K @ 4.2 GHz. The GPU-based implementation of Algorithm 1 was
calculated on a GTX1080ti @ 1.6 GHz. All calculations were perfomed using 32-bit precision
floating points numbers. The size of the X matrix used in the benchmark was 105 × 256.

to numerical issues for systems that are not overdetermined. (2) the computational cost savings
offered by the covariance indexing technique used in the method increase the more overdetermined
the system is [12].

The use of feature selections containing variables from a mixture of preprocessing methods was
included in this paper primarily to showcase the possibility of doing so and the ease by which it
can be done with the introduced method. Although this type of feature selection did result in the
lowest RMSEcv for both of our evaluated datasets, in many cases it may still not be advisable to use
this approach for a few reasons. For instance, it increases the complexity of the resulting model and
arguably lowers its interpretability. With the increased combinatorial complexity available to the GA-
PLS, the potential of evolving overfitted solutions—which is widely recognized as an ever-present risk
when dealing with GA-PLS—also rises. Additional care should therefore be taken when designing the
cross-validation procedure to use in the GA-PLS if such complex models are permitted. In addition
to enabling a quick evaluation of the performance of a set of different preprocessing methods, as
we have demonstrated here, the introduced method could also be suitable for finding an optimal set
of parameters to use together with one particular preprocessing method. For instance, if one has
decided to use Savitzky-Golay derivation or smoothing on a dataset, the set of preprocessing methods
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used in Algorithm 1 can easily be changed into a set containing replicates of the same preprocessing
method but with different parameter settings, i.e. different window widths and polynomial degrees
in the case of Savitzky-Golay filtering. Different subpopulations can then be appointed to different
parameter configurations of the preprocessing method to provide an indication of which parameter
settings are best suited for the dataset. Lastly, it should be noted that because kernel PLS is not the
most numerically stable PLS procedure, it could be beneficial to use the technique described in this
paper as a means of quickly exploring a spectral dataset and how it responds to various pretreatment
methods. Then, once a satisfying combination of preprocessing technique and feature subset has been
identified, the final PLS model can be recalibrated using a numerically more precise fitting procedure,
such as Bidiag2.
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It is recognised that flame retardant chemicals degrade and leach out of flame-protected wood claddings when exposed to natural weathering. 

However, the ability to survey the current state of a flame retardant treatment applied to a wood cladding, an arbitrary length of time after 

the initial application, is limited today. In this study, hyperspectral imaging in the near infrared to short-wavelength infrared region is used to 

quantify the amount of flame retardant present on wooden surfaces. Several sets of samples were treated with various concentrations of a 

flame retardant chemical and scanned with a push broom hyperspectral camera. An inductively coupled plasma (ICP) spectroscopy analysis of 

the outermost layer of the treated samples was then carried out in order to determine each sample’s phosphorus content, the active ingredient 

in the flame retardant. Spectra from the hyperspectral images were pre-processed with extended multiplicative scatter correction, and the 

phosphorus content was modelled using a partial least squares (PLS) regression model. The PLS regression yielded robust predictions of surface 

phosphorus content with a coefficient of determination, R2, between 0.8 and 0.9 on validation data regardless of whether the flame retardant 

chemical had been applied to the surface of the wood or pressure-impregnated into it. The result from the study indicates that spectral imaging 

around the 2400–2531 nm wavelength region is favourable for quantifying the amount of phosphorus-based flame retardant contained in the 

outermost layer of non-coated wooden claddings. The results also reveal that the uptake of phosphorus-based flame retardant does not occur 

uniformly throughout the wood surface, but is to a larger extent concentrated in the earlywood regions than in the latewood.

Keywords: hyperspectral imaging, NIR, flame retardant treated wood

Introduction
Throughout the European building sector wood is strength-
ening its position as a preferred building material in many 
applications.1 This trend is incentivised by the European 
Union’s Europe 2020 targets, which aim to substantially 

decrease the greenhouse gas emissions and increase 
energy-efficiency in the EU by the year 2020, partly by 
promoting the sustainable use of wood in construction.2 
Wood materials used in buildings already benefit from 
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having a low carbon footprint,3 and through increased 
focus on material selection which is fit-for-purpose and 
by facilitating predictable long-term performance, their 
footprint can be reduced even further. However, the 
combustibility of wood can be a challenge when wood 
is used as a construction material. Due to the risk of fire, 
many European countries adopted an outright ban on 
constructing timber buildings taller than two stories for 
a long time. More developed building regulations and an 
increased understanding of fire safety has, however, in 
the last few decades caused many of these bans to be 
lifted. It is now both permitted and often encouraged 
to build multi-story timber buildings in most European 
countries.4 One effective strategy for increasing the fire 
safety of wood-based buildings is to use wood materials 
which prior to assembly in the construction phase, have 
been treated with a phosphorus-based flame retardant 
chemical. In an event of fire, such treatments react by 
producing a char surface which prevents the degradation 
of the wood and delays the point of flashover.

An important fire safety aspect, which currently is largely 
unknown, is how wood materials treated with flame retar-
dant chemicals are affected by natural weathering and 
how the treatment withstands long-term exposure to the 
external climate. It is known that phosphorus, a crucial 
component in many flame retardant treatments, tends to 
leach out over time from the wood it has been impreg-
nated into.5 By weighing a piece of lumber before and after 
it undergoes a chemical treatment to increase its flame 
resistance, it is possible to determine the total uptake of 
flame retardant compound in the wood. To determine the 
amount of chemical which resides in the outermost layer 
of a wood cladding treated with a flame retardant, an arbi-
trary length of time after the initial treatment, is consider-
ably more difficult. Especially if it is to be done in a non-
destructive way. For this reason, the ability to survey and 
inspect the treatment status of existing wooden construc-
tions or stored lumber is severely limited.

In this paper, a new method for quantifying the current 
concentration of flame retardant in the outer layer of 
wood samples using near infrared (NIR) hyperspectral 
imaging is developed and evaluated. NIR spectroscopy 
is widely used for quality control in numerous fields, e.g., 
the food industry,6 and the potential for using NIR spec-
troscopy in the field of wood science has successfully 
been demonstrated in previous studies.7–9 NIR hyper-
spectral imaging has also been applied to wood surfaces 
to determine wood moisture content,10 map chemical 

composition,11 determine wood extractive content,12 
map weathering by UV radiation,13 for identification of 
compression wood14 and for detecting show-through 
resin defects on painted lumber.15

The method proposed in this paper involves mapping 
the NIR absorbance spectrum of a wood sample, by 
means of a linear regression model, to its corresponding 
surface concentration of phosphorus. Phosphorus is 
the active ingredient in many flame retardant chemicals 
and can be seen as proportional to its ability to protect 
the wood against fire. By measuring the NIR spectra 
using hyperspectral imaging, it also becomes possible 
to spatially resolve the absorbance properties of the 
wood, which enables completely non-destructive and 
rapid surveying of large areas of wood such as facades or 
wooden decks.

Method
Sample preparation and signal acquisition
Five boards of Norway spruce (Picea abies), originating 
from different logs, were each cut into seven samples of 
dimension 50 × 50 × 10 mm, giving a total of 35 samples. 
The samples were conditioned in a climate chamber at 
20 °C and 65 % relative humidity until the samples had 
reached equilibrium moisture content. The samples were 
treated with Preventor AntiFlame from Akzo Nobel, which 
is a flame retardant wood coating commonly used in 
the construction industry. According to the Akzo Nobel, 
the undiluted chemical is typically diluted with distilled 
water to reach any desired solution concentration prior 
to applying it to wood, and a concentration of 66 % is 
common when pressure-impregnating the chemical into 
wood. In our study, the Preventor AntiFlame was diluted 
with distilled water into seven different concentrations: 0, 
17, 33, 50, 67, 83 and 100 %. Each of the seven concen-
trations was then used to treat 5 of the 35 samples in a 
manner such that each concentration was represented 
once in each of the original wood logs. This was done to 
ensure that any model developed from the data set had 
the ability to reliably estimate the concentration of flame 
retardant chemical in the wood despite natural variations 
in the physical appearance of samples originating from 
different trees, which could affect their spectrum.

To ensure even and comparable uptake of each solu-
tion, the solutions were poured into petri dishes and each 
sample was immersed in the solution for 30 seconds. In 
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addition to the immersed samples, five samples that were 
industrially pressure-impregnated using the same flame 
retardant chemical at a concentration of 66 % were also 
included in the study to verify that the spectral finger-
print of the flame retardant substance is the same inde-
pendent of treatment method.

A custom plastic sample mount was designed and 
3D-printed, which could accommodate five samples at 
a time in addition to a Spectralon white reference plate 
during image acquisition. The samples were then placed 
inside the plastic mount, illuminated by two halogen 
lights and scanned using a push broom hyperspec-
tral camera (Specim, Oulu, Finland) with 256 bands in 
the 929–2531 nm range, as can be seen illustrated in 
Figure 1.

After signal acquisition, a three-dimensional represen-
tation of the reflective properties of each sample was 
acquired, with spatial width along one dimension, spatial 
height along one dimension and reflected light along the 
third as can be seen illustrated in Figure 2. The spatial 
resolution of each image was 151 × 151 pixels, resulting 
in a pixel dimension of 0.33 mm2.

When the reflective properties of each sample had 
been measured, a 0.4–0.5 mm layer was removed from 
the surface of each sample using a planer, which was 
cleaned with alcohol between every sample to prevent 
cross contamination. The phosphorus content in the 
removed layers was analysed according to the ICP21100 
Thermo Jarell Ash ICP-IRIS HR Duo method.16 The labo-
ratory established surface concentration of phosphorus 
for each sample were used as response values when 
developing the regression model.

The hyperspectral data were divided into a training set 
(5/8 of the data) and a validation set (3/8 of the data). 
The samples treated with concentrations 0, 33, 50, 83 
and 100 % were chosen as training data to be used when 
developing the regression model. Samples treated with 
concentrations of 17 % and 67 %, together with the pres-
sure-impregnated samples, were consequently not used 
in the calibration of the regression model. These samples 
could therefore be used to validate the final model’s 
ability to generalise to new unseen data and estimate 
the phosphorus content of new wood samples. One of 
the five samples treated with 17 % chemical concentra-
tion was, however, later excluded from the validation 
data set since it was found to be covered in resin, which 
severely distorted its spectral properties. Table 1 shows 
a summary of all the samples in the data set and their 
treatment.

Data pre-processing
The signal from each hyperspectral image was first 
recalculated into reflectance, relative to a white refer-
ence, by subtracting the mean value of each pixel row 
in the spatial direction of a dark region (taken with the 
camera shutter closed), and dividing by the mean inten-
sity value of a white calibration plate included in the 
image, also for each pixel row. The reflectance spectra, 
R, were transformed into absorbance, A, using the rela-

Figure 1. Illustration of experimental setup.

Figure 2. Structure of 3-D hypercube of a wood sample 
with NIR reflectance as a function of wavelength and 
spatial position.
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tion A = log10(1/R). All spectra were pre-processed using 
extended multiplicative scatter correction (EMSC), which 
is a pre-processing technique that corrects for unde-
sired physical variations between the samples, such as 
surface geometry causing light scattering effects,17 while 
attempting to retain spectral variations caused by chem-
ical differences between the samples. This is achieved 
by fitting each raw absorbance spectrum using ordinary 
least squares (OLS) fitting to a design matrix containing a 
constant term, a linear term consisting of a vector with all 
wavelengths included in the spectrum, a quadratic term 
containing a squared version of the wavelengths and a 
reference spectrum which is assumed to contain less 
scatter effects than each individual raw spectrum. The 
spectral correction is then carried out using

 
2

1 2 3

4

Raw
Corr

S b b w b wS
b

- - × - ×
=  (1)

where b1–4 are the regression coefficients, acquired with 
OLS, corresponding to the consecutive terms in the 
design matrix. w is the vector of wavelengths involved, 
SRaw is the uncorrected spectrum and SCorr is the corrected 
spectrum.

The reference spectrum used during our EMSC was 
set to the average spectrum of all samples within the 
training data set, thereby avoiding information leakage 
between the training and validation data which were 
both processed using the same reference spectrum. 
For a more in-depth description of EMSC, the reader is 
referred to References 17 and 18.

Wavelength selection and PLS regression
Noisy and irrelevant parts of the spectra which were not 
correlated to the phosphorus content in any statistically 
meaningful way were removed by a backwards elimination 
algorithm. In backwards elimination, an initial regression 
model is created using all available variables, which in 
this case corresponds to wavelengths. The model is then 
created again N times, where N is the number of avail-
able wavelengths, with one of the available wavelengths 
inactivated each iteration until all wavelengths have been 
excluded once. The wavelength selection with the lowest 
root mean square error of cross-validation (RMSECV) of 
all the evaluated models then becomes the new start-
case and the process starts over again recursively until 
no single wavelength inactivation can be made that 
improves the RMSECV. The backwards elimination algo-
rithm utilised in this paper is summarised in pseudocode 
in Figure 3. All fitting of regression  coefficients was done 
using a C implementation of the Bidiag2 partial least 
squares algorithm proposed in Reference 19, which was 
chosen due to its proven numerical stability and compu-
tational efficiency. The partial least squares (PLS) regres-
sion was configured to consider at most 25 components. 
Since backwards elimination can require several thou-
sand regression models to be fitted before terminating, 
the spatial resolution of the hyperspectral data was 
down-sampled with regional pixel averaging to allow for 

Figure 3. Pseudocode for the backwards elimination 
algorithm used to select relevant wavelengths. Cross- 
validation loop omitted for clarity. The variable N symbol-
ises the dynamically changing width of the design matrix 
X.

0 17 33 50 67 83 100 % 66

T1 IM1

T2 IM2

T3 IM3

T4 IM4

T5 IM5

Table 1. Overview of samples included in the study. Maroon-
coloured cells represent samples used as calibration data, 
whilst blue and orange cells indicate immersed, T, and 
pressure-impregnated, IM, samples used to validate the PLS 
model’s performance. The crossed-out cell represents a resin 
covered sample which was excluded from the validation data 
set.
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faster model development into 625 spectra (25 × 25) per 
hypercube.

Results and discussion
Pre-processing
Figure 4 shows the mean spectrum from all samples in the 
data set before (left) and after (right) being processed using 
EMSC. As can be seen to the right in Figure 4, the most 
significant change induced in the spectrum when varying 
the concentration of flame retardant compound appears to 
be in the 1900–2531 nm region. It is also noteworthy that 
the pressure-impregnated samples, which are displayed 
as dashed black lines in Figure 4, exhibit slightly different 
absorbance properties from the immersed samples at 
wavelengths shorter than 1500 nm, which suggests that 
treatment method influences the absorbance properties 
of the sample in certain spectral regions. The absorbance 
difference between immersed and pressure-impregnated 
samples does, however, appear to become much less 
significant in the far-end of the spectrum.

Wavelength selection
The RMSEcv kept decreasing as the backwards elimination 
algorithm ran until only 17 wavelengths remained active. 
As can be seen in Figure 5, illustrating the location of 
these wavelengths, all 17 active wavelengths were found 
in the 2400–2531 nm range. In terms of applying the 
model to the pressure-impregnated samples, the wave-
lengths selected by the backwards elimination algorithm 
seem to be among the most favourable, since the absor-
bance of all wood samples is similar in this wavelength 
region, regardless of treatment method. The number of 

PLS components deemed optimal in the final variable 
selection with respect to RMSECV was one, resulting in 
a model of low complexity. This identified wavelength 
range for determining phosphorus agrees with wave-
length regions which have previously been reported 
in studies of phosphorus content in dried woody plant 
species20 and in soil.21 The latter study in soil phosphorus 
concentration also found large regression coefficient 
values at other wavelengths, including the visible region. 
Gillon et al.22 studied phosphorus content in plant mate-
rial with spectra in the visible (Vis) and NIR regions and 
found that most of the spectral information was found in 
the NIR part of the spectrum. Although optical properties 
in the Vis region of the spectrum were not measured for 
samples in this study, the supposed correlation between 
absorbance in the NIR region and phosphorous content 
agrees with the present findings.

Model performance
Figure 6 shows the phosphorus content from the ICP 
analysis versus the final regression model’s prediction 
of the phosphorus content based on the samples absor-
bance for both the samples within the training data set 
(left) and the validation data set (right). The regression 
model’s RMSE of the phosphorus content of the training 
data was 6055 mg kg–1 with a coefficient of determina-
tion of 0.90. For the validation samples immersed in 17 % 
and 67 % chemical solution, the RMSE was 4297 mg kg–1 
with a coefficient of determination of 0.87. Similar good 
regression results have been obtained when predicting 
phosphorus in soil and ground plant material,21,22 whereas 
no previous study has been found using this technology 
on phosphorus in wooden surfaces.

1500 2000 2500
Wavelength /nm

0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8

Absorbance

1500 2000 2500
Wavelength /nm

0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8

Absorbance

10001000

Figure 4. Mean spectrum of each sample in the dataset before (left) and after (right) being pre-processed using EMSC. Line 
colour indicates phosphorus content in the sample with yellow representing lower concentration and blue higher. Black 
dotted line indicates the spectrum from the pressure-impregnated samples.
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When using the model to predict the phosphorus 
content in the pressure-impregnated samples, the RMSE 
degraded to 24,394 mg kg–1 with a coefficient of deter-
mination of 0.87. However, as can be seen both in the 
right part of Figure 6 and in Table 2 which provides a 
summary of the ICP results for all samples, this apparent 
collapse in RMSE can almost entirely be accredited to 
just one of the five impregnated samples, a sample which 
according to the ICP results supposedly has several times 
the phosphorus content compared to the other impreg-
nated samples. It is unclear why sample IM1 has such 
an abnormally high phosphorous content considering 
that all impregnated samples were treated with the same 

solution. We can only speculate that it could be due to 
an exceptional deviation in sample density, an aggrega-
tion effect caused by an irregular surface curvature or a 
result of too high moisture conditions during storage. If 
the sample causing the RMSE collapse is disregarded as 
an outlier the RMSE of the four remaining impregnated 
samples becomes 8650 mg kg–1, which is more compa-
rable to the immersed samples.

When reviewing the results in Figure 6 it is important 
to realise that, as is often the case in multivariate calibra-
tion with hyperspectral data, only the mean response 
value of each sample is known. Because multiple spectra 
share the same target value, it is therefore inevitable 
for the calibrated model to produce a distribution of 
errors around the target. In the absence of an alterna-
tive measurement technique which can be used to vali-
date the chemical variations within each sample, the 
convention is to arrange the distribution of predicted 
values into two-dimensional images and visually deter-
mine if the in-sample variations display a credible 
pattern or not. Figure 7 shows the regression model’s 
phosphorous prediction of every measured spectra for 
the immersed samples as a function of pixel position, 
arranged into chemical maps, with applied concentration 
of flame retardant increasing in the horizontal direction 
and the different wooden logs in the vertical direction. 
The model generally estimates a higher concentration 
of phosphorus in the earlywood regions than in the 

1000 1500 2000 2500
Wavelength /nm

0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7

Absorbance

Mean spectra
Active wavelengths

Figure 5. Wavelengths selected by backwards elimina-
tion. Blue lines represent wavelengths which were active 
after backwards elimination. The black curve represents 
the mean absorbance spectrum of the training dataset.
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Figure 6. Regression plot of actual vs predicted phosphorus content for the training data (left) and 
the validation data (right). Each dot corresponds to one of the 25 × 25 spectra from the down-
sampled hypercubes.
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latewood regions. This makes intuitive sense, since the 
earlywood regions of Norway Spruce have lower density 
and are more susceptible to absorbing liquids, but this 
is a phenomenon which, to the authors' knowledge, has 
never been demonstrated before with flame retardant 

treatments. Thumm et al. have previously demonstrated 
that resin affects the spectral signature of wood around 
the 1180 nm and 1370 nm regions.15 As can be seen on 
sample T1 17 % in Figure 7, which depicts the modelled 
phosphorous of the resin covered sample, it is clear that 

Conc.
Sample 0 % 17 % 33 % 50 % 67 % 83 % 100 %

Conc.
Sample 66 %

T1 87 3207 7941 10,592 14,575 16,081 31,014 IM1 91,188
T2 72 5524 10,730 20,141 23,793 18,533 41,603 IM2 24,769
T3 90 6632 14,586 19,715 26,643 33,177 45,600 IM3 32,871
T4 20 6436 13,714 21,414 20,532 28,516 42,888 IM4 32,542
T5 80 6724 17,392 26,249 17,749 37,730 22,169 IM5 28,314

µ 70 5705 12,872 19,622 20,658 26,807 36,655 µ 41,937
σ 29 1475 3639 5678 4773 9305 9811 σ 27,733

Table 2. Phosphorous concentration established by ICP for all samples together with mean, μ, and standard deviation, σ, across 
replicates. All values are in the unit mg kg–1.

T1

T2

T3

T4

T5

0 % 17 % 33 % 50 % 67 % 83 % 100 %

10
40 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Predicted phosphorus content /(mg·kg⁻¹)

Figure 7. Prediction of phosphorus content for every immersed sample in the data set. Sample T1 17 % illustrates 
the outlier sample covered in resin which was not considered when evaluating the performace of the model.
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resin also alters the spectra in the 2400–2531 nm range, 
which in this case causes a local misclassification of phos-
phorous. If the spectral signature of resin was studied 
further it is possible that a different wavelength subset 
could be identified which would allow a model to accu-
rately predict phosphorous whilst being unaffected by 
the presence of resin.

Figure 8 shows the chemical maps for the pressure-
impregnated samples. As can clearly be seen in Figure 8, 
the model does estimate, in accordance with the ICP anal-
ysis, that one of the pressure-impregnated samples has a 
substantially higher surface concentration of phosphorus 
than the others. The precise quantity of phosphorus 
reported by the ICP analysis and the regression model 
does however differ substantially as shown in Figure 6. 
If indeed the phosphorus concentration reported by the 
ICP analysis for this sample is valid, it is not surprising that 
the regression model struggles in its estimation since it 
has a response value far higher than anything used in the 
calibration of the model. 

Conclusions
We demonstrated that NIR hyperspectral imaging together 
with PLS regression can be used as a novel non-destruc-
tive tool for surveying the current condition of phos-
phorus-based flame retardant chemical compounds, both 
surface-applied and pressure-impregnated into, samples 
of Norway spruce. In most cases our model was able to 
predict the phosphorus content in wood surfaces with a 
high degree of accuracy with an R2 of 0.87 on independent 
validation samples. However, since the method works 
by measuring how light is reflected off the surface, it is 
vulnerable to surface defects, such as resin stains, which 
locally conceals the true physical properties of the wood 

surface and can cause misleading phosphorus estimates. 
When using the model to estimate the spatial distribution 
of phosphorus in our samples, the chemical uptake does 
not occur entirely evenly throughout the wood. Instead, 
the highest concentration of phosphorus was generally 
found in the earlywood regions of the surfaces.

We identified that 2400–2531 nm appears to be a key 
wavelength region when it comes to estimating phos-
phorus. Since this region was at the limit of what our 
instrument could measure, further studies should inves-
tigate the possibility of estimating phosphorus using an 
instrument capable of detecting longer wavelengths into 
the infrared region.
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this research is to develop a method for estimating the spatially
and temporally resolved moisture content of thermally modified Scots pine (Pinus
sylvestris) using remote sensing. Hyperspectral time series imaging in the NIR
wavelength region (953-2516 nm) was used to gather information about the ab-
sorbance of eight thermally modified pine samples each minute as they dried during
a period of approximately 20 hours. After preprocessing the collected spectral data
and identifying an appropriate wavelength selection, partial least squares regression
(PLS) was used to map the absorbance data of each pine sample to a distribution
of moisture contents within the samples at different time steps during the drying
process. To enable separate studying and comparison of the drying dynamics taking
place within the early- and latewood regions of the pine samples, the collected
images were spatially segmented to separate between early- and latewood pixels.
The results of the study indicate that the 1966-2244 nm region of a NIR spectrum,
when preprocessed with extended multiplicative scatter correction and first order
derivation, can be used to model the average moisture content of thermally mod-
ified pine using PLS. The methods presented in this paper allows for estimation
and visualization of the intrasample spatial distribution of moisture in thermally
modified pine wood.



Keywords: Hyperspectral imaging, thermally modified pine, TMT, hyperspectral time series, moisture
content, PLS

1 Introduction

Altering the properties of timber using heat is a practice that dates back thousands of years [1]. It
is well known that exposing timber to high temperatures in an oxygen deficient environment—i.e.
thermally modifying it—can increase the dimensional stability of the wood and improve its resistance
towards moisture-related inconveniences such as fungi and mold growth [2, 3, 4]. More recently,
along with an increased demand for environmentally friendly construction materials, thermally
modified timber (TMT) has rapidly gained popularity in applications such as claddings, decks and
floors partly due to the nontoxic and eco-friendly nature of the treatment [3, 4]. The existing body
of literature is however still limited with respect to how thermal modifications affect certain aspects
of the moisture characteristics of wood. It is known that the equilibrium moisture content (EMC)
of wood decreases when undergoing thermal modification [5, 6]. It is also known that as wood
dries, gradients of varying moisture content are formed in the wood structure in both the radial,
tangential and longitudinal direction [7]. Internal differences in the moisture content of a wood
board cause swelling and contraction to occur at different rates within the board, which in turn leads
to tensile stresses in the wood which may cause several undesired consequences: for instance, it
may cause the wood, or coatings applied to the wood surface, to crack [8], or it may cause the
wood to deform, sometimes permanently [7]. Methods enabling the spatial distribution of moisture
within a wood board to be quantified is therefore of interest within wood sciences. Previous studies
have used magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to study the distribution of moisture within both
thermally modified [9, 10] and unmodified [11] pine. The spatial resolution of MRI is however still
relatively low, and such instruments are large and difficult to use outdoors to survey existing structures.
Near infrared (NIR) spectroscopy has become a popular tool in wood sciences due to its ability of
nondestructively allowing several useful wood properties to be characterized. Previous studies have
shown that the density of wood [12], the mechanical stress of wood [13], the geographical growth
region of wood [14] and its moisture content [15] can all be approximated from nondestructive NIR
measurements of the sample. Using hyperspectral imaging, as opposed to traditional point based NIR
measurements, allows the NIR data to be used to nondestructively approximate the spatial distribution
of wood properties. Kobori et al. demonstrated that hyperspectral imaging in the vis-NIR wavelength
region can be used together with multivariate regression as a viable means of determining the spatial
distribution of moisture content in unmodified pine [16]. Myronycheva et al. used hyperspectral NIR
imaging to exploratively study the chemical composition of thermally modified pine using principal
component analysis [17].

In the present study, the feasibility of using hyperspectral imaging in the near infrared region (953-
2516 nm) to estimate the moisture content distribution of thermally modified pine is evaluated. The
ambition of the study is to develop a multivariate regression model capable of nondestructively
estimating the spatial distribution of moisture in thermally modified pine samples based on the
individual spectra of each pixel of a sample. Partial least squares regression (PLS) will be used to
calibrate a regression vector which maps the spectra of the pine samples to a corresponding moisture
content. The predicted distributions will then be spatially segmented such that separate estimates
are obtained of the moisture content within the early- and latewood regions of each samples. To
ensure that the developed model can accurately predict the moisture content of samples at a wide
variety of different moisture contents, hyperspectral time series imaging will be used to gather spectral
measurements of each sample on a minute-by-minute basis as the samples dry over the course of a
day. Whilst hyperspectral cameras cannot be used to measure radial moisture variations in a sample
(due to the limited surface penetration depth of the radiation), the relatively high spatial resolution
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offered by such cameras allow for a detailed view of the tangential and longitudinal variations at the
surface.

2 Materials & methods

2.1 Sample preparation & image acquisition

Eight thermally modified boards of Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris) were cut into samples of dimension
18 × 100 × 280 mm. The boards were bought at a local (20 km south of Oslo, Norway) lumberyard
and were manufactured by Moelven (thermally treated at 210-215 ◦C). After being cut, the eight
samples were dried at 103 ◦C for 120 hours to ensure that only chemically bound moisture resided
in the samples. The dryness of the samples was verified by repeatedly measuring the weight of the
samples and confirming that their weight had stabilized before removing them from the oven, at
which point the oven-dry weight of each sample was recorded. We assume that the moisture content
at the oven-dried state corresponds to 0 %.

In addition to the dry weight, the average annual ring distance Åx̄ of each sample was measured
in the radial direction (calculated according section 8 of the SKANORM 2 method [18]) and a dry
density ρ0 was calculated for every sample. When establishing the dry density of our samples, the
original volume of 18 × 100 × 280 mm was used as dry volume since any shrinkage which may have
occurred during drying was too small for us to reliably measure.

After the dry weights were established, the samples were fully submerged in tap water for a period of
approximately one and a half months. After the soaking period, the samples were one at a time taken
from the water and placed on a digital scale which in turn was placed on a translation stage situated
underneath a hyperspectral camera as can be seen depicted in figure 1.

The hyperspectral line scan camera (HySpex SWIR-384) situated above the sample was automated to
scan each sample every minute for a period of roughly 21.5 hours as the pine dried. During the first
hour or so a film of free water was still present on the surface of some samples which distorted the
measured spectra and partly concealed the spectra of the pine sample. The first one hundred images

Scale

Drying wood sample

Halogen lights

Hyperspectral camera

White reference

Translation stage

Figure 1: Illustration of experimental setup. A drying wood sample is positioned on a digital scale
which in turn is situated under a hyperspectral push-broom camera and illuminated with halogen
spotlights. Figure from [19].
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Table 1: Dry weights, average annual ring distance (Åx̄), dry density (ρ0), initial moisture content
(MCHigh), final moisture content (MCLow), difference between highest and lowest moisture content
(MCRange), average moisture content (MCµ) and standard deviation of moisture content (MCσ) of all
samples in the study.

Sample Dry weight Åx̄ ρ0 MCHigh MCLow MCRange MCµ MCσ

S1 188.9 g 2.8 mm 375 kg/m3 73.7 % 44.1 % 29.5 % 56.0 % 8.2 %

S2 187.0 g 3.1 mm 371 kg/m3 66.9 % 38.9 % 28.1 % 49.4 % 7.6 %

S3 202.2 g 2.2 mm 401 kg/m3 80.6 % 53.2 % 27.4 % 64.2 % 7.2 %

S4 211.8 g 2.2 mm 420 kg/m3 63.3 % 33.9 % 29.4 % 44.1 % 7.8 %

S5 185.8 g 3.7 mm 369 kg/m3 85.4 % 47.1 % 38.3 % 61.0 % 10.3 %

S6 193.5 g 2.7 mm 384 kg/m3 70.0 % 40.2 % 29.8 % 51.6 % 8.2 %

S7 190.7 g 3.0 mm 378 kg/m3 77.5 % 45.3 % 32.3 % 57.2 % 8.7 %

S8 205.5 g 3.0 mm 408 kg/m3 65.1 % 35.6 % 29.5 % 46.6 % 8.0 %

(i.e. the data from the first 100 minutes of drying) from each sample’s time series was therefore
removed from the dataset. The hyperspectral time series data used in the study consists in 1196
images per pine sample, depicting the samples between 1.5 and 21.5 hours of drying. The room the
image acquisition/drying took place in was conditioned to be approximately 21 ◦C. For every image
taken, the corresponding sample weight was also registered. Using the preestablished dry weight, the
average moisture content (MC) of each pine sample was calculated for each time point during the
drying process based on the instantaneous scale reading using the relation [16]:

MC =
wwetwood − wdryweight

wdryweight
× 100 (%) (1)

where wwetwood represents the weight of the drying pine sample and wdryweight represents the predeter-
mined dry weight of the same sample. Table 1 provides a summary of each sample’s recorded dry
weight, average annual ring distance, dry density, together with highest, lowest, range, average and
standard deviation of the calculated moisture content during the drying process.

The hyperspectral camera registered 288 equally spaced bands in the 953–2516 nm range. The spatial
resolution of the region of interest of each sample was 801 × 335 pixels. The complete dimensions
of the collected hyperspectral dataset is therefore 801 × 335 × 288 × 1196 × 8 (rows × columns ×
spectral bands × time × sample). Which equates to roughly 5.3 terabytes of spectral intensity data
when stored in double-precision format. The region of interest extracted out from each hyperspectral
image included roughly 87 mm of the width of each board and 209 mm of the length, centered around
the middle of the board. The spatial size of each pixel corresponds to 0.227 × 0.227 mm.

The resulting structure of the experimentally collected data for each sample can be seen conceptually
illustrated in figure 2: each sample is associated with its own four-dimensional hyperspectral time
series as well as a one-dimensional time series of its average moisture content.

2.2 Normalization & linearization of raw spectral signal

The spectrally resolved light intensity images I(λ) registered by the hyperspectral camera were
initially converted into reflectance units R(λ), relative to a Spectralon white reference plate included
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Figure 2: Illustration of hyperspectral time series data of a drying thermally modified pine sample.
The spectral signal of the pine sample is resolved through both time and space. At each time step the
average moisture content of the sample is known. Figure from [19].

in each image, according to

R(λ) =
I(λ)− Id(λ)

I0(λ)− Id(λ)
. (2)

In Eq. 2, I0(λ) represents the measured light intensity of the Spectralon white reference and Id(λ)
represents the dark signal of each image (signal captured with the camera shutter closed). The
reflectance images were then transformed into apparent absorbance A(λ) in accordance with Lambert
Beer’s law [20]:

A(λ) = log10(1/R). (3)

2.3 Regression & data division

A partial least squares regression model was calibrated which took the hyperspectral time series data
as input (X) and mapped each spectrum to the corresponding scalar moisture content of the sample
(y), i.e. the sample-average moisture content at a specific time step. The average moisture content of
each sample for each time step—the response values of the dataset—are shown in figure 3. During
the PLS calibration the average spectrum of each hyperspectral image was used as input.

To test the developed model’s ability to generalize to new unseen data, the hyperspectral time series
of two samples, S5 and S2, were randomly chosen and withheld from the calibration procedure. After
calibrating the model on the remaining six samples’ time series the model was applied to the data
from the two withheld time series (2 × 1196 images) to validate its performance on new data. In total,
7176 hyperspectral images were included in the training set and 2392 images were included in the
validation set.

To enhance the performance of the PLS model, spectral preprocessing and wavelength selection was
applied to the measured absorbance data. In order to identify a spectral preprocessing technique that
would yield a low prediction error in the PLS regression, a grid search over different common NIR
preprocess methods was therefore conducted. In addition to the unprocessed absorbance spectra,
the methods included in this search were: Savitzky-Golay derivation [21] of first, second and third
order, Multiplicative Scatter Correction [22] (MSC), Standard Normal Variate [23] (SNV) and
Extended Multiplicative Scatter Correction [24] (EMSC) as well as pairwise combinations of these
methods. For each of the preprocessing methods a PLS model was calibrated and cross-validated
with 10-fold cross-validation. The preprocessing technique resulting in the lowest cross-validated
root-mean-squared-error (RMSEcv) was chosen for the final model.
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Figure 3: Calculated average moisture content of all thermally modified pine samples in the study
during the drying period.

Once a suitable preprocessing technique was identified, the preprocessed data was subjected to
variable selection in order to further enhance the model’s performance by eliminating irrelevant or
noisy wavelengths. Forward selection, backwards elimination, interval PLS [25] (iPLS) in backwards
mode and moving window variable selection [26, 27] (MW) were applied to the data. When applying
interval PLS and moving window variable selection every interval/window width between 1 and n
was tested, where n denotes the total number of variables in the spectra. Because this wavelength
selection search required many thousands of PLS models to be calibrated and evaluated, the feature
selection calibrations were performed using the kernel PLS feature selection technique introduced by
Stefansson et al. [28] in order to speed up the feature selection process.

Once a combination of preprocessing technique and feature selection had been identified the final PLS
model was calibrated using the bidiag2 [29] algorithm. All modeling was performed in MATLAB
2019a [30].

2.4 Early-/latewood image segmentation

To allow for separate estimates to be obtained of the moisture content within early- and latewood
regions of a sample during the drying process, the pixels of each hyperspectral image was categorized
according to wood type belonging. Wood is a notoriously inhomogeneous material and the seasonal
growth patterns takes many, sometimes relatively complex, forms which makes manual segmentation
tedious and nontrivial. To enable semi-automatic segmentation of the dataset we employed the
principal component analysis-based segmentation technique introduced by Smeland et al. [31] for
discriminating between early- and latewood pixels within our hyperspectral images. The method
consists in performing principal component analysis (PCA) on a hyperspectral image and then
forming a histogram from the resulting scores associated with one of the principal components. Two
thresholds are then placed in the histogram, and datapoints below the lower threshold are classified as
earlywood whereas datapoints above the higher threshold are classified as latewood.
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Figure 4: Spatial early-/latewood segmentation of one of the samples in the study (sample S7). Brown
color indicates pixels classified as latewood and red color indicates pixels classified as earlywood.
Gray color indicates intermediate wood which was not treated as either early- or latewood.

3 Results

3.1 Segmentation

Smeland et al. [31] found that the wood segmentation algorithm they developed worked best using
the second principal component from PCA and suggested that thresholds be positioned at the 25th
and 65th percentile in the scores histogram. For our dataset however, we found that the first principal
component worked better than the second and that the percentile thresholds needed to be tweaked
manually for each sample in order to adequately approximate the early- and latewood distribution
observed by studying the samples visually. An example of a generated image segmentation mask can
be seen in figure 4. In the figure, red color indicates earlywood, brown color indicates latewood, the
intermediary region between the two classes which was not considered as either early- or latewood
is shown in gray. Since our samples were kept stationary during the time series acquisition and
only negligible contraction of the samples was found to take place during the drying process, the
segmentation was performed only once per sample and then applied to all images within the time series.
The segmentation was performed using the last image of each series, i.e. the image corresponding to
the driest sample state.

3.2 PLS regression modeling

The grid search over spectral preprocessing techniques indicated that a combination of extended
multiplicative scatter correction followed by first order Savitzky-Golay derivation yielded the lowest
cross-validated prediction error. During EMSC the basic EMSC model [32] was used, which entails
a model containing an intercept term, slope term, linear term and a quadratic term. The average
spectrum from the training dataset was used as a reference spectrum in the EMSC correction. The
Savitzky-Golay derivation was carried out with a window size of seven and a polynomial degree of
one.

The best performing variable selection was identified using the moving window algorithm. The region
found by the algorithm consisted in 52 wavelengths between 1966 nm and 2244 nm. Figure 5 shows
the average spectrum of every hyperspectral image in the dataset after preprocessing along the region
identified during wavelength selection.
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Figure 5: Mean absorbance spectrum of every time series image in the collected dataset preprocessed
with basic EMSC followed by first order Savitzky-Golay derivation. Gray region indicates wavelength
region identified by the moving window feature selection algorithm. All spectra in the figure are
colored according to the average of moisture content of the sample they originate from.

Using the combination of identified preprocessing and wavelength selection, the lowest RMSEcv
(and first local minima) after 10-fold cross-validation was obtained using nine PLS components,
which was subsequently used when calibrating the final PLS model. Figure 6 shows a regression
plot of PLS-modeled vs. average measured moisture content of each image in the eight time series
sequences. Blue dots indicate data originating from any of the six training time series, red squares
indicate data from the two validation time series. The model’s root-mean-squared-error, RMSE, on
the training data was 2.1 %, with a coefficient of determination, R2, of 0.98. Applying the model to
the validation data resulted in a RMSE of 2.7 % and a R2 of 0.97. For most samples in the study, the
discrepancy between modeled MC and sample-average MC was larger during the first few hours of
drying compared to the rest of the drying sequence.

3.3 PLS modeled spatial distribution & temporal development of moisture content

Figure 7 shows chemical maps of the PLS-estimated spatial distribution of moisture content for every
sample in the study obtained by applying the PLS model to the full resolution hyperspectral data. The
upper row depicts the samples at the start of their time series, i.e., after 100 minutes of drying. The
lower row depicts the same samples at the end of their time series, i.e., after 21.5 hours of drying.
Some samples, such as S4, S6, S7 and S8, can be seen in the figure to have a locally higher moisture
content at the top of the sample, indicating a slower rate of drying at the top. A possible explanation
for this could be that in our experimental setup the Spectralon white reference plate is located at the
top edge of the sample—potentially hindering drying to freely take place there.

Figure 8 shows the average PLS-estimated early- and latewood moisture content for every image in
the dataset displayed as eight individual time series/drying curves. These curves were obtained by
applying the developed early-/latewood segmentation masks of each sample onto the modeled spatial
distribution of moisture content for every time step in the series. The moisture content estimates for
all early- and latewood pixels were then separately averaged to form two drying curves per sample;
one containing the estimated drying curve for latewood and the other for earlywood.
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Figure 6: Regression plot of PLS modeled vs. measured mean moisture content for every image of
the dataset. Blue dots represent images belonging to the training data, red squares represent images
belonging to the validation data.
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Estimated moisture content

Figure 7: Spatial distribution of PLS-estimated moisture content for every sample in the study.
Upper row depicts the samples at the initial stages of drying, lower row depicts the same samples
approximately 20 hours of drying later.
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Figure 8: Temporal development of predicted moisture content of all samples (S1-S8). In each subplot
the orange lines indicate the average modeled moisture content in all earlywood pixels of a sample,
blue lines indicate the average moisture content in the latewood pixels of a sample.

During the first few hours of drying the estimated moisture content of the earlywood was noticeably
higher than the latewood estimates for all samples. Averaged across all samples the estimated moisture
content was 1.7 % higher in the earlywood than the latewood at the beginning of the time series and
decreased over time down to a 0.8 % difference at the end of the drying process. The samples with
the lowest estimated moisture difference between early- and latewood, S2, S1 and S3, all have a fine
grained early- and latewood structure with densely packed growth regions as can be seen in figure
7. It is also interesting to note that the sample with the greatest radial annual ring distance of the
sample set, S5, also had the largest estimated moisture differential between early- and latewood (2.9
% during the initial stages of drying).

4 Discussion & conclusions

Our developed PLS model, calibrated on six time series consisting of 7176 hyperspectral images
in total, proved capable of estimating the average moisture content of thermally modified pine with
a high degree of accuracy. Extended multiplicative scatter correction combined with first order
derivation proved useful in relieving light scatter from the spectra and enhancing the correlation
between spectra and moisture content. The wavelength region 1966-2244 nm was found to hold
strong predictive capacity over the moisture content within the pine. This region includes several
wavelengths which are known to cause absorption in free water at room temperature, although it
slightly misses the absorption peak which occurs around 1930-1950 nm [33]. Fujimoto et al. [34]
found 1980 nm to be a region representative of water absorption in larch wood, which is included
in our identified region. Our model produced the best results at nine principal components, which
is rather high. Kobori et al. [16] found six PLS components to be optimal for estimating MC in
unmodified pine using vis-NIR hyperspectral spectral data—thus, both experiments indicate that a
surprisingly high number of latent variables is beneficial when estimating the moisture content of
pine using PLS regardless of thermal treatment.

By superimposing a segmentation mask onto the PLS-estimated spatially and temporally resolved
distributions of moisture content, our presented method allows separate estimates to be obtained of the
MC of early- and latewood regions within a board during drying. However, as is often the case with
studies such as this one—where a model is trained using a measured sample-average response value
and later used to estimate the spatial distribution of the response throughout the sample—a major
limitation is that the chemical maps generated by the regression model cannot easily be validated;
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since the true pixel-by-pixel distribution of moisture is unknown to us. We therefore cannot conclude
that the spatial predictions are accurate, only that the spatial estimates appear realistic upon visual
inspection and that the PLS model is capable of estimating the average moisture content of a thermally
modified pine sample based on the average spectra of the sample. Further studies should therefore
investigate the possibility of training a regression model with hyperspectral input data together with
spatially resolved response values—obtained for instance by using magnetic resonance imaging on
the same samples as are scanned with a hyperspectral camera.

Despite the successfulness of using surface reflected visible and near-infrared radiation to model
the moisture content of wood samples, demonstrated in this study for thermally modified pine as
well as in [16] for unmodified pine, it is important to note that such models rest on the assumption
that the moisture content is consistent throughout the thickness of the sample. This assumption is
of course never entirely valid, and it likely increases in invalidity when thicker wood samples are
used with a more inhomogeneous internal annual ring structure. To circumvent this issue entirely
remote sensing technologies with a greater penetration depth, such as MRI, are necessary. To lessen
the effects of this limitation in our own experimental setup, thinner samples could have been used in
our experiment—such that there is less room for unobserved radial moisture variations in the sample.
In some preliminary experiments we conducted prior to the experiment presented here however, we
monitored thinner samples with hyperspectral imaging and found that although it certainly seems
possible to estimate the moisture content of such samples, the drying dynamics of thin samples (≈ 2-3
mm thickness) appears substantially different from that of thicker boards (≈ 2 cm thickness). When
using thin samples the moisture evaporated rapidly around the edges of the sample when exposed to
the warm halogen light of the experimental setup. Our motivation for choosing larger samples in this
experiment is that we wanted a slower, more controlled, drying process.
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Abstract

In the present chapter, we experimentally demonstrate a generic method
for compact quantification and interpretation of multichannel spatiotempo-
ral data (“hyperspectral video”) in terms of known and unknown variation
types. The process of drying a wet wood sample was characterized by a se-
ries of high-resolution hyperspectral images taken at 150 consecutive time
steps over a period of 21 hours. Each pixel intensity was measured at 159
wavelength channels in the vis-NIR region, which resulted in a time series
of approximately half a terabyte of raw spectral data. Passing the massive
stream of data through a four-stage data modeling procedure resulted in



a substantially compressed 10 component bilinear model comprised of
five a priori known and five newly discovered spectral components. From
this compressed subspace model, a filtered version of the original data
stream could be reconstructed. First, the measured intensity spectra were
normalized by transformation into reflectance and linearized into apparent
absorbance units. These absorbance spectra were secondly submitted to
simplified causal modeling of known phenomena by Extended Multiplicative
Signal Correction (EMSC) - to identify variations in the main light scattering
and light absorption variation types. Thirdly, the high-dimensional stream
of lack-of-fit residual spectra from EMSC were analyzed for possible re-
maining systematic structures, e.g. due to unknown and hence unmodeled
variation types by an adaptive bilinear modeling method (ABLM). In the
final modeling stage, the dynamics of the various known and unknown
physical and chemical variations of the drying process were assessed from
their temporal developments.

Keywords Hyperspectral time series · EMSC · OTFP · Light scattering · Light absorbance ·
wood · drying · image analysis · multivariate

1 Introduction

Hyperspectral time series and other multichannel spatiotemporal spectral measurement
processes give overwhelming streams of Quantitative Big Data. The raw data are non-
selective, in the sense that they are affected by many different sources of variation -
variations in sample physics (e.g. light scattering) and sample chemistry (composition)
as well as variations in the light source and the camera (systematic errors). To identify,
separate, quantify and interpret the various sources of information in such data streams
is thus a challenge. It is important to quantify phenomena already known for the given
type of measurements, as well as also discovering, quantifying and displaying unexpected,
but systematic variation patterns in the data. Here we demonstrate how a combination of
known and unknown physical, chemical and instrumental variation types can be discovered
and summarized in a combination of mechanistic and empirical multivariate data models.

Diffuse multi-channel reflectance spectroscopy in e.g. the visible (vis) and near-infrared (NIR)
wavelength range is a fast and informative methodology for simultaneous measurement of
a range of chemical and physical properties in complex biological samples [1, 2]. However,
in order to resolve selectivity problems of chemical and physical variations with similar
spectral effects, multivariate calibration is required [3]. In hyperspectral imaging, where
each pixel in an image is represented by a spectrum of reflected light, the spatial distribution
of these properties can be quantified in a heterogeneous sample such as a piece of wood,
using mathematical modeling and Multivariate Image Analysis (MIA) [4].

When a given sample is measured repeatedly over time by hyperspectral imaging, the
resulting “hyperspectral video” also provides information about temporal developments.
The multichannel spatiotemporal measurements in hyperspectral video generate really Big
Data. In this chapter a piece of Scots pine was monitored using hyperspectral imaging in the
vis-NIR wavelength region for a period of 21 hours as the wood underwent desorption from
a moisture saturated state to a dry state. We use statistical data driven models to estimate
the temporal development of properties within the wood as it dries and demonstrate
how a seemingly overwhelming stream of hyperspectral video data can be converted into
relatively simple quantitative spatiotemporal information by a combination of various
pragmatic mathematical modeling techniques.
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Light’s interaction with complex materials like wood is dominated by two phenomena
- chemical light absorption and physical light scattering - both of which are fairly well
understood: Due to electronic or molecular resonances in chemical compounds, light at a
given wavelength is absorbed – i.e. converted into heat, or converted into light emitted at
other wavelengths. Changes in the degree of absorbed light between samples are useful
for quantification of their chemical composition. Variations in the physical properties of
samples (e.g. the amount, size, shape and refractive index of particles) cause variations in
several light scattering phenomena (angular distribution of reflected or transmitted light,
effective optical path length, specular surface reflectance etc.); measuring these is useful for
quantification of the samples’ physical properties.

The present chapter analyzes a stream of closely related hyperspectral images, representing
a hyperspectral time series analyzed with respect to the common underlying spectral
variation patterns. In addition, since the wood sample is monitored over time in a fixed
position, the spatial and temporal structure of these variation patterns can be studied
qualitatively and quantitatively.

In theory, causal mathematical modeling of how these phenomena affect light measure-
ments is therefore possible: For instance, light absorption and light scattering can be
modeled via the complex refractive index [5]. However, such causal modeling requires
detailed information about chemical and physical structures in the samples measured,
and this information may not be available. Moreover, it may require a measurement
set-up and/or extensive measurements involving simultaneous transmittance/reflectance
measurements in an integrating sphere etc. For routine analysis, such quantification is
usually too cumbersome, too slow or too expensive.

Instead, this chapter employs a combination of four simple mathematical approximation
model stages:

1. Normalization and linearization of the raw data to facilitate subsequent linear
modeling according to Beer-Lambert’s Law.

2. Modeling known structures: Linear additive/multiplicative model of an extended
version of Beer-Lambert’s Law (Extended Multiplicative Signal Correction, EMSC
[6, 7]) to quantify and extract known chemical and physical variations.

3. Modeling unknown structures: Bilinear search for unknown and hence unmodeled
variation types in the spectral residuals after the EMSC based on Adaptive Bi-Linear
Modeling (ABLM) using On-The-Fly-Processing (OTFP) [8].

4. Temporal kinetics modeling of the known and unknown state variables (compo-
nent time series) obtained from the EMSC and ABLM based data-models of the
hyperspectral video measurements.

The outline of the chapter is as follows: First we describe the actual experiment and the
mathematical modeling methods employed to analyze the results. Then we summarize
the results: First a preliminary, over-all assessment of the complexity of the drying process
is given, based on the reduction of the wood sample’s weight. Then the entirety of the
hyperspectral measurements are analyzed with respect to known and unknown phenomena,
based on the EMSC and OTFP methods, respectively. Finally, the kinetics of the EMSC and
OTFP temporal parameters are assessed.
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Figure 1: The experiment. a) Illustration of experimental setup used to measure the spectral
reflectance and weight of a drying wood sample. b) RGB rendering of wood sample in wet
state (drying time = 0 hours). c) RGB rendering of wood sample in dry state (drying time
= 21 hours).

2 The experiment

2.1 Drying of a wood sample

A wood sample of the species Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris) originating from a forest in
Hobøl, roughly 30 km south of Oslo, Norway, was cut into dimensions 18×100×280 mm.
The sample was then placed in a drying oven where it was dried at a temperature of 103 ◦
C for 48 hours until it was ensured, through repeated weight measurements, that as much
as possible of the water in the material had been evaporated. The sample was then taken
from the oven and immediately weighed in order to have its dry weight determined to be
245.46 g. Once the sample’s dry weight was established, the sample was submerged in
water and left to soak for approximately 24 hours. After the soaking period, the sample
was removed from the water and placed on a digital scale. Its initial wet weight was 336.51
g. The digital scale with the wood sample and a Spectralon white reference, was attached to
a translation stage as can be seen illustrated in Fig. 1 a).

The wood sample was artificially illuminated by two halogen spotlights positioned on
either side of a hyperspectral camera which monitored the sample for a period of about
21 hours. From the weight loss of the wood sample registered by the scale, the relative
moisture content could be calculated at different time points and used for a preliminary
assessment of the kinetic complexity of the drying process.
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2.2 Monitoring the drying process by hyperspectral time-lapse camera
(“hyperspectral video”)

The hyperspectral line scan camera (Specim, Oulu, Finland) captured images with a spatial
resolution of 4480×1312 pixels (pixel dimension 69.2×68.6µm), each characterized by 200
wavelength bands in the 392-1022 nm range. Because bands at the edge of the cameras
detection limit were found to suffer from a low signal-to-noise ratio, the wavelength range
was cropped after the signal acquisition down to 159 bands covering the 500-1005 nm region.
The software controlling the experimental setup was programmed to automatically repeat
the image acquisition of the sample every eight minutes over a period of about 21 hours as
the sample and the setup remained completely untouched, resulting in 150 hyperspectral
frames of the sample at various moisture contents. The spatial resolution of the region of
interest within each frame (area excluding white reference plate, wood edges, etc.) was
2200×1070 pixels, resulting in a four-dimensional dataset of size 2200×1070×159×150
(rows×columns×spectral bands×time). Altogether, this corresponds to roughly 418 GB of
data when stored in double-precision floating-point format. The sample was not moved
during the 21 hours, therefore the pixels of each hyperspectral image are expected to
correspond to the same location of the sample, apart from a minor offset caused by the
contraction of the wood sample as it dries out. Thus the resulting data set can be seen as
four-dimensional, with each one-dimensional pixel spectra being a function of both space
and time as can be seen illustrated in Fig. 2 a).

The recorded photon count (“light intensity” I) in each of the 150×159 images has 2D
spatial information about the physical and chemical structure of the wood sample; the
distinction between early- and latewood growth zones (lighter respectively darker regions
of the wood) are clearly visible. These zones reflect seasonal fluctuations in the growth rate
of the tree during its lifetime due to variations in temperature and precipitation, resulting
in chemical and physical differences in wood structure. This sample heterogeneity is
symbolized by the two wood sub-images inserted in Fig. 1 b-c for illustration.

In order to use the massive stream of high-resolution hyperspectral images to study the
physics and chemistry of the wood drying process, these measured intensity data I were
passed through several mathematical modeling stages: 1. Response linearization, 2. Semi-
mechanistic multivariate modeling of known effects, 3. Data-driven multivariate modeling
of remaining unknown effects, and finally, 4. Statistical summary and kinetic modeling of
the dynamics of the known and unknown effects.

3 Mathematical modeling stages

3.1 Weight-based assessment of the kinetic complexity of the drying process

The weight-based average moisture content (water%) in the wood sample was calculated as

water% =
wwood − 245.46 g

245.46 g
× 100 (%). (1)

Where 245.46 represents the weight of the wood sample dried at for 21 hours and wwood
represents the varying wood weight during the drying period. In order to assess the
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Figure 2: Overview of experimental data acquisition and modeling of hyperspectral video.
a) Input data: (2200 × 1070) pixels × 159 wavelength channels × 150 time points. b) -
i) Model what is known about input data: EMSC modeling of 2-way input data for 159
wavelength channels at 353 100 000 pixels (2200 × 1070 × 150) × 159 wavelengths, and
spatiotemporal averaging. j) - o) Model what is unknown: Adaptive bilinear modeling of
2-way residual data for 22 353 100 000 pixels × 159 wavelengths.

over-all complexity of the drying process, the temporal derivative of water% was calculated:
For yt = water%,t at time t, its temporal derivative dyt/dt at time #t was calculated as

dyt

dt
=

yt+1 − yt−1

ht+1 − ht−1
(2)

where h is the actual time at time point #t (in hours). The derivative dyt/dt was then
plotted against y itself, in order to assess the kinetics of the weight-based drying process.

Since the drying process appeared to be quite complex, a simpler alternative was also
employed, namely a graphical assessment of how well the drying loss dynamics followed
the simple first order reaction:

dyt

dt
= −k× yt (3)

where k is the rate constant. Integrating this equation over time gives the following
expression in natural logarithms (ln):

ln(yt) = −k× t + ln(yt=0) (4)
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Hence, a plot of ln(yt) vs time t (here: in hours) should give a straight line if the process
follows first order kinetics. Observed deviations from a single straight line indicate a more
complex drying process.

3.2 Hyperspectral modeling

A hyperspectral video is a 3-way data set (wavelength×channels×pixels×time points)
that, in principle, could have been modeled by a tensor-algebraic 3-way model, e.g. a
PARAFAC-model [9] of the type

A = B⊗ C⊗ D + E (5)

where A is the 3-way video input data, B, C and D represent a low-dimensional model
with vectors in the wavelength-, pixel- and time-domains, respectively, and E represents
measurement noise.

However, the sheer amount of input data makes this N-way modeling too computer
intensive. Moreover, the light scattering varies with the drying time (conf. Fig. 1 b-c), and
this is likely to involve changes in the effective optical path length. Hence, since path length
variations give non-additive effects, this purely additive 3-way modeling was discarded.

Instead, the following sequence of theory-driven and data-driven modeling steps (Fig. 2)
were chosen here.

3.2.1 Response linearization

The light intensities I from the wood sample, measured at each of the wavelengths for each
of the pixels at each of the points in time Fig. 2 a) were converted to reflectance units by R =
(I − Id)/(I0 − Id), where I0 represents the intensity of a spectralon white reference plate
and Id is the dark signal (image taken with the shutter closed). The reflectance data were
in turn linearized with respect to chemical response by the conventional transformation to
apparent absorbance A = log10(1/R). After this response normalization and linearization
of each of the > 5× 1010 individual light intensity readings, the 2D image of apparent
absorbance at each wavelength channel at each point in time Fig. 2 b) is unfolded into a 1D
column vector. This resulted in a virtual 3-way array of absorbance Fig. 2 c) with 2,354,000
pixels per image and 159 wavelengths × 150 time points.

This array was unfolded into a virtual 2-way absorbance matrix Fig. 2 d) of 353,100,000
pixels × 159 wavelengths which was submitted to three more stages of modeling:

1. Modeling the known: The 159-dimensional spectrum of each of the 353,100,000
pixels was submitted to a semi-causal modeling of what is known about how light
interacts with matter in complex samples such as wood, based on the Extended
Multiplicative Signal Correction (EMSC) model [6, 7].

In total five different phenomena with known spectra were modeled, in order to
estimate their unknown spatial and temporal distributions. The purpose of this
stage is to model the linearized absorbance spectra in terms of a sum of variation
types whose spectral profiles Fig. 2 e) are known but actual levels in each pixel
Fig. 2 f) is unknown. After subtracting these five estimated effects, the residual
spectra Fig. 2 g) should only contain random measurement noise – if the chosen
mechanistic model had been perfect.

The chosen EMSC model spectra Fig. 2 e) represent three known physical and
two known chemical variation patterns that are expected to affect the apparent
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absorbance spectrum zi of each pixel i = 1, 2, ...nPixels relative to a chosen, “typical”
reference pixel m (in our case chosen to be the mean of all pixels in the image
taken after 21 h of drying), according to the model

zi = bi× (m′+∆ci,Water× s′Water +∆ci,WoodPigment× s′WoodPigment)+ ai× 1′+ di× f′+ εi
(6)

In this equation m, sWater, sWoodPigment, 1, f, zi, εi are column-wise vectors with the
same length as the number of wavelength channels. bi, ∆ci,Water, ∆ci,WoodPigment, ai
and di are scalars. The reference spectrum m (Fig. 3 left, top spectrum) was chosen
in the modeling for estimating the effective relative path length parameter bi, in
each pixel i and it is corrected for by division. The reason why it is important
to estimate the relative optical path length is that according to Beer-Lambert’s
law, the absorbance effects of path length variations can be very big, and are
multiplicative, while e.g. chemical pigment variations can be very small and give
additive absorbance effects.

This parameter, the relative optical path length, is intended as a pragmatic measure
of the “diffuse thickness” [10] of the wood sample at different states of drying,
relative to that of the dry reference sample which defined the reference spectrum
m. Popularly speaking, bi should thus show how far, on “average”, the photons
travel inside the wood after hitting the wood surface before they emerge again
at the surface to be detected by the camera. The longer a photon travels in the
chemically absorbing environment, the higher the probability is that it will be
lost by chemical absorption and converted into heat or lost by other means. This
relative optical path length estimate bi is expected to vary more or less inversely
proportional to the scattering coefficient s in sample #i: bi = 1/s , but with the
simplifying assumption that s is the same at all measured wavelengths.

In order to attain robust estimates of the relative path length variations by projection
of input spectra Zi on reference spectrum m, the other variation types that also
affect the input spectra must be modeled so as to avoid alias errors: A flat baseline
of length 159 Fig. 3 left, spectrum #2) and a straight line f with monotonically
increasing values evenly spaced between -1 and 1 Fig. 3 left, spectrum #3) are
chosen for estimating the pixel’s spectral baseline-offset ai and baseline slope di,
respectively, again due to physical light scattering variations, and are corrected for
by subtraction.

A wood color spectrum sWoodPigment Fig. 3 left, spectrum #4) was chosen for esti-
mating and subtracting spatially visible wood structure variations ∆ci,WoodPigment.
It was defined as the average scatter-corrected difference between the absorbance
spectra of early- and latewood pixels in the last of the images (the driest state).

The absorbance spectrum of water, sWater (Fig. 3 left, spectrum #5) was cho-
sen in order to quantify how the concentration of water differs from the pre-
sumed concentration of water in the reference pixel, ∆ci,Water, and subtract this
effect. The water spectrum, sWater, was defined as the wavelength dependent
specific absorption coefficient of water within the 500-1005 nm range (data from
[11]). Residual spectrum εi represents any variation in the input absorbance
spectrum zi that is not described by this EMSC model, once the unknown param-
eter values [bi, ∆ci,WoodPigment, ∆ci,Water, ai, di] in each pixel #i of these known
spectral variation types have been estimated. In order to estimate these parame-
ters simultaneously in a linear regression model, the products bi × ∆ci,Water and
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Figure 3: Modeling the known: Spectral and temporal structure of the parameters from
Extended Multiplicative Signal Correction (EMSC). Left column shows EMSC model spectra
chosen for modeling apparent absorbance; (a) Reference spectrum m for estimating optical
path length, calculated as the average spectra of the last (driest) image in the series. (b)
Constant “spectrum” for estimating baseline offset. (c) Linear “spectrum” for estimating
baseline slope. (d) Dominant pigment spectrum ∆sWoodPigment, defined as the average
difference between early- and latewood pixels in the last (driest) image in the series. (e)
Water spectrum ∆sWater. Right column shows the temporal development of all EMSC
parameters (estimated at each point in time by averaging over all image pixels).
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bi×∆ci,WoodPigment were redefined as gi,Water and hi,WoodPigment respectively. Hence,
the EMSC model is rewritten:

zi = bi ×m′+ gi,Water× s′Water + hi,WoodPigment× s′WoodPigment + ai × 1′+ di × f′+ εi
(7)

Defining the set of known model spectra:

M = [m, sWater, sWoodPigment, 1, f]′ (8)

And the corresponding set of unknown parameters (pixel properties)

pi = [bi, gi,Water, hi,WoodPigment, ai, di] (9)

the description for each pixel #i becomes a simple linear model:

zi = pi ×M + εi (10)

This allows the unknown parameter values in pi to be estimated by ordinary least
squares (OLS) regression of each pixel spectrum zi on M:

pi,est = zi ×M′ × (M×M′)−1. (11)

The multivariate modeling methods used here, EMSC and OTFP, are both based
on weighted least squares. Therefore, it is important to balance the presumed
relevance of the 159 wavelength channels against their estimated noise levels.
Uncertainties in the measured signal from the hyperspectral camera vary across
different wavelengths due to e.g. the spectral response of camera detector. To
account for this in the modeling stage, wavelengths were weighted with a vector of
weights vλ, λ = 1, 2, ..., Λ according to their signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) so that the
signal of wavelengths associated with greater uncertainties were down weighted,
whilst signal originating from wavelengths with low noise level were to a greater
extent preserved. The signal-to-noise ratio of an image was approximated by
dividing the average raw signal intensity in the white reference region of an image
with the average signal intensity in the dark reference region of the same image:

SRN =
Psignal

Pnoise
=

Pwhite
Pdark

. (12)

As the detector and the halogen lights used to artificially illuminate the wood
sample become warmer over time, slight changes in their characteristics occur
which causes minor changes in the signal-to-noise ratio between images taken at
different points in time during an extended image acquisition period such as 21
hours. The SNR was in the present study therefore calculated for nine different
images, evenly sampled from the first to the last image of the acquisition period,
and then averaged into one SNR curve. The average SNR curve was then smoothed
and normalized to lie in the 0.4-0.9 range before used as a weight vector in both
EMSC and OTFP. Figure 4 shows the final, smoothed, weight vector v together
with the SNR curve.

The ordinary least squares solution therefore is replaced by a weighted least squares
(WLS) solution:

pi,est = zi ×V×M′ × (M×V×M′)−1. (13)

where weights V = diag(v) where v = [vλ, λ = 1, 2, ..., Λ] balances the sum-of-
squares contributions from the different wavelength channels with respect to their
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Figure 4: Weight vector used to assign weights to different wavelength regions during
EMSC and OTFP. Red dotted line represents measured signal-to-noise ratio. Dark solid
line represents smoothed S/N curve used as weight vector v in both EMSC and OTFP.

relevance and noise levels. Once the relative effective optical path length bi had
been estimated for every pixel, the chemical parameters were estimated by division:

∆ci,Water = b−1
i × gi,Water (14)

∆ci,WoodPigment = b−1
i × hi,WoodPigment (15)

Then, for each of these five EMSC model elements, the many spatiotemporal pixel
parameters were summarized in terms of spatial structure Fig. 2 h), comparison
of the first and the last image in the drying sequence) and their temporal devel-
opments Fig. 2 i). The obtained time series were finally analyzed with respect to
their kinetic properties.

To correct for the physical light scattering variations while retaining the chemical
light absorbance variations, the EMSC post-processing of the input spectra is
defined as

zi,corrected = b−1
i × (zi − ai × 1′ − di × f′) (16)

which corresponds to

zi,corrected = ∆ci,Water × s′Water + ∆ci,WoodPigment × s′WoodPigment + b−1
i × εi (17)

The estimated residual spectrum of each pixel εi (Fig. 2 g), is obtained by:

εi = zi − bi ×m− gi,Water × s′Water − hi,WoodPigment × s′WoodPigment − ai × 1′ + ai × f′

(18)
This residual spectrum is expected to contain random measurement noise as well
as possible unmodeled spectral structures remaining after the EMSC modeling.
Before the residual spectra εi were submitted to further scrutiny to search for
unknown features, they were scaled in order to remove the non-additive effects of
varying path length:

εi,scaled = b−1
i × εi. (19)
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This EMSC modeling yielded rescaled and weighted 159-dimensional residual
spectra εi,scaled Fig. 2 j) for more than 350 million 159-dimensional spectra:

Escaled = [εi,scaled, 1, 2, ..., 353 100 000]. (20)

2. Modeling the unknown: In order to look for unknown, and hence unmodeled
patterns of variations in the hyperspectral video data, the residuals Escaled were
passed to the next stage in the modeling: A joint analysis to discover, quantify and
display unknown, unmodeled spectral variation patterns and to separate these
from the background of (presumably random) measurement noise.

The estimated residual spectra Escaled are expected to contain not only “random”
measurement noise, but also systematic—but unknown—variation structures.
These may be due to errors in the shape of the mechanistic model (here: nor-
malization, linearization, linear EMSC model), errors in the employed model
elements (here: estimated spectra of sWater and sWoodPigment) or unmodeled phe-
nomena (here: e.g. physical specular reflection from wood surface, or chemical
variation in the cellulose/lignin ratio in different parts of the wood). Bilinear data

modeling by principal component analysis (PCA) and PCA-like methods are useful
for discovering, quantifying and graphically displaying non-random covariation
structures in data. For “path length”-scaled, mean-centered variables and weighted
residuals the model may thus be described as:

EABLM,scaled,weighted = t1 × p′1 + ... + ta × p′a + ...tA × p′A + EABLM,final,weighted (21)

where the bilinear contribution from each principal component #a = 1, 2, ..., A
in this case consists of the product of the spatiotemporal scores ta = [ti,a, i =
1, 2, ...nPixels] and the loading spectra pa = [pk,a, k = 1, 2, ...nWavelengths]. Ideally,
the first PCs are included in the final model because they represent non-random
covariation structures, while EABLM,final,weighted represents the remaining random
noise.

In the present case, the number of spectra in Escaled is very high - for different
2D pixel positions at different times. To simplify the explorative adaptive bi-
linear modeling, the On-The-Fly-Processing (OTFP) software from Idletechs AS
(www.idletechs.com) was employed, in order to be able to handle this stream of
Quantitative Big Data on a regular PC within a reasonable computation time. The
OTFP yields results very similar to a weighted principal component analysis (PCA)
[8], but develops this bilinear model sequentially and therefore allows PCA-like
modeling of more or less continuous streams of high-dimensional data such as
spectra from hyperspectral imaging. The same statistical weight vector of the
wavelength channels Fig. 4 was used in the OTFP as in the EMSC.

The OTFP analysis will gradually, but automatically, discover, extract and quantify
any clear systematic covariation pattern remaining in the residuals. The compo-
nents in the bilinear model consist of the product of unknown spectral loading
profiles Fig. 2 k) and unknown spatiotemporal score vectors Fig. 2 l), and represent
a succession of “unexpected patterns”. In the present case, four patterns from the
residuals were found to have smooth spectral loadings. To be on the safe side, a
fifth principal component was also included in the final model.

Like for the spatiotemporal EMSC scores, the estimated spatiotemporal OTFP score
patterns of each of these five PCA components was refolded with respect to its 2D
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wood picture Fig. 2 n) and its temporal development Fig. 2 o) during the drying
process.

The residuals Fig. 2 m) after this two-stage modeling were briefly interpreted
graphically. Since no important patters were found, they were just summarized
statistically and then discarded.

3. Temporal kinetics modeling: Each of the average temporal score vectors from the
EMSC modeling of known phenomena Fig. 2 i) and OTFP modeling of unknown
phenomena Fig. 2 o) were finally fitted to the simplified first-order kinetic model.
The purpose of this was to shed some light on the temporal development of
the hyperspectral video measurements, and hopefully also on the mechanisms
governing how the optical properties of the wood sample change during the drying
process.

For each of the EMSC and OTFP components the average score was computed
at each of the 150 time points t = 1, 2, ..., 150 by averaging over all pixels at time
point t. After defining the component’s score vector as y∗t , t = 1, 2, ..., 150, a linearly
transformed score vector yt = y∗t × a + b was defined so as to ensure that yt is
positive and falling gradually towards zero. The scaling factor a was defined to
ensure that one unit of change in yt corresponded to one unit change in apparent
absorbance of the input data. Offset b was then defined so that the minimum value
yt=21hrs was 0.001 absorbance units or more. Then the temporal derivative dyt/dt
was computed using Eq. 2.

The dynamic complexity of the component time series y∗t could then be assessed
by plotting dyt/dt vs time t: If the processes affecting component y∗t had followed
simple first-order kinetics, then the 150 data points would fall along a straight line
(conf. Eq. 4). Hence, deviations from the straight lines indicate kinetics that is
more complex.

4 Results

4.1 Average moisture in the drying process

The total weight of the wood sample (wwood) is shown in Fig. 5 a) for the drying period
0-21 h, in total consisting of 150 time points. The weight-based average moisture content
(water%) in the wood sample is shown in Fig. 5 b). The figure shows that the wood sample
has 37.09 % moisture at time t = 0, and after t = 21 h of low-temperature drying, the wood
sample still contains 6.20 %" moisture, compared to its oven dried state.

In order to study the over-all kinetics of the drying process, the average moisture content
water%, its temporal derivative d(water%)/dt Eq. 2 is plotted against drying time Fig. 5
c) and against water% itself Fig. 5 d). In theory, if d(water%)/dt vs water% in Fig. 5 d)
had displayed a simple linear relationship, this would have meant that the drying process
follows simple first-order kinetics. But at least four different near-linear relationships at
different drying stages may be observed: 0-0.5 h, 0.5-1.5 h, 1.5-10 h and 10-21 h. This
indicates that the drying of wood represents a rather complex dynamic process, where
especially the initial hour or two follow very different kinetics.

A more noise robust but also less sensitive way to study the observed dynamics is illustrated
by plotting development of y = wwood Fig. 5 e) and y = wwater Fig. 5 f) on ln-scales
against drying time. While a simple first-order kinetics process would have yielded a single
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Figure 5: a) Weight of wood sample as function of drying time. b) % Water in wood sample
as function of drying time, calculated as water% = 100× (wwood− 245.46g)/245.46. c) Rate
of change d(water%)/dt as function of drying time. d) Rate of change d(water%)/dt as
function of water%, with four local approximation lines. e) ln(wwood − 245.46) as function
of drying time. f) ln(water%) as function of drying time, with three local approximation
lines.
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straight line ln(y) ≈ −k× t + ln(yt=0), clear curvatures are observed. In Fig. 5 f) three
local approximation line segments are drawn, to illustrate the complex drying dynamics.

Hence, while the weight loss of the wood sample of course gives important insight into the
over-all drying process, it does not shed light on the different mechanisms involved in the
process. Better methods are in the end needed in order to monitor and study the different
mechanisms leading to water evaporation in the wood sample.

4.2 Hyperspectral imaging input spectra

Figure 6 illustrates the modeling of the vis-NIR spectra in terms of the physical and
chemical phenomena expected to dominate the data, for ten typical pixels. The top left
and right subplots represent the absorbance spectra of pixels at t = 0 h (i.e. very wet
wood sample) and t = 21 h (i.e. dry wood sample). The inserted windows magnifies the
wavelength region were water absorbance is seen most clearly.

As expected, the absorbance spectra of wet wood (Fig. 6, top left) shows a clear peak in the
940-1005 nm region which the specific absorption coefficient spectra (Fig. 3 e) suggests is
heavily associated with water absorption. After drying for 21 hours it has decreased, but
not disappeared.

Over-all, the apparent absorbance spectra are seen to be dominated by brown wood
pigments showing their strongest light absorbance in the blue and green wavelength
regions (< 550 nm). Moreover, the shorter wavelengths in the visible region appear to
have a significantly higher absorbance in a wet wood sample than in a dry one. There
is also considerable absorbance variations in the water absorbance range. This is not
counterintuitive considering that a wet piece of wood is perceived as darker than a dry
one even to the human eye, and probably represent variations in physical light scattering
properties. Less intuitively however, is the fact that the absorbance decreases, i.e. the wood
is perceived as lighter, in the 650-900 nm range when saturating the sample with water.
This difference in absorbance is likely an effect of different scatter properties between
the two states of the sample. Introducing water into the wood pores reduces lateral light
scattering [12], which in turn allows more light to be reflected back to the camera.

Hence, the water-related physical properties of the wood, as seen from its light scattering
properties (as well as its drying kinetics in Fig. 5 d) and Fig. 5 f) have considerable
complexities.

4.3 Modeling known structures by EMSC

The purpose of the EMSC is to quantify and remove effects from the spectra that we think
we understand. The middle row of curves in Fig. 6 shows the spectra of the same subset of
pixels from the wood sample in both wet (t = 0 h, left) and dry condition (t = 21 h, right)
after the EMSC correction:

zi,corrected = m + εi,scaled. (22)

As can be seen in the middle row of Fig. 6, clearly the EMSC model largely succeeds
in modeling the “known” types of spectral variations, and then removing them, both by
subtractions (baseline variations, water and wood pigment variations) and by division
(optical path length variations). The EMSC-corrected spectra zi,corrected are brought together
around the chosen reference spectrum m. By comparing the spectra of the sample in dry vs
wet state in the 940-1005 nm region—a region heavily associated with water absorption—it
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Figure 6: Apparent absorbance spectra from 10 typical pixels of the wood sample in
wet condition (left) at t = 0 h and dry condition (right) at t = 21 h. The black dotted
line represents the chosen reference spectrum m, which is the average of all pixels in
the image taken after 21 hours of drying. Top figures show spectra before EMSC pre-
processing. Middle figures show spectra after EMSC pre-processing. Bottom figures show
unmodeled spectral residuals after the EMSC modeling. Windows within the figures show
a magnification of the 940-1005 nm region strongly associated with water absorption.
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is clear that the characteristics of the spectra are different in the two states even after the
spectral correction. In this region, the dry sample exhibits an S-shaped absorbance while
the wet version of the same sample has a more blunt and flat absorbance spectra. Because
the sample underwent desorption “drying” in a laboratory with a room temperature of
about 20 ◦C, the sample will certainly still contain chemically bound water after the 21
hours of drying. It is possible that the differences in absorbance characteristic seen in
the 940-1005 nm range can be accredited to different absorbance properties of free vs
chemically bound water in the wood.

For more graphical resolution, the bottom curves of Fig. 6 shows the estimated residual
spectra εi,scaled (without reference spectrum m) for the same pixels in sample in the wet
(t = 0 h) and dry (t = 21 h) condition. Because most of the residuals are non-zero,
there are undoubtedly unknown spectral phenomena taking place within the sample
which are not completely captured by the chosen EMSC model spectra shown in Fig.
3 (left side). The EMSC accounted for more than 99 % of the total variance in the 159
weighted wavelength channels. But it is clear that the residuals are not just random
measurement noise. Unmodeled spectral structures are clearly visible, in particular in the
water absorbance region and at the shortest wavelengths. Before moving on to analyze
these unknown variations, the spatiotemporal properties of the EMSC parameter estimates
will be discussed.

4.4 Temporal development of fitted EMSC parameters

Figure 3 (right side) shows the temporal development of the fitted EMSC parameters
associated with the EMSC model vectors (left side), averaged across all pixels at each of the
150 points in time t = 0, ..., 21 h.

Within the first hour of drying, all the modeled properties of the wood sample appear to
change rapidly. It is important to note that the hyperspectral monitoring process of the
wood sample started immediately after the sample had been taken from a state of full
submersion in water. As a consequence of this, there was an amount of liquid water on top
of the wood during the initial period of drying, effectively forming a film of water covering
the wood and partially cloaking the spectral properties of the wood itself. This probably
caused the particularly complex drying behavior at the beginning of the drying process, as
also seen in Fig. 5 d).

Figure 6 (bottom left) showed a lot of unmodeled water absorption at t = 0 h. It is obvious
that the chosen EMSC model spectra alone do not allow an adequate description for the
spectra of wood with the highest moisture content. Since absorbance spectra of bound
water probably overlap with the EMSC model of free water (Fig. 3 c), so-called alias errors
[13] are expected in the EMSC estimates. For this reason, some of the initial changes seen
in the modeled properties of the sample could be misleading during the initial stages of
drying, as they have large uncertainties associated with them.

After one to two hours, the average of the multiplicative optical path length score bi (Fig.
3 f) seems to approach the level of the reference. The average additive baseline scores ai
and di (Fig. 3 g and h) likewise level off. Hence, at first glance the different physical light
scattering parameters show somewhat similar behavior.

Concerning the chemical absorbance effects, the average scores for ∆ci,WoodPigment should
ideally have been constant over time, to the extent the structure of the wood sample itself is
constant. As can be seen in subplot (e) of Fig. 3, this is not the case. While ∆ci,WoodPigment
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does not vary as much as the other EMSC model parameters, some variation is evident.
This could indicate that the in-situ estimated spectra describing the pigment differences
within the wood is too crude to adequately model the inhomogeneity of the wood. The
origin of this is not clear. But it could be related to the small spatial contraction expected
when the wood dries.

Because less energy is required to evaporate free water within a wood sample compared
to bound water [12], the drying-out of a water saturated piece of wood occurs in at least
two phases. First a rapid evaporation of free water takes place, which is then followed by a
slower evaporation of bound water. As such, the temporal development of average sample
water content suggested by the EMSC model in Fig. 3 j) appears realistic; the curve quickly
drops during the first hour, suggesting the evaporation of free water and surface water,
which is then followed by a significantly slower drying process for the remaining 20 hours
of drying.

The EMSC-based estimate of ∆ci,Water, is based on a projection on the spectrum of free
water, sWater, so it is intended to be proportional to the concentration of free water. This
behavior of the estimated free water is what might be expected if the free water were
primarily situated on or close to the wood surface. It is distinctly different from that of the
weight-based over-all moisture content (Fig. 5 b), which represents loss of both free and
bound water.

4.5 Spatial development of fitted EMSC parameters

Figure 7 shows the corresponding spatial distribution of the EMSC parameters, for two of
the 150 time points: t = 0 h (wet; top) and t = 21 h (dry, corresponding to the reference
time point for spectrum m; bottom). In the figure, light rendering means high while dark
rendering means low values. All the EMSC parameters show clear spatial patterns of early-
vs latewood, in addition to the differences between wet and dry wood.

In summary, the effective optical path length is lower in dry wood than in wet wood. This
is probably due to an increase in light scattering as air replaces water in the wood pores
and therefore increases the variability in the refractive index inside the wood material. On
the other hand, the absorbance baseline offset increases upon drying. This may also be due
to the increasing light scattering, e.g. by increasing the angular distribution of reflected
light and thus reducing the fraction of light reaching the narrow angle of the camera’s light
detector. The consequence of the path length reduction is apparently stronger than the
consequence of the increased spectral absorbance level, since the over-all effect is to render
dry wood visually lighter than wet wood. A more detailed spatial comparison of early-
and latewood pixels confirm the opposite trends of these two effects of light scattering.

The slightly decreasing baseline slope indicates a slightly increased wavelength dependency
of this absorbance baseline. The pigment concentration estimate ∆cWoodPigment increases
slightly; this is probably due to insufficient model detail. Finally, the estimate of free water
concentration, ∆cWater, falls distinctly upon drying, as expected. The EMSC modeling
accounted for 98.04 % of the weighted variance.

4.6 Modeling unknown structures by OTFP

Each of the residual spectra remaining after the “theory-driven” EMSC modeling of known
phenomena, illustrated for 10 of the pixels at the bottom of Fig. 6, were divided by the
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Figure 7: Modeling the known: Spatial structure of EMSC parameters. 2D visualization
of fitted EMSC parameters in wet wood sample, i.e. t = 0 h, (upper row) and dry wood
sample, i.e. t = 21 h, (lower row) for all parameters used in the EMSC model.

estimates of their relative effective optical path length bi. These more than 350 million
residual spectra, accounting for 1.06 % of the total variance of the input spectra, were then
submitted to the OTFP software system, one small batch at a time.

Since the OTFP is a weighted least squares procedure that describe the stream of incoming
spectra with as few principal components as possible, the first step in the OTFP is to
multiply each residual spectrum by the same relevance-vs-reliability weights Fig. 4 that
were used in the EMSC modeling. Then the bilinear “PCA-like” model was gradually
developed, to describe as much of the variation in the incoming stream of residual data
with as few principal components as possible.

The sequence of five first OTFP components representing unknown, but systematic spectral
structures, decreased this further, from 1.06 % to 0.52 %, 0.15 %, 0.05 %, 0.02 % and 0.01 %,
respectively.

4.7 Spectral and temporal development of estimated OTFP parameters

Figure 8 shows the results for the first five PCs, for the deweighted spectral loadings for the
159 wavelength channels (left), and the temporal scores, averaged over all the pixels in each
of the 150 points in time t = 0, 1, 2, ..., 21 h (right). The first four PCs display clear, smooth,
loadings and scores. And while the fifth PC shows rather noisy loadings, its score vector
is smooth. Comparing their relative sums-of-squares contributions based on weighted
loadings, PCs #1 and #2 accounted for 95 % and 4.8 %, while PCs #3, #4 and #5 together
accounted for only 0.2 %. Hence, only the first two PCs dominate the weighted spectral
residuals.

All five OTFP PCs show very different behavior for the first hour of drying, compared to
the rest of the 21-hour drying period. Moreover, PCs #1, #2 and #3 show clear signatures
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Figure 8: Modeling the unknown: Spectral and temporal structure of the parameters from
adaptive bi-linear modelling in the On-The-Fly-Processing (OTFP) implementation. Left
column shows the OTFP model spectra estimated for modeling of apparent absorbance.
De-weighted loadings for component 1-5. Right column shows the temporal development
of the ABLM parameters (estimated at each point in time by averaging over all image
pixels).
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Figure 9: Modeling the unknown: Spatial structure of OTFP parameters. 2D visualization
of reconstructed OTFP scores of wet the wood sample, i.e. t = 0 h, (upper row) and dry
wood sample, i.e. t = 21 h, (lower row) for the five first PCs.

in the water absorbance region above 900 nm. PCs #2, #3, #4 likewise show clear spectral
features at the lowest wavelengths. PCs #1 and #2 also show some structure at intermediate
wavelengths.

4.8 Spatial structure of estimated OTFP parameters

Figure 9 shows the corresponding spatial distribution of the OTFP parameters, for two
of the 150 time points: t = 0 h (wet; top) and t = 21 h (dry; bottom). In the figure, light
rendering means high while dark rendering means low values. In particular, the first,
second and fifth component show spatial differences between wet and dry wood.

For instance, PCs #1 and #2 reveal a local spatial structure at the bottom of the wood sample
that are not visible in the EMSC parameters. However, in general, their temporal and
spatial structures of the OTFP components were not as clear as for the EMSC parameters
in Fig. 3 and Fig. 7.

A subsequent axis rotation, from the basic, orthogonal PCA score-and loading- representa-
tion of the OTFP to a simpler bilinear structure (by e.g. varimax or independent component
analysis ICA) may be expected to give easier wood-related interpretation. However, that is
beyond the scope of the present chapter, which is primarily intended to demonstrate how
massive streams of hyperspectral video data can be efficiently modeled in terms of known
and unknown features.
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Figure 10: How the variation at the different wavelengths was explained by the sequence
of modeling steps: In the input data, after EMSC and after OTFP PCs #1, #2, #3, #4 and
#5. Top: Residual standard deviations, statistically weighted. Bottom: Residual standard
deviations, de-weighted.

4.9 Over-all model assessments

4.9.1 Statistical summaries

Figure 10 (left) shows how the standard deviation of each of the 159 wavelength channels
is reduced by the succession of modeling stages, for the weighted wavelength channels
used in the weighted least squares modeling in EMSC and OTFP. It is clear that the EMSC
modeling of known spectral phenomena (dashed green curve) has removed a very large
part of the variation. However, substantial residuals remain in visible range (610-720 nm)
and in two NIR ranges (750-840 nm and 870-1010 nm). Interestingly the water absorption
region 920-970 nm shows clear, unmodeled spectral features.

Most of the residuals after the EMSC, including the remaining water absorptions, are
accounted for by the first OTFP component. The effects of OTFP components 2, 3, 4 and 5
are hardly visible in the plot. Figure 10 (right) show the same residual standard deviations
after having removed statistical weights Fig. 4.

For statistically optimal EMSC and OTFP modeling from a weighted least squares point of
view, the inverse of the residual standard deviation after five OTFP components might have
been used as wavelength weights. However, we have chosen to retain the original weights
in shown Fig. 4, in order to emphasize the chemical relevance in the longer wavelengths
(water absorption) and the shortest wavelengths (wood pigment effects).

The following statistics summarize the weighted residual standard deviations (left, Fig. 10)
over the 159 weighted wavelengths: The EMSC modeling of known spectral phenomena
accounted for as much as 98.93 % of the total initial variance, leaving 1.06 % unexplained.
The sequence of five OTFP components representing unknown, but systematic spectral
structures, decreased this further to 0.52 %, 0.015 %, 0.05 %, 0.02 % and 0.01 % of the
total initial variance, respectively. Hence, in total, about 99.99 % of the input variance was
explained by the modeling of both known and unknown spectral phenomena.

It should be noted that due to partial overlap between the known and unknown spectral
variation phenomena in the drying wood, alias errors are to be expected in the EMSC
scores, which may affect the subsequent OTFP modeling due to the multiplicative (rather
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than purely additive) residual definition. Moreover, the estimated OTFP loading spectra
have the unnatural property of being orthogonal to the chosen EMSC spectra [13]. Fortuna
et al. [14] presented a method for resolving alias problems in purely additive systems. This
approach might also have been useful here. But that would require special attention to the
nonadditive estimation and correction for the optical path length, so that is not pursued
here.

4.9.2 Temporal kinetics modeling

The kinetic analysis of the over-all drying process Fig. 5 showed that the weight-based
estimates of the moisture content dynamics were rather complex. The phase space of the
moisture percentage displayed least four types of kinetics. The EMSC and OTFP models
have shown that several different variation phenomena affect the spectroscopic properties
of the wood sample during the drying process.

The final modeling step is an attempt at assessing the complexity of the processes going
on during the drying process of the wood sample. Each of the individual temporal score
averages from the EMSC model Fig. 3, right) and the OTFP model (Fig. 8, right) were
modified and fit to the decay model corresponding to a simple first-order reaction. In each
case, the fit included a rescaling, a sign change if needed and an offset correction, followed
by a logarithmic transformation.

Figure 11 shows that for the first hour of drying, the simple first-order kinetic model did
not fit. But in the time period 1-20 h drying, the log transforms for four of the five EMSC
parameters as well as the first (and dominant) OTFP parameter fitted well to the linear
model expected for first-order process dynamics, with different rate constants.

4.9.3 Over-all model summary

A time series of hyperspectral images, comprising around 300 million spectra, was logarith-
mically linearized, weighted statistically and then decomposed by mathematical subspace
modeling into “known” components and “unknown” components.

The “known” components represented three physical light scattering effects and two
chemical absorbance effects expected to affect the measured spectra. Together, these five
“known” components accounted for 98.94 % of the variance of all the statistically weighted
spectra, leaving 1.06 % variance unexplained.

Then a sequence of “unknown” components, i.e. unexpected, but systematic variation pat-
terns, were discovered and extracted from the spectral residuals. The five first components
reduced the remaining unexplained variance to 0.52 %, 0.015 %, 0.05 %, 0.02 % and 0.01 %,
respectively. Hence, by compressing the 159 wavelength channels into these 10 modeled
components, more than 99.99 % of the variance of all the absorbance data was thereby
accounted for.

Linear and bilinear modeling was used in the component estimation, and compensated
for by subtraction, in analogy to Beer’s law. Moreover, one of the estimated physical
components, the relative effective optical path length, was corrected for by division, also in
analogy to Lambert’s law.

The dynamics of the wood drying process was further assessed by tentatively fitting each
of the component averages, after a suitable linear transformation, to the loglinear kinetic
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Figure 11: Kinetic modeling of the hyperspectral video developments: Analysis of the
known and unknown temporal developments of the parameters from EMSC (left) and OTFP
(right), averaged over all pixels, as first order dynamic processes. Dotted: ln(normalized
parameters); densely dotted represent the data points used in the least squares estimation
of the kinetic parameters. Straight red lines: Model fitted.
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model. Some of the known and unknown components fitted quite well to this model of a
first-order reaction, but with different reaction rates, while other components displayed
more complex time developments.

Compared to the initial assessment of the over-all weight loss during the wood drying
process, the hyperspectral video appeared to give much more detailed, quantitative account
of the complex water diffusion- and evaporation processes along with their kinetics. It also
revealed how their spatial distribution in the wood changed from wet to dry wood.

5 Conclusions

By monitoring a drying wood sample we experimentally demonstrated a generic way in
which a stream of hyperspectral time series data can be modeled in terms of a priori known
and unknown constituent spectra to enable large dimensionality reduction of the data,
essentially without any loss of information. An additional benefit of the described method-
ology, apart from enabling substantial compression of the data, is that it autonomously
highlights unidentified systematic spectral variations within the sample being studied,
which aids in further exploration and understanding of the underlying chemical and
physical processes causing the variations. The kinetic analysis of the weight loss curve of
our drying wood sample indicated that the over-all drying process of the wood sample
was rather complex. This complexity was addressed, by resolving the hyperspectral time
series data in terms of a multivariate, mixed multiplicative – additive EMSC modeling,
involving three known physical variation phenomena related to varying light scattering
and two known chemical variation phenomena related to changing wood composition.
After removal of these known effects, the hyperspectral imaging data had clear unmodeled
spectral variations, particularly in images taken during the first hour of drying.

Most of these residual variations were picked up by the subsequent data-driven OTFP
modeling, which revealed two major and a couple of minor unexpected variation patterns.
Four of the known variation phenomena and one of the unexpected variation patterns
seemed to follow relatively simple first-order kinetics. Most notably, the effective optical
path length did clearly not follow first-order kinetics.

The RGB images of the wood sample in Fig. 1 b) and c) showed the wood to be darker and
more yellow-brown when in a wet state compared to when dry. This corresponds well to
how the drying seemed to affect the light scattering, causing several types of variations,
the most dominant one being a strong reduction in the effective optical path length.
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